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ABSTRACT

This dissertation studies the tonemic system of Zulu in order to discover the phonological tones (i.e. the 'tonemes') of the language, and to formulate the tonal rules that are responsible for converting these phonological tones into phonetic tones. In order to determine the phonological tones, all the phonetic tones (i.e. the surface tones) of Zulu are first identified. This is accomplished by classifying the tones occurring in the surface structures of all syntactic categories, i.e. nouns, verbs, relatives, etc. The classification yields twelve surface tones. Next, the factors that condition phonetic variation are identified, viz. the phonological feature [+ slack vocal cords] which conditions up-glides, vowel length which conditions down-glides, tonal assimilation which raises the pitch of some tones, and, finally, statement intonation which conditions the lowered final tone. This sifting process yields three phonological tones in the surface structures examined. These are High, Low and the High-Low tone cluster which is realized only on a syllable with a long vowel. Next, the underlying tonal matrices of the morphemes of Zulu are determined. The frame /kukhɔ _____/ is used to determine the underlying tonal matrices of verbs and nouns. For other syntactic categories different devices are employed. Finally, the tonal rules that derive surface structures from the underlying representations are formulated. The majority of these tonal rules have a functional motivation in the sense that their operation or conditions blocking their operation conspire to preserve specific information in phonetic strings, namely, the regulation of tonal prominence according to a hierarchy of morphemes in which suffixes dominate stems which dominate prefixes, the preservation of penultimate syllable prominence, and finally the preservation of tone class categorization.
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Zulu, the mother tongue of more than five million people, is one of the principal languages of South Africa. It belongs to the South Eastern Zone of the Niger-Congo family. The South Eastern Zone includes four language groups of the Republic of South Africa, viz. Nguni, Sotho, Tsonga and Venda. Four languages constitute the Nguni group, viz. Zulu, Xhosa, SiSwati and Ndebele. There are two principal tonal dialects of Zulu, viz. the Natal Coast dialect, spoken in the urban areas along the Natal Coast, and the KwaZulu dialect, spoken in the rural and urban areas of KwaZulu. Tonal variation between these two dialects is minimal:

The Natal Coast dialect applies Phrase Medial Tone Shift (a rule that shifts a high tone to the penultimate syllable of a word in phrase medial position, see 4.9) in more environments than does the KwaZulu dialect, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natal Coast Dialect</th>
<th>KwaZulu Dialect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ukúseˈbɛnziˈsa</td>
<td>ukúseˈbenziˈsa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lexical high-low tone cluster is associated with fewer morphemes in the Natal Coast dialect than in the KwaZulu dialect, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natal Coast Dialect</th>
<th>KwaZulu Dialect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dˈkɔ:ˈnä</td>
<td>dˈkɔ:ˈnä</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dˈkɔ:ˈbhā:ˈlā</td>
<td>dˈkɔ:ˈbhā:ˈlā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The feature [+ slack vocal cords] (see 1.1.3) is introduced in more constructions in the Natal Coast dialect than in the KwaZulu dialect, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natal Coast Dialect</th>
<th>KwaZulu Dialect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ɇɡədɔ</td>
<td>lɛsə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bɛˈdələ</td>
<td>bɛˈdələ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study of Zulu tonology is based on these two dialects.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

C = Consonant
V = Vowel
K-Zd = KwaZulu dialect
N-Cd = Natal Coast dialect
! = Statement Intonation
? = Question Intonation
S = Syllable boundary
+ = Morpheme boundary
- = Internal word boundary
# = Word boundary
## = Phonological phrase boundary
> = becomes
< = derives from
\(\hat{\imath}\) = Vowel with a high tone
\(\hat{\varepsilon}\) = Vowel with a low tone
\(\hat{\varepsilon}\) = Vowel with a high-low tone cluster
V; = Long vowel
\(\text{C)V}\) = Stressed syllable
U.R. = Underlying Representation
S.S. = Surface Structure

All other abbreviations and symbols throughout the text are explained in context.
0.0 INTRODUCTION

0.1 What Type of Tone Language is Zulu?

That Zulu is a tone language is clearly beyond question. However, it is of interest to ask what sort of tone language it is. The answer is that it presents a mixed typology. So far as non-verbal forms are concerned, Zulu is what has, traditionally, been called a lexical tone language, in which there is, largely, free choice of tone for each syllable. Two general constraints, however, apply to this choice:

a. The lexical high-low tone cluster is restricted to the penultimate syllable of the root of the morpheme it is associated with.

b. The sequences H H, H H, and H L H are barred morpheme internally.

The convention governing the association of tones with morae (i.e. tone-bearing units) in non-verbal forms is that the first tone in a domain is associated with the first mora, the second tone with the second mora, and so on. Any toneless morae remaining are assigned a low tone by convention (cf. Toneless Low Convention, 1.3.1).

Excepting for the two general constraints mentioned above, non-verbal forms have a free choice of tone per syllable, which is illustrated in the following tri-syllabic noun stems:

U.R. [H L][HLH] bululu # "puffadder"
S.S. 2:'bululu:ld
In verbal constructions, however, one essentially gets a contrast between high i.e. H or HL and low-toned verbs. Thus in the case of verbs, there is not a free choice of tone on each syllable. The high tone in all high toned verbs, is associated with a designated mora which we mark with an asterisk. In disyllabic and longer verbal roots this designated mora is the penultimate one. The Toneless Low Convention, introduced later, then assigns low tones to all other morae.

Examples:

U.R. \[ \text{H} \text{[L] [LLL s] [bhedlela]} \] # "hospital"
S.S. isibhédle:la

U.R. \[ \text{[H] [L] [LHL i] [li] [cobongö]} \] # "wide-mouthed calabash"
S.S. i:qó:bó:ngó

U.R. \[ \text{[H] [LLH iN] [jemane]} \] # "palm wine"
S.S. ínjëmâ:ıné

U.R. \[ \text{[H] [L] [HLHL i] [si] [hlabathi]} \] # "sand"
S.S. isíhlâ'bâ:thlı

U.R. \[ \text{[H] [L] [H][n] [ngï] [ya] [phûž+a][a] \} # "I am drinking"
S.S. ngï yà phû:za

U.R. \[ \text{[H] [L] [HL] [ba] [zo] [dïl+a]} \] # "They will play" (K-Z D)
S.S. bâzó:dîlâ:la

U.R. \[ \text{[L] [L] [H] [ngï] [ya] [sebenz+a][a] \} # "I am working"
In terms of the most recent discussions on accentual typology, we might describe the non-verbal system of Zulu as a pitch-accent system with fixed accent. "But what would a pitch-accent system with lexically contrastive tone melodies and fixed accent look like? The answer is: a system of precisely the type that is usually termed a 'lexical-tone system'," (Clements and Ford 1979: 200), and the verbal system as a pitch-accent system with free accent.

"The distinction between free accent and fixed accent entirely accounts for the linguistic distinction between systems with moveable tonal loci, and systems without such loci. To postulate the further distinction that systems of the latter type have no accent at all is, strictly speaking, superfluous." (Clements and Ford, 1979, 200).

2. Domains of Tone Association

In Zulu, morphemes are the domains within which tone association takes place, and we use square brackets to demarcate these domains.

Examples:

U.R. \[
\text{H} \vert \text{L} \vert \text{HL} \]

U.R. \[
\text{H} \vert \text{L} \vert \text{H}^* \vert \text{a} \]

S.S. isi'ngisi

S.S. u'nyama

S.S. u'nyama

"He is leaving"

In certain cases this leads to tonologically complex representations that are associated with segmentally simple morphemes, such as the case of initial floating H's with absolute pronouns, e.g.
It is necessary that the domain of the initial $I$ be separate from that of the $L$ for the purpose of tonal association. In order, however, to 'locate' this $H$ lexically, we shall bracket the string as a complex morpheme involving tones and segments:

$$[H][L]_{mi}$$

In 1.3.1 below we shall return to the question of associating tones with morae.

0.3 **Prominence**

In many tonal studies the word "prominence" is used as a coarser term to include stress, tone and duration. In Zulu, in addition to prominence involving stress, high tone (i.e. tonal prominence) and duration (i.e. vowel length), there is also penultimate syllable prominence.

0.3.1 **Penultimate Syllable Prominence**

Penultimate syllable prominence (PSP), which is marked with the feature [+ prominence], is a lexical feature of stems. The distinct features of [+ stress] (see 1.2.2) and [+ prominence] both give rise to syllables that are "prominent" in a general sense, but there are restrictions on the co-occurrence of the features that induce prominence; the prominence of a final long (i.e. bi-moric) vowel or of a stressed vowel takes precedence over PSP and consequently [+ prominence] deletes in the presence of [+ stress] or of a final bi-moric syllable. A stressed vowel and a final long vowel are mutually exclusive. In the following examples, the penultimate syllable of example 1 is prominent, while those of examples 2 and 3 are non-prominent because of the occurrence of
[+ stress](indicated by "=" in syllable 1 of example 2), and of a final bi-moric syllable in example 3.

Examples:
1. ngiyâgêzâ  "I am washing"
2. ntini'ni   Ideophone depicting fast running
3. ngôfô:    "at four o'clock"

Penultimate syllable prominence has a wide ranging effect on phonological processes in Zulu:

1. It is a condition for the application of Penultimate Mora Creation, i.e. "syntactic" length occurs only with prominent penultimate syllables of phrase final words (see Penultimate Mora Creation 1.2.1.2).

Examples:
ngiyâgê:zâ  "I am washing"

But:
ntîni'ni  # Ideophone depicting fast running
ngôfô:     # "at four o'clock"

2. It asserts the prominence of the penultimate syllable in the phrase medial position (i.e. even where the vowel is short) by conditioning high tone shift onto that syllable (see Phrase Medial Tone Shift, 4.9).

Examples:
bâsâgêzâ # l'zi:zah # "They are still washing the dishes"
cf. bâsâgê:zâ  # "They are still washing"
3. It adjusts any imbalance in syllable prominence by causing the high tone on a non-prominent final syllable of a phrase medial word to convert to a low tone (see Phrase Medial Final Tone Lowering, 4.10).

Examples:
\[\text{iz\text{"u}nj\text{"a} # ziy\text{"a}l\text{"a} # # "The dogs are eating"} \]
cf. \[\text{izi:unj\text{"a} # # "dogs"} \]

4. It blocks the creation of any imbalance in syllable prominence by blocking the displacement of a high tone from a prominent penultimate syllable to a non-prominent final syllable (see Tonal Displacement, 4.11).

Examples:
\[\text{n\text{"a}ml # n\text{"a}ml} \text{ "and me"} \]
cf. \[\text{n\text{"a}l\text{"o} # n\text{"a}l\text{"o} "and this one"} \]

0.3.2 Tonal Prominence

The high tone is the tone of prominence in Zulu. The low tone on the other hand, functions more like a non-tone. The high tone gives tonal prominence to any morpheme it occurs with. It is for this reason that when, in some constructions, two high toned morphemes are contiguous, the tonal rules of Zulu adjust the tones according to the dominance hierarchy (see 0.3.3 below), i.e. tonal prominence is given to the morpheme with higher ranking by allowing it to be associated with the high tone, while tonal prominence is removed from the lower ranking morpheme by converting its high tone to a low tone.

In our discussion of penultimate syllable prominence, we noted that in order to adjust any imbalance in
syllable prominence, a high tone on a non-prominent final syllable gets converted to a low tone. Here again, tonal prominence is removed from a syllable with lower ranking. Since, as we shall see later, the tonal rules of Zulu manipulate high tones only, it can truly be said of them that they are rules that regulate the occurrence of tonal prominence.

0.3.3 Stress and Duration

A stressed syllable is more prominent than an un-stressed one, and a bi-moric (i.e. "long") syllable is more prominent than one with one mora (i.e. "short"). For an in-depth discussion of duration (i.e. vowel length) and stress, see 1.2.1 and 1.2.2.

0.4 Dominance Hierarchy

In 0.3.2, we pointed out that, in essence, the tonal rules of Zulu are rules that regulate the occurrence of tonal prominence. The occurrence of tonal prominence is regulated either in terms of penultimate syllable prominence, or, in the case of verbal constructions, in terms of a type of morpheme hierarchy. In 0.3.1 we discussed the effect of penultimate syllable prominence on some tonal rules. In this section we wish to indicate the effect of a type of morpheme hierarchy on the other Zulu tonal rules.

If tonally prominent (i.e. high toned) adjacent morphemes arise in constructions where the two have different ranking in the hierarchy of morphemes, then tonal rules will regulate the tonal prominence according to this hierarchy, i.e. tonal prominence is allowed on the morpheme with higher ranking, but it is removed from the lower ranking morpheme. Similarly, if in a construction, tonal prominence should occur on a morpheme which has lower rank than the following tonally non-prominent morpheme, then, again, tonal rules will regulate the tonal prominence according to the hierarchy of morphemes, i.e. tonal prominence will shift
from the lower ranking morpheme to the higher ranking morpheme. This hierarchy of morphemes we have decided to term the dominance hierarchy. This hierarchy applies in verbal constructions only. Verbal morphemes are hierarchically ordered from left to right, and the dominance hierarchy could be presented as:

prefix < root < suffix

This is to be interpreted as stating that prefixes are lower than roots which are lower than suffixes.

Here are two examples that illustrate how the dominance hierarchy regulates tonal prominence when two tonally prominent morphemes are contiguous:

**U.R.** [HL] [H] [H^*ugen+a] [a] # "It he comes in"

**S.S.** umà è'ngé:nà (See Subject Prefix Dissimilation, 4.2)

**U.R.** [L] [H^*phuz+a] [LL] [H] [ka] [bi] #+# "I drank badly"

**S.S.** ngiphàzè: kà'bi (See Root Tone Dissimilation, 4.4)

The following examples illustrate how the dominance hierarchy regulates tonal prominence by shifting it one position higher.

**U.R.** [HL] [H] [L] [uma] ba[hlék+a] [a] #+# "If they are laughing"

**S.S.** umà bê'hlé:ka (See Shift to Disyllabic Low, 4.5)

**U.R.** [L] [H^*buz+a] [LL] [ile] #+# "I asked"

**S.S.** ngibuzi:lè (See Shift to Disyllabic Low, 4.5)

The dominance hierarchy takes precedence over penultimate syllable prominence. The second verb in the following
example occurs in a construction where SP Dissimilation is blocked from applying (see 4.2) hence the SP high tone is not affected. The high tones affected occur on the penultimate and the final syllable. The dominance hierarchy takes precedence over penultimate syllable prominence and causes the root high tone to dissimilate from the suffix high tone. Thereafter, penultimate syllable prominence causes the lowering of the final high tone. 

Examples:

U.R. \[\text{ngi-fu-n-a-a} \] # [H][H_{*}][H][LHL] "I want them to come in quickly"

S.S. \[\text{nglúnà 'bángènà mási:nyà} \] (see Root Tone Dissimilation 4.4 and Phrase Medial Final Tone Lowering, 4.10)

0.5 The Function of Tonal Rules and Conditions

In Chapter 4 we shall present the eleven tonal rules of Zulu, and we shall indicate that there is no doubt about the functional motivation of ten of them. Our evidence is that the tonal rules of Zulu regulate tonal prominence for the following reasons:

1. To maintain the dominance hierarchy,
2. to preserve penultimate syllable prominence,
3. to supply information regarding the tonal class of a root, and
4. to avoid the creation of homophonous forms.

The most important functions of Zulu tonal rules are 1 and 2, which have already been discussed. Now let us consider functions 3 and 4:

3. Supplying information regarding a following root

A high toned syllable immediately preceding the stem, signals a low toned stem, with the converse being true.
This condition sometimes results from the application of the dominance hierarchy.

Examples:

1. ḷkáːhleːːkí “He doesn’t laugh” <
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   L \\
   \{k\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   H \\
   \{θ\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   L \\
   \{h\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   H \# \{ka\} \{h\} \{e\} \{a\} \{i\} \#
   \end{array}
   \#
   
2. ḷkáláːlì “He doesn’t sleep” <
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   L \\
   \{k\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   H \\
   \{θ\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   H \\
   \{h\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   H \# \{ka\} \{l\} \{a\} \{i\} \#
   \end{array}
   \#
   
In the examples above, the tone on the SP /ka/ can supply us with information regarding the tonal class of the root only after the adjustment required by the dominance hierarchy (i.e. then /kí/ signals a low toned root while /kà/ signals a high toned root).

Any conflict between functions 1 and 2 on the one hand, and functions 3 and 4 on the other, is resolved in favour of the former of each pairs.

Examples:

1. dūmà ḷ'hleːːkà “If he laughs” <
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   H \\
   \{uma\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   H \\
   \{θ\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   L \\
   \{e\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   \{h\} \{h\} \{e\} \{l\} \{a\} \{a\} \# \#
   \end{array}
   \#
   
2. dūmà ḷ'láːlà “If he sleeps” <
   \[
   \begin{array}{c}
   H \\
   \{uma\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   H \\
   \{θ\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   H \\
   \{h\}
   \end{array}
   \begin{array}{c}
   \{a\} \{a\} \# \#
   \end{array}
   \#
   
In example 1, the dominance hierarchy conditions tone shift, while in example 2 it conditions dissimilation.

The application of the rules results in the creation of homophonous forms which supply no information regarding the tonal class of the root.

However, there is one tonal rule (viz. Low Prefix Tone
Shift, 4.6) whose only function is to supply information regarding the tonal class of a following root.

Examples:

baydè:kà "They are laughing" <[^{H}[^{L}ya[^{L}lek+a][a] # #

bayàlè:là "They are sleeping" <[^{H}[^{L}ya[^{H}lå+a][a] # #

4. Avoiding the creation of homophonous forms

The creation of homophonous forms is avoided, when possible, by blocking the application of tonal processes which, otherwise, have a very general application. One tonal rule has such a motivation, viz. Lexical Tone Cluster Simplification, 4.8. The Mapping Convention (see 1.3.1) is blocked from applying to (L) H L morphemes, since the output would be (L) H L, which would then be homophonous with underlying (L) H L morphemes.

Examples:

i'mbù:zl "goat" <[^{H}[^{H}LL][^{iN}bhuizi] # #

i'mbù:zà:nà "small goat" <[^{H}[^{H}LL][^{iN}bhuizi][ana] # # (see 4.8)

i'ngá:dìl "garden" <[^{H}[^{HL}[^{iN}gadi] # #

i'ngà:jà:nà "small garden" <[^{H}[^{HL}[^{iN}gadi][ana] # #

The majority of the general tonal processes whose application is blocked, are those that would obliterate the distinction between high toned and low toned disyllabic verbs. These, however, we will discuss later when we consider the individual tonal rules and processes.
Let us conclude this section with a general statement on the tonal rules of Zulu. The tonological rules of Zulu (as opposed to low-level phonetic realization rules), are generally not across-the-board rules. The application of most of them is sensitive to various kinds of grammatical information such as mood, tense, conjugation, as well as to phonological structure in some cases. The effect is to restrict the generality of tonal processes, and the exceptions can only be handled by listing.

0.6 Morphemes of Zulu

There are three types of Zulu morphemes:

a. Those comprising segments and tones,

b. those consisting of segments only, and

c. those consisting of tones only.

The second type are generally called 'toneless' morphemes. The Toneless Low Convention, which is part of the Mapping Convention associates all toneless morae with low tones. Toneless morae associated with low tones by the Toneless Low Convention are morae which may have been underlyingly toneless or which may have become toneless in the course of a derivation. A number of suffixal morphemes are toneless e.g. all verbal extensions, all nominal suffixes, and some verbal tense suffixes. In verbal roots, the lexical tone of the root is associated with one mora and any other morae within that root are toneless.

The third type of morphemes viz. 'segmentless' morphemes are few, but they account for most of the 'floating' tones of Zulu. Examples of these morphemes are the imperative morpheme (see 3.8.4), the negative copulative 'floating' tone (see 3.9.0), the 'floating' tone occurring with absolute pronouns, etc. (see 3.2.0).

As far as we are aware, this is the first study of the Zulu language in which each morpheme is assigned underlying
segments and tones, or underlying segments only, or underly­
ing tones only. This assignment of underlying tonal
structure to morphemes, we consider a major contribu­tion
to the study of the Zulu language. Previous morphological
studies of Zulu considered only the segmental matrices of
the morphemes under study. The result was that such studies
recognized fewer morphemes and morpheme alternants than
actually occur in the language. Let us illustrate this
point with two suffixes $[\text{HL}]_{1}$ and $[\text{HLL}]_{1}$. The first suffix
occurs in the Indicative, Principal, Present Tense Negative,
while the second suffix occurs in the present negative
tenses incorporating negative prefix /nga/.

Examples:

1. $\text{Chichim} + a$ "It's not overflowing" <

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{L} [\text{H}] \& \text{Li} [\text{chichim} + a] [\text{HL}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

2. $\text{Kungachichim} + a$ "Not to overflow" <

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H} [\text{L}] \& \text{Lu} [\text{nga}] \# [\text{chichim} + a]_{i} [\text{HLL}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

3. $\text{Lungachichim} + a$ "It shouldn't overflow" <

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H} [\text{L}] \# [\text{chichim} + a]_{i} [\text{HLL}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

With such lexical entries, we are able to explain the pro­
nunciations in the forms above. Previous studies treated the
two suffixes as one viz. /i/, which could offer no explana­tion
of the pronunciations above.

One final point on morphemes concerns our lexical entries
for verbal stems. Verbs are assumed to be represented in
the lexicon as stems, i.e. as a radical and a suffix. The
stems are regarded as basic both with regard to the choice
of suffix and the choice of tones. By 'basic' is meant
the positive infinitive form, minus the initial vowel, that
will appear in the frame /ŋkúkhó/. (The basic tones of nouns are also derived in this frame, which was first suggested by Rycroft, 1960). The justification for this form of lexical entry for verbs is that it preserves the morpheme structure conditions of the language, whereas the alternative analysis in which verbs are represented lexically as radicals ending in a consonant does not. It seems correct to us that the lexical entries of a language should be phonologically well-formed. A consequence of this analysis is that the basic stem of a verb will be followed by a conjugational suffix in most derivations. In these cases the segmental part of the basic suffix (i.e. the vowel /a/) is replaced by the appropriate conjugational morpheme. Tonally, this leads to a cluster of tones, viz. the tone of the basic suffix and that of the conjugational morpheme on a single mora. The Mapping Convention (see 1.7.1) simplifies this cluster to a single tone.

0.7 Descriptive Framework

This study of Zulu tonology is essentially descriptive and employs the autosegmental framework, as set out i.a. by Clements and Ford (1979). We have chosen this framework because our data indicated that a system in which tones occur on an independent level of representation from the morae i.e. the tone-bearing units, greatly simplified the description.
CHAPTER 1

1.0 AN OUTLINE OF ZULU PHONOLOGY

1.1.0 Segmental Phonology

1.1.1 The Phonemic Inventory - the Consonants

The segmental phonemes of Zulu have been comprehensively discussed by Louw (1960, p. 67) and Cope (1966, p. 19 and p. 25). The consonant system of Zulu includes the following inventory of phonemic segments; common phonetic values are supplied when these are not clear from the symbols used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Alveolar-Lateral</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STOPS:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p'</td>
<td>c[ ]</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>x[ ]</td>
<td>q[ ]</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph</td>
<td>ch[ ]</td>
<td>th</td>
<td>xh[ ]</td>
<td>gh[ ]</td>
<td>kh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b[6]</td>
<td>nc[ ]</td>
<td>nx[ ]</td>
<td>gc[ ]</td>
<td>ngc[ ]</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mb[6]</td>
<td>gc[ ]</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>gx[ ]</td>
<td>gq[ ]</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngc[ ]</td>
<td>ngx[ ]</td>
<td>ngq[ ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRICATIVES:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>h[ ]</td>
<td>sh[ ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>d[ ]</td>
<td>td[ ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFFRICATIVES:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NASALS:</strong></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIQUIDS:</strong></td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPROXIMANTS:</strong></td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.1.2 Phonological Features

The phonological features that we have chosen for this study of Zulu tonology are the laryngeal features as set out in Halle and Stevens (1971), Anderson (1974) and Stevens (1975). This is how Anderson (1974, pp.301-302) explains these features:

"[± spread glottis]: Spreading or widening the glottal opening inhibits vocal cord vibration and increases air flow. In consonants, this is associated with voicelessness and especially with aspiration ... Voiceless and breathy voiced vowels are characterized by spread glottis as are /h/ and other voiceless glides. Voiced /h/ is the glide whose laryngeal position corresponds to a voiced aspirate stop: [+spread glottis + slack vocal cords].

[± constricted glottis]: An extreme degree of constriction or narrowing of the glottal opening results in glottalized or laryngealized sounds. In consonants, these are ejective, implosive and laryngealized types, in vowels the creaky voiced type and the glottalized vowel ...

[± stiff vocal cords]: By stiffening the vocal cords, their resistance to vibration is increased. In consonants, stiffness is associated with ejective varieties of sound made with constricted glottis; heavily aspirated varieties of sounds made with spread glottis and plain voiceless consonants ...

[± slack vocal cords]: Slacking the vocal cords enhances their ability to maintain vibration under conditions which are otherwise somewhat unfavourable to voicing. With spread glottis, this results in voicing during the period of aspiration noise..."

We have not made an instrumental study of the application of these features to Zulu segments, but we have decided to use them since they satisfy our intuitions and our auditory im-
pressions, and since they also simplify the statement of the tonological rules that are triggered by syllable depression.

Before discussing the phenomenon of syllable depression let us consider the laryngeal feature specifications for Zulu consonants and vowels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>p'</th>
<th>ph</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>bh</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>v</th>
<th>w</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>ch</th>
<th>nc</th>
<th>gc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spr. glottis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constr. glottis</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiff voc. cords</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slack voc. cords</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ngc</th>
<th>t'</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>xh</th>
<th>nx</th>
<th>gx</th>
<th>ngx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spr. glottis</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constr. glottis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiff voc. cords</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slack voc. cords</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hl</th>
<th>dl</th>
<th>l</th>
<th>q</th>
<th>ch</th>
<th>nc</th>
<th>gq</th>
<th>ngq</th>
<th>sh</th>
<th>tsh</th>
<th>j</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spr. glottis</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constr. glottis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiff voc. cords</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slack voc. cords</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>y</th>
<th>k'</th>
<th>kh</th>
<th>k*</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spr. glottis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constr. glottis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stiff voc. cords</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slack voc. cords</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*/k/* is conventionally described phonetically as a lenis voiced stop. Phonologically it forms a natural class with /b/, hence it receives the same feature specification.
The consonant /r/ is not included here as it occurs only in adoptives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>o</th>
<th>u</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spread glottis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constr. glottis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stiff voc. cords</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slack voc. cords</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When occurring with depressor consonants, and also in a few morphemes which will be listed later, these vowels occur with the feature [+ slack vocal cords], and will be written with a cedilla.

There are three classes of consonantal clusters in Zulu:
- CW, where C = any obstruent, and W = high back glide
- NC, where N = homorganic nasal, and C = any obstruent, excluding a click.
- NCW, where N = homorganic nasal, C = any obstruent, excluding a click and W = high back glide.

1.1.3 Syllable Depression

Our interest in the segmental phonology of Zulu centres on the phenomenon of depression which has a great influence on Zulu tonology. Syllable depression is a phenomenon which causes a high tone to be displaced onto the syllable to the immediate right of the depressed syllable (see Tonal Displacement, 4.11), failing which the high tone is realized as an up-gliding high tone (see the Up-Gliding High Tone Rule, 2.2.2). With a low tone, syllable depression blocks its assimilation to a high tone to its right (see 2.2.3, Low Tone Raising Rule). Earlier investigators into Zulu tonology, i.e. Doke, Lanham, Cope, Rycroft, etc. have all attributed depression in the syllable to the presence of "depressor consonants" or
"depressors". In this study we differ slightly by attributing depression to the feature [+ slack vocal cords], whether this is specified in the syllable peak or in the consonant. To us, the difference between /Íná dó/ "a man", and /índa dó/ "It's a man" is best explained in terms of the feature specifications of the initial vowel in each case. In the first example /í/ is [- slack vocal cords], while in the second example /j/ is [+ slack vocal cords]. The feature [+ slack vocal cords] typifies segments that are breathy voiced. However, the degree of breathiness in these segments may vary quite considerably. The following consonants form a class of [+ slack vocal cords] consonants which in previous literature have been referred to as depressor consonants: bh; v; gc; ngc; d; z; gx; ngx; dl; gj; ngj; j; g; h.

These are the only segments in Zulu which are always [+ slack vocal cords]. All other segments are [- slack vocal cords]; but the feature [+ slack vocal cords] may be introduced by the Slack Assimilation Rule into the feature specifications of a [- slack vocal cords] segment. Special symbols will be used to indicate the occurrence of the feature [+ slack vocal cords] in segments which are usually [- slack vocal cords]. In a vowel we shall use a subscript cedilla and with a consonant a superscript 'h' will be used.

**Slack Assimilation Rule**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[} \text{+ slack}\text{]} \\
\text{[} \text{+ slack}\text{]} \\
\text{[} \text{+ slack}\text{]} \\
\end{array}
\]

The effect of this rule is to spread breathiness throughout a syllable, from a [+ slack] segment to a following vowel, or from a vowel to a preceding vowel or /m n l y w/.
Examples:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{úmúntù} & \rightarrow & \text{ú'múntù} & \text{"mother"} \\
\text{úmúsi} & \rightarrow & \text{ú'núsi} & \text{"nurse"} \\
\text{léthà} & \rightarrow & \text{l'êthà} & \text{"bring!"} \\
yébò & \rightarrow & \text{y'ébò} & \text{"yes!"} \\
wózà & \rightarrow & \text{w'ózà} & \text{"come!"}
\end{array}
\]

Lexically Determined Cases of the Feature [+ slack]

A comprehensive list of lexically determined [+ slack], reveals a miscellaneous class:

1. Morpheme alternants for prefixes in copulative construction
   a. Identificative Copulative (see 3.9.2)

   Examples:

   \[
   \begin{array}{ll}
   \text{úmúntù} & \text{"it's a person"} \\
   \text{ý'ngánè} & \text{"it's a child"} \\
   \text{ý'zámè} & \text{"they're mine"} \\
   \text{ý'múdè} & \text{"it's the tall one"}
   \end{array}
   \]

   cf. úmúntù "person"  cf. ý'ngánè "child"  cf. ý'zámè "mine"  cf. ý'múdè "a tall one"

   b. Descriptive Copulative (see 3.9.2)

   In the Natal Coast dialect all de-adjectival copulative prefixes. In the KwaZulu dialect only those prefixes of the form nasal + vowel, i.e. classes 1, 3, 4, 6. Another variety of Zulu has the feature [+ slack] on all prefixes except those containing an obstruent.

   Natal Coast dialect  KwaZulu dialect

   \[
   \begin{array}{ll}
   \text{bá'dálà} & \rightarrow \text{bá'dálà} & \text{bá'dálà} & \rightarrow \text{bá'dálà} & \text{"they are old"} \\
   \text{tí'ncánè} & \rightarrow \text{tí'ncánè} & \text{mú'ncánè} & \rightarrow \text{mú'ncánè} & \text{"they are small"} \\
   \text{lú'khúlà} & \rightarrow \text{lú'khúlà} & \text{lú'khúlà} & \rightarrow \text{lú'khúlà} & \text{"it is big"}
   \end{array}
   \]

   These examples illustrate both the dialectal distribution of [+ slack] in de-adjectival
copulative prefixes and tonal displacement (vide Tonal Displacement Rule 4.11).

c. **Associative Copulative** (see 3.9.2)

The associative copulative prefix /nå/ in the positive conjugation.

Examples:

\[ \text{óngå'tò} \rightarrow \text{ó'ng'ò'm'ò} \text{ "He has a car"} \]

\[ \text{ókànà'm'ò} \text{ "He has no car"} \]

2. **Morpheme alternants for certain subject prefixes** (see 3.8.2)

First and second person, singular and plural, in principal, positive constructions.

Examples:

a. \[ \text{óng'åsà} \text{ "You will wash"} \]

b. \[ \text{n'ångå'mâ':lî} \text{ "You (pl) have some money"} \]

c. \[ \text{šýyähâmbâ} \text{ "We're going"} \]

d. \[ \text{ómâ' úngåsâ} \text{ "If you will wash"} \]

e. \[ \text{épínàmâ':lî} \text{ "You have no money"} \]

f. \[ \text{w'åsà'shâmbé} \text{ "Come, let's go"} \]

The personal subject prefixes in examples a, b and c are [+ slack] because they occur in principal positive constructions while those in d, e and f do not. The prefix in d is in the participial, positive, while the one in e is in the principal, negative, and the one in f is in the subjunctive, positive.

3. **Certain Imperatives**

a. **A few verbal radicals in the imperative construction**

\[ l'åthâ \rightarrow l'åthâ \text{ "bring!"} \text{ cf. } úkål'åthâ \text{ "To bring"} \]

\[ m'ånà \rightarrow m'ånà \text{ "stop, stand up!"} \text{ cf. } ú'mílë \text{ "He stood up"} \]

\[ y'ånà \rightarrow y'ånà \text{ "go!"} \text{ cf. } úsëyâ \text{ "He will go"} \]
copulative prefixes and tonal displacement (vide Tonal Displacement Rule 4.11).

c. **Associative Copulative** (see 3.9.2)

The associative copulative prefix /nŋ/ in the positive conjugation.

Examples:

\[ \text{oŋm}ŋ\text{t}o \rightarrow \text{o}^6\text{n}^6^6\text{m}^6^6\text{t}o \quad \text{"He has a car"} \]

\[ \text{ŋk}nå^6^6\text{m}^6^6\text{t}o \quad \text{"He has no car"} \]

2. **Morpheme alternants for certain subject prefixes** (see 3.8.2)

First and second person, singular and plural, in principal, positive constructions.

Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morpheme Alternant</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ( n^6^6\text{m}^6^6\text{n}^6^6 )</td>
<td>&quot;You will wash&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ( n^6^6^6\text{m}^6^6\text{m}^6^6 )</td>
<td>&quot;You (pl) have some money&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ( s^6^6\text{h}^6^6\text{h}^6^6 )</td>
<td>&quot;We're going&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ( \text{u}^6^6\text{m}^6^6\text{h}^6^6 )</td>
<td>&quot;If you will wash&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. ( \text{m}^6^6^6\text{m}^6^6\text{m}^6^6 )</td>
<td>&quot;You have no money&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. ( \text{w}^6^6\text{m}^6^6\text{s}^6^6\text{n}^6^6 )</td>
<td>&quot;Come, let's go&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The personal subject prefixes in examples a, b and c are [+ slack] because they occur in principal positive constructions while those in d, e and f do not. The prefix in d is in the participial, positive, while the one in e is in the principal, negative, and the one in f is in the subjunctive, positive.

3. **Certain Imperatives**

a. **A few verbal radicals in the imperative construction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radical</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Cf. Radical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{l}^6^6\text{h}^6^6 )</td>
<td>&quot;bring!&quot;</td>
<td>( \text{u}^6^6\text{k}^6^6\text{l}^6^6\text{h}^6^6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{m}^6^6\text{n}^6^6 )</td>
<td>&quot;stop, stand up!&quot;</td>
<td>( \text{u}^6^6\text{m}^6^6\text{l}^6^6 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{y}^6^6\text{n}^6^6 )</td>
<td>&quot;go!&quot;</td>
<td>( \text{u}^6^6\text{z}^6^6\text{y}^6^6 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. A few morphemes occurring in the imperative construction

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{m'jsà} & \rightarrow m^{	ext{f}} \text{jsà} & \text{"Don't!"} \\
\text{m'fà} & \rightarrow m^{	ext{f}} \text{fnà} & \text{"Here you are!"} \\
\text{w'zà} & \rightarrow w^{	ext{f}} \text{zà} & \text{"Come!"} \\
y'zà & \rightarrow y^{	ext{f}} \text{zà} & \text{"Come!"}
\end{align*}
\]

4. Some Nouns

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{úngsli} & \rightarrow u^{	ext{f}} \text{ngsli} & \text{"nurse"} \\
\text{úm'sli} & \rightarrow u^{	ext{m}} \text{msli} & \text{"Miss, i.e. female teacher"} \\
y':\text{gdl} & \rightarrow y^{	ext{f}} \text{gdù} & \text{"yard, (measure of length)"}
\end{align*}
\]

5. Some Interjectives

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
y'\text{bò} & \rightarrow y^{	ext{f}} \text{bò} & \text{"Yes!"} \\
w'\text{shil} & \rightarrow w^{	ext{f}} \text{shil} & \text{an interjection of contempt}
\end{align*}
\]

6. The principal negative prefix /\text{(k)}\text{a}/ and the hortative prefix /\text{(m)}\text{a}/

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(k)}\text{dakàfùni} & \quad \text{"He doesn't want to"} \\
\text{(m')}\text{dsùdlè} & \quad \text{"Let's eat!"}
\end{align*}
\]

1.2.0 Suprasegmental Phonology

Vowel length, stress and syllable pitch, i.e. tone, have an important phonological function in Zulu. Pitch is the main concern of this thesis, but it is intertwined with the other prosodic features to a degree that requires us to give an analysis of their phonological status. Length is discussed in 1.2.1 below, stress in 1.2.2, intonation in 1.2.3 and tone covers the bulk of the discussion thereafter.

1.2.1 Vowel Length

Underlyingly, all Zulu vowels are short. In surface structures, however, both long and short vowels occur. As we have noted (see 0.3.3) vowel length gives prominence to a syllable and
we shall come back to this a little later. In this analysis, a long vowel is interpreted as a sequence of two identical short vowels, i.e. morae. This interpretation facilitates the description of a number of tonal processes that create clusters of tones and long vowels. These processes are fully illustrated below. Bi-moric syllable peaks are always realized phonetically as long vowels, as a result of the application of the following low-level realization rule:

Long Vowel Realization Rule

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
V & V & V \\
\text{[high]} & \text{[high]} & \text{[high]} \\
\text{[low]} & \text{[low]} & \text{[low]} \\
\text{[back]} & \text{[back]} & \text{[back]} \\
\end{array}
\]

(Tone realizations in the above rule will be considered a little later).

In most derivations that follow, this rule will not be explicitly stated. It must be pointed out that sequences of like or unlike short vowels occur in adoptives. In this case the vowels are in hiatus, and this is expressed by [?].

Examples:

Amà ?əpà:là "apples"
í ?ə'yi:nì "an iron"

In non-adoptives, bi-moric sequences surface as long vowels. Bi-moric sequences are either lexical or they are derived.

1.2.1.1 Lexical Bi-moric Sequences

The following bi-moric sequences are lexical. Any apparent discrepancies in segmentation between the examples are clarified in Chapter 3.

a. The Remote Past Tense Morpheme /åá/ (see 3.8.2)

Example:

U.R. [H][HL][L][H][L] U [aa] [hle:k+a] [a] [He laughed] S.S. wà:hle:kà
b. The Past Tense Negative Morpheme /ŋdà/ (see 3.8.2)
Example:

U.R. [L] # [H] [HL] # [L thukuthe1+a] [a] #
"and they did not get angry"

S.S. 1 žé:ká:thuk'á:thélà
S.S. 2 žé:bá:gá:thuk'á:thélà
S.S. 3 žé:bá:gá:thuk'á:thélà

c. The Conditional Negative Morpheme /ngé/ (see 3.8.2)
Example:

U.R. [ká] # [zi] [ngéa] # [fik+a] [e] #
"they can't arrive"

S.S. zíngé:'fí:kè

d. The Exhortative Subjunctive Morpheme /bò/ (see 3.8.2)
Example:

U.R. [L] # [H] [HL] # [L] #
"do hurry!"

S.S. 1 žé:nó:shè:shà
S.S. 2 žé:nibó:shè:shà
S.S. 3 nlibó:shè:shà

e. Third Position Demonstrative Pronoun /là/ ...(nà/) (see 3.3.1)
The initial and final syllables in this construction are bi-moric.
Example:
U.R.
\[
\begin{array}{c}
[LL] [L] [H] [LL] \\
[laa] [zi] [ya] [nàa]
\end{array}
\] # # "Those (cl.10) over there!"

S.S.₁ là:ziyànà:
S.S.₂ là:ziyà:

f. The Locative Copulative Demonstrative Morpheme /nàa/ (see 3.3.2)
Example:
U.R.
\[
\begin{array}{c}
[HL] [H] \\
[naa] [ba]
\end{array}
\] # # "Here they are!"
S.S. nà: 'ba

g. The Independent Possessive Morpheme /èè- dà-
dà/ (see 3.9.3)
Example:
U.R. \[
\begin{array}{c}
[HL] [L] [L] [H] [L] \\
[se] [li] [a] # [H H] [mi] # # "mine"
\end{array}
\] 
S.S. è':là:mi

h. The Relative Morpheme /àà/ (see 3.5.0)
Example:
U.R. \[
\begin{array}{c}
[H] [L] [L] [L] [H] [L] [L] [L] [L] [L] \\
u [mu] [ntu] # [aa] # u [zo] # ku [fik+a] # #
\end{array}
\]
"The person who will arrive"
S.S. ùmùntà' ë:zòfi:kà

i. The Noun Class 2(b) Prefix /dà/ (see 3.1.1)
Example:
U.R. \[
\begin{array}{c}
[HL] [HL] \\
[co] [nìsi]
\end{array}
\] # # "nurses"
S.S. ë:nìsi
j. The Past/Stative Morpheme /éë/(see 3.8.3)

Example:

U.R. [H][LL][HL] [u][ges+a][ee] # [H][L][H] # [ni][ni] #

"When did he wash?"

S.S. úgè'zë: ni:'ni

k. The Contracted Future Morpheme /dë/(see 3.8.3)

Example:

U.R. [H][LL] [ba][oo] [H][hamb+a] # # "They'll go"

S.S. bë:'há:mbà

l. The Participial Suffix occurring with Copulatives (see 3.8.2)

Example:

U.R. [HL] [HL][L][H] [uma] # [bee][ng] # [H][mali] # #

"If they have some money"

S.S. úmà'bë:në'má:'li

m. The Morpheme Alternant /sëë/ in Copulative Constructions (see 3.9.0)

Example:

U.R. [H][LL] [u][see] # [L][mali] # "She is still pretty"

S.S. úsë:mà'hlé

n. Some Interjections, Conjunctions and Ideophones

(i) Interjections

Example:

U.R. [LL][LL] [sheeë] # # "Yes!"
(ii) **Conjunctions**

Example:

U.R. \[
\begin{array}{l}
[HL] \\
[\text{nxaq}]
\end{array}
\]

# "if, when"

S.S. \(\&\):

(iii) **Ideophones**

Example:

\[
\begin{array}{l}
[HL] \\
[\text{zwii}]
\end{array}
\]

# "description of unit; or description of flinging"

S.S. \(\&\):

(Regarding this last example, it is interesting to note that while Doke (1948) gives the following forms identical tonal patterns, yet he spells them differently, doubling the vowel of the second form:

"zwii(8-3-8) ... of a unit; of being alone; solitary; only one ...
zwii(8-3-8) ... of flinging, whirling, swinging ...
"

(Doke 1948 : 902)

While Doke does not normally indicate vowel length, in this case he states that "since monosyllabic ideophones are often distinguished by the length of vowel, ideophones with abnormally long vowels are indicated by a doubling of such vowel." (Doke, 1948 : X).

We are in agreement with Doke that both ideophones have long vowels, and that each carries the high-low tone cluster ("8-3-8" is
Doke's representation of a high-low tone cluster occurring on a [+ slack] syllable. We also agree that phonetically the second ideophone is longer than the first. But this is a phonetic difference not a phonological one. Both ideophones contain a bi-moric sequence with a high-low tone sequence).

1.2.1.2 Derived Bi-moric Sequences

Two processes create bi-moric sequences:

a. The application of the Penultimate Mora Creation Rule, resulting in the vowel length generally referred to as "syntactical length", demarcating a breath-group, and,

b. The removal of an intervocalic consonant.

a. The Application of Penultimate Mora Creation

Bi-moric sequences occurring on the penultimate syllable of a phrase final word are the result of the application of the following rule:

**Penultimate Mora Creation**

\[
\emptyset \rightarrow V \quad \# \# \ldots \quad \emptyset(C)V = \emptyset CV \# \#
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[ } & \text{ high} \text{ ]} \\
\text{[ } & \text{ low} \text{ ]} \\
\text{[ } & \text{ y back} \text{ ]}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[ } & \text{ high} \text{ ]} \\
\text{[ } & \text{ low} \text{ ]} \\
\text{[ } & \text{ y back} \text{ ]}
\end{align*}
\]

Condition: The penultimate syllable must contain the feature [+ prominence].

This rule demarcates a breath-group, traditionally referred to as a phonological phrase, by adding a second mora to the syllable in the phrase final word that has penultimate syllable prominence. (see 0.3.1)
The following tonal rule applies after Penultimate Mora Creation:

Tone Epenthesis

\[ \emptyset \rightarrow - \tilde{\alpha} H / \emptyset \tilde{\beta} H \quad \emptyset \tilde{\alpha} H \]

Condition: A resulting $\emptyset \tilde{H} \emptyset \emptyset$ is converted to $\emptyset \tilde{L} \emptyset \emptyset$.

Informally, this rule states that a toneless second mora within a syllable is supplied with a tone dissimilar to the succeeding tone. Where this yields the disallowed $\tilde{1} \tilde{H}$ tone cluster, it surfaces as $\tilde{1} \tilde{L}$.

Examples:

\[
\begin{array}{c c}
H & L
\end{array}
\]

[abafaana] # # "boys"

> abafaana Penultimate Mora Creation

> H L HH L Tone Epenthesis

> abaf:na

In the following examples Penultimate Mora Creation does not apply because the penultimate syllable of the phrase-final word lacks penultimate syllable prominence. In the first example penultimate syllable prominence is precluded by vowel length in the final syllable, and in the second example by stress in one syllable of the word:

\[
\begin{array}{c c}
L & [H]
\end{array}
\]

[ngda] # [u] dlii] # # "forcefully"

> H HL vide Mapping Convention, 1.3.1

> ng'dli:

\[
\begin{array}{c c}
H & L
\end{array}
\]

[th+i] # [ntinini] # # "He runs fast"

> dthl ' ntini:f
The motivation for adding a mora in the rule above is simply that the domain of a tone is a mora in Zulu, and a sequence of two tones such as HL, which may arise on phrase final penultimate syllables therefore requires a bi-moric syllable peak.

Example:

```
[H][L][LL] [i][zi][hlalo] # # "chairs"
```

> LHLL       vide Low Prefix Tone Shift, 4.6
> izihlaalo   Penultimate Mora Creation
> LHLLL       Tone Epenthesis
> LLHLLL      vide Tonal Displacement, 4.11
> izihla:lo

b. The removal of an intervocalic consonant

In the following examples we have evidence to indicate the removal by deletion or metathesis of a consonant from an intervocalic position. Such a consonant is removed with the boundary to its immediate left.

(i) The Noun Prefixes /ii; ij; uu/ (see 3.1.1)

Example:

```
[H][L][HL] [i][zi][ggane] # # "children"
```

> izi:ggane    Slack Assimilation
> i:ggane      Consonant Deletion
> i:ggane      Slack Assimilation
> i:gganè      Penultimate Mora Creation
> HLHHL        Tone Epenthesis
> §:ngá:nè

In the example above, the surface realization /§:ngá:nè/ is an alternate of the more usual /izl'ngá:nè/.

```
[H][L][H] [i][li][zwI] # # "voice"
```

In the example above, the surface realization /§:ngá:nè/ is an alternate of the more usual /izl'ngá:nè/.
> isiZwi  Consonant Deletion
> i: 'Zwi

$H[L]H[u][u]'thi\# "stick, twig"

> uuthi  Consonant Deletion
> a: 'thi

In the speech of some Zulus the forms /ulu'thi/ and /ili'zwí/ occur, where the Consonant Deletion Rule is blocked by the occurrence of monosyllabic noun roots.

(ii) The Copulative Prefixes /li>f:, si:, zi:, l'ui:, bu:, ku:/ (see 3.9.2)

Example:

$H[L][H]\psi [phúz+a]\# "It is drinking"

> HLHL  vide Mapping Convention, 1.3.1
> kyuphuza  Metathesis
> kyuphuza  Slack Assimilation
> kyuphuza  Penultimate Mora Creation
> HLHLH  Tone Epenthesis Rule
> a: 'phú:zá

(iii) Some Unrelated Lexical Items

Alternative surface realizations in which Consonant Deletion has taken place occur within a miscellaneous class of morphemes.

Examples:

$H[HL][u][máma]\# "mother"

> um'gma  Slack Assimilation Rule
> um'ga  Consonant Deletion
> um'ga  Slack Assimilation Rule
> um'ga

The variant /ú'm'ga/ is used as a term of
endearment for one's real mother, in place of the more neutral /d'm'am/. Because of the semantic shift it cannot be regarded synchronically as deriving from the longer form.

It is necessary at this point to anticipate an objection to the formalization of vowel length as a bi-moric sequence of like vowels. It may be objected that Zulu is a language in which clusters of vowels are disallowed, and indeed there are a number of rules that resolve vowel sequences that arise in the course of certain derivations, such as Consonantalization, Assimilation and Vowel Deletion. However, vowel sequences subject to these rules form a well-defined class relative to the vowel sequences that are interpreted as bi-moric. The latter are not only syllable internal but also morpheme internal, whereas the former straddle a morpheme boundary. Furthermore one class of derived bi-moric sequences has the unique property of arising through Consonant Deletion, which is never the case with the former. This suggests the following revision of the traditional claim concerning vowel sequences in Zulu: that Zulu disallows vowel sequences at morpheme boundaries, but tolerates (in some cases indeed creates) sequences of like vowels within morphemes.

In concluding this discussion on vowel length we would like to point out that most bi-moric sequences associated with like tones surface as short vowels as a result of the optional application of the following low-level Vowel Shortening Rule:
The Vowel Shortening Rule (optional)

\[
[\textcolor{red}{\text{\textcolor{blue}{\text{\text{\textcolor{black}{\text{\textcolor{red}{H}}}}}}} \text{H}}] \rightarrow \emptyset / \emptyset \[\textcolor{red}{\text{\textcolor{blue}{\text{\text{\textcolor{black}{\text{\textcolor{red}{V}}}}}}} \text{V}}] \rightarrow \emptyset / \emptyset
\]

Conditions:

1. The rule may not apply to the output of the Penultimate Mora Creation Rule since it would remove the length that demarcates a phonological phrase.

2. It may also not apply to bi-moric plural noun prefixes resulting from the deletion of an intervocalic consonant since this would obliterate the distinction between singular and plural prefixes.

The rule states that the second of two vowels associated with like tones and occurring within the same syllable, optionally deletes. (Actually, the decision to delete the second vowel rather than the first is arbitrary).

Example:

\[
[\textcolor{red}{\text{\textcolor{blue}{\text{\text{\textcolor{black}{\text{\textcolor{red}{H}}}}}}} \text{H}}] [\textcolor{red}{\text{\textcolor{blue}{\text{\text{\textcolor{black}{\text{\textcolor{red}{L}}}}}}} \text{L}}] \rightarrow \emptyset / \emptyset [\textcolor{red}{\text{\textcolor{blue}{\text{\text{\textcolor{black}{\text{\textcolor{red}{H}}}}}}} \text{H}}] [\textcolor{red}{\text{\textcolor{blue}{\text{\text{\textcolor{black}{\text{\textcolor{red}{L}}}}}}} \text{L}}] [\textcolor{red}{\text{\textcolor{blue}{\text{\text{\textcolor{black}{\text{\textcolor{red}{I}}}}}}} \text{I}}]
\]

"The house which will collapse"

> indlu ee+i+za+ku+wa Vowel Assimilation Rule

> indlu eezakuwa vide Vowel SP Deletion, 3.5.0

> HL HHLLL vide Mapping Convention, 1.3.1

> indlu eezakuuwa Penultimate Mora Creation Rule

> HL HHLLLL Tone Epenthesis Rule
The surface realization /ézàkù:wà/ is the variant of the more commonly used forms /é:zd:wa/ and /ézd:wa/. An additional form with the long vowel i.e. /é:zákù:wà/ also occurs.

It is worth noting that a high tone associated with a mora occurring in a bi-moric syllable peak cannot be shifted from that mora by any rule.

Examples:
ôdôkôtélà "doctors" cf. àdôkótélà "doctor"
nô:bà'bá "and our fathers" cf. nòbá:'bá "and father"
nje'ngó:lù:wà:yó "like the one who is fighting" cf. njéngòmù:thì "like medicine"

1.2.2 Stress [=]

When one syllable within a Zulu word has prominence through increased loudness, or greater intensity (see 0.3.3) such a syllable is said to be stressed. Like vowel length, stress in Zulu is either lexical or it is derived.

a. Lexical Stress

Lexical stress resides in the initial syllables of the morphemes to be listed below. In demonstratives and ideophones stress has an ostensive function, serving to focus attention on the first demonstrative position, or on the action or state indicated by the ideophone.
(i) **First Position Demonstratives**

Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>le ŋ</td>
<td>&quot;This one&quot; (cl. 1 or 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>légl</td>
<td>&quot;This one&quot; (cl. 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>láphâ</td>
<td>&quot;Here&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii) **Ideophones**

Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideophone</th>
<th>Depicting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dû</td>
<td>&quot;quietness, stillness&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thûshâhâ</td>
<td>&quot;sudden appearance&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nînnînî</td>
<td>&quot;fast running&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gîlikidî</td>
<td>&quot;falling down&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(iii) **Prominence in the form of both stress and length** is a distinctive mark of the phrase-medial form of the suffix of the Past/Stative tense.

Example:

```
[LL][dã-a][ee] # [H][H][LL]
```

> vûãldô: 'fõ:ndâ

b. **Derived Stress**

Occurrences of derived stress are very rare in Zulu.

In Question Intonation, the penultimate syllable of a phrase final word acquires stress when the final syllable deletes in emphatic forms.

Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zulu</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ŋûâñô</td>
<td>&quot;You see?&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñôbâ</td>
<td>&quot;Who?&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
[LL][H][L][bôñ-a][a] # #
```

Stress, as we indicated earlier, blocks all forms of tone shift. In the example below, Tonal Displacement is
blocked by stress from applying to the first syllable of the second word:

úkuthi g'ilkidì  "To fall down"

In the absence of [+ stress] the high tone on a [+ slack] syllable like /gi/ would be displaced to the following syllable.

Example:
úmá ãgi'nqi:ká  "If he rolls over" <

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[HL]} \\
\text{[ümá]}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[H]} \\
\text{[UMA]}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[L]} \\
\text{[ginqikà]}
\end{array}
\]

In the example above, Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift, 4.7 shifted the high tone from the SP /e/ to the stem ante-penultimate syllable i.e. /gi/, and then Tonal Displacement, 4.11 further shifted it to /nqi/.

1.2.3 Intonation

In this analysis intonation is not given systematic status, it is only treated phonetically. The two intonations which have tonological relevance are:

a. Statement intonation /!/,

b. Question intonation /?/.

The constituents of intonation are:

1. Key

Statement intonation is unmarked for key (i.e. it is at "average" speaking key), while question intonation is at a much higher key.

Examples:
a. usebenza ka:hle!  "He works well"

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[---]} \\
\text{[---]}
\end{array}
\]

b. usebenza ka:hle?  "Does he work well?"

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[---]} \\
\text{[---]}
\end{array}
\]
2. **Tempo**

Statement intonation is unmarked for tempo (i.e. it is at "average" speaking tempo), while question intonation is at a much faster tempo. Example b. above is spoken at a much faster tempo than example a.

3. **Tonal Phenomena**

In statement intonation the tone on the final syllable of the phonological phrase is lowered (the phonetic realization rule governing this tonal change is set out in 2.2.1). This lowered final tone does not occur in question intonation (see the examples under "key").

**Stress and Intonation**

As we pointed out in 1.2.2, in question intonation, the penultimate syllable of a phrase final word acquires stress when the final syllable deletes in emphatic forms.

Examples:

\[ \text{Yàbō} \] "You see?" \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[L]} \\
\text{[L]}
\end{array}
\] \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[H]} \\
\text{[a+n+a]}
\end{array}
\] ≠ ≠

\[ \text{Nhà} \] "Who?" \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[L]} \\
\text{[LH]}
\end{array}
\] ≠ ≠

1.7 **The Tones of Zulu**

Zulu has three phonological tones, a high tone (H), a low tone (L), and a high-low tone cluster (HL). Tones and morae have a one-to-one association, and for its realization as a falling glide, the HL tone must be associated with a bi-moric sequence (i.e. a long vowel); but in phrase medial position the association of HL is effected according to Rule 4.8.

Examples:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[H]} \\
\text{[a+n+ms]} \\
\text{[H]}
\end{array}
\] ≠ ≠ "horses"

> àmà'ŋáshí
There are two types of tone clusters in Zulu, viz. lexical and derived tone clusters.

**Lexical Tone Clusters**

As we indicated above, there is only one lexical tone cluster, viz. the high-low tone cluster Hl. This tone cluster occurs with many morphemes:

1. **Nouns** (see 3.1.2)
   
   J.R. \([H][L][H][L]\) [khaya] # "homes"
   
   S.S. amakhaya

2. **Possessive Pronouns** (see 3.2.0)
   
   J.R. \([H][L][H][L]\) [ya] # "their house"
   
   S.S. indl\='ya\'b\='o

3. **Adjective/Relative Stems** (see 3.4.0 and 3.5.0)
   
   J.R. \([H][H][L]\) [mhlopho] # "a white one"
   
   S.S. é:lh\='hlo\='ph\='o

4. **Verbs** (see 3.8.1)
   
   J.R. \([H][L]\) # [le][f\='u\=n+a][a] # "If he wants to"
   
   S.S. um\=a e\='f\='u\=n\='a

5. **Certain Suffixes**
   
   e.g. the conjugational suffix in remote past tenses (see 3.8.3)
Notice that tone clusters arise from two situations in the lexicon, viz. bi-moric sequences that become associated with H and L, and short vowels that become associated with HL (see the example above). In the former case, the tonal cluster always surfaces since it is associated with the bi-moric sequence necessary for its realization. In the latter case, however, the tone cluster surfaces only if the short vowel it is associated with is converted into a bi-moric sequence in the course of the derivation. We must assume that rules that would simplify this tone cluster (i.e. the Mapping Convention, discussed in 1.3.1, which would associate only one of the two tones in HI with the short vowel, apply after the Penultimate Mora Creation Rule has applied, which supplies the short vowel with the second mora, or after a special Lexical Tone Cluster Simplification Rule has applied.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{U.R.} & \quad [H][L][H][L] \\ & \quad [\text{hlakaniph+a}][a] \\
\text{S.S.} & \quad \text{wåhlakà'ni:phà}
\end{align*}
\]

"It was wise of you"

Derived Tone Clusters

Derived bi-moric sequences in Zulu, become associated with any of the following tone sequences: HH, LL, LH and HL. As a result of the application of the Long Vowel Realization Rule $\text{SHH}\$ and $\text{LLL}\$ are realized as long $\text{SH}\$ and long $\text{LL}\$. 
respectively. As we saw in 1.2.1 any $LH^2$ sequence resulting from the application of the Tone Epenthesis Rule is converted to $LL^2$. The tone sequence $LH$ on contiguous morae is disallowed in Zulu, consequently any other (contiguous) bi-moric LH tone sequences that arise in the course of a derivation are converted to HH.

### The Low Tone Conversion Condition
$L \rightarrow H / % \rightarrow H^2$

Example:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{\text{HHH}} \\
\text{\text{LLL}} \\
\text{\text{HLH}} \\
\text{\text{LLH}} \\
\text{\text{LLL}} \\
\text{\text{HHH}} \\
\text{\text{LLL}} \\
\text{\text{LLL}} \\
\text{\text{LLL}} \\
\text{\text{LLL}}
\end{array}
\]

"feather"

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{\text{HHLH}} \\
\text{\text{uuphaphaphe}} \\
\text{\text{HLH}} \\
\text{\text{uuphaaphe}} \\
\text{\text{HHLH}} \\
\text{\text{uuphaphaphe}} \\
\text{\text{HHH}} \\
\text{\text{uuphaphaphe}} \\
\text{\text{HHH}} \\
\text{\text{uuphaphaphe}}
\end{array}
\]

The position of the bi-moric tone sequences HH, LL and LH can be summed up as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{HHH} & \rightarrow \text{HHL} \\
\text{LLH} & \rightarrow \text{LHL} \\
\text{LHL} & \rightarrow \text{HHH}
\end{align*}
\]

The only bi-moric tone sequence that surfaces, therefore, is $HH$. Derived high-low tone clusters result from the application of three rules:

a. **Consonant Deletion**

Example:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{\text{HHH}} \\
\text{\text{HLH}} \\
\text{\text{iilisui}} \\
\text{\text{iihashi}} \\
\text{\text{iihashi}}
\end{array}
\]

"horse"
b. Tonal Displacement

Example:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\text{L} \\
\text{L} \\
\text{L}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{i} \\
\text{zi} \\
\text{hlahla}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\text{# "tree" cf. isihlå:hlå "tree"}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{LHLL} \\
\text{vide Low Prefix Tone Shift, 4.6}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{izihlaaahla} \\
\text{Penultimate Mora Creation}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{LHLLL} \\
\text{Tone Epenthesis Rule}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{LLHLL} \\
\text{vide Tonal Displacement, 4.11}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{izihlå:hlå}
\end{array}
\]

c. Tone Epenthesis

Example:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L} \\
(k)è
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L} \\
\text{ka}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ngcono}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\text{# #}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{LLHH} \\
\text{vide Mapping Convention, 1.3.1}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{èkangcono} \\
\text{Penultimate Mora Creation}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{LLHH} \\
\text{Tone Epenthesis}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{èkàngcè:'nò}
\end{array}
\]

(The suffixal 'floating' tone in the above example is the negative high tone in copulative construction, see 3.9.0).

In this section we have only considered the phonological tones of Zulu and the tone clusters occurring in the language. The surface tones of Zulu together with the phonetic realization rules that account for them will be the subject of chapter 2.

1.3.1 The Mapping Convention

When morphemes are brought together in the formation of words, a non-synchrony of tones and morae sometimes arises i.e. sometimes there are more morae than tones, and at other times there are more tones than morae. More morae than tones
is caused by the occurrence of toneless syllables. All toneless syllables, excluding the second mora of the penultimate phrase final syllable (which, as we have already seen, is supplied with a tone by the Tone Epenthesis Rule) are associated with low tones according to the Toneless Low Convention, which is considered part of the Mapping Convention.

Example:

```
[HL][L][ana]  "a despicable little house"
```

> HLL Mapping Convention (i.e. Toneless Low Convention)
> iinclwa:na

With low verbs, the lexical low tone is associated with the left most mora; all other morae get associated with low tones by convention.

Example:

```
[HL][L][ba][zo]  "They will run"
```

> HLLLL Mapping Convention
> bázi:gi:ma

With high verbs, associate H or  with the designated mora (i.e. the asterisked mora in this study) and any other morae of the verbal stem are associated with low tones by convention.

Examples:

```
[HL][L][u][zo]  "He'll work"
```

> HLLHL Mapping Convention
> údzén'ë:na

```
[HL][L][u][ku][dlal+e][a]  "To play, playing" (KwaZulu dialect)
```

The second type of nonsynchrony, viz. where more tones than morae occur, is, usually, the result of the application of segmental rules which convert the morae of certain morphemes in the word into non-tone bearing segments. Some of those rules are Vowel Deletion and Consonantalization. This type of nonsynchrony is resolved as follows:

If a tone loses the mora it is associated with, then associate it with the mora nearest to it (i.e. a mora that is contiguous to it). Of the resultant tone cluster, associate the mora with a high tone and delete all other tones or in the absence of a high tone, associate the mora with one low tone and delete all other low tones.

Examples:

```
[ L][ H][ akh+a][ a] # [ H][ L][ dlu] # # "I'm building a house"
```

```
> HLFL
> ṫãkhâ'í:lulù
```

```
[ L][ L][ oph+a][ a] # [ H][ bi] # # "I'm bleeding profusely"
```

```
> LLLH
> ùgÔphà kà:bi
```

```
[ H][ L][ enz+a][ a] # [ H][ ni] # # "What is he doing?"
```

```
> HLIH
> wënzà:'ni
```

Notice that a number of steps in the Mapping Convention are just not stated, in other words we assume that the reader understands that the steps apply even though they are not explicitly stated. In the above example, for instance, a
complete derivation would be:

\[
[H][L][\text{ens+a}][a][n][H] \\
4
\]

"What is he doing?"

- **HLLLH**: Mapping Convention (i.e. Toneless Low Convention)
- **wenzani**: Consonantalization and Suffix Replacement
- **HLH**: Mapping Convention
- **wenzani**: Word Boundary Removal and Penultimate Mora Creation
- **HLLLH**: Tone Epenthesis
- **wenzé:ní**: Long Vowel Realization

As we indicated in 1.3.0 the Mapping Convention is blocked from applying to lexical tone clusters until either the Penultimate Mora Creation Rule has applied or until the Lexical Tone Cluster Simplification Rule has applied. Examples were supplied in 1.3.0.

One final point concerns the mapping of the tones of suffixal morphemes which have two tones associated with one mora. These behave like so-called discontinuous morphemes: if the stem contains two or more morae, then the left-most tone of the suffix is mapped onto the penultimate mora of the stem, while the next tone is mapped onto the final mora of the stem. If the stem contains one mora then the left-most tone is associated with that mora; the unassociated tone deletes. The left-most tone may be a lexical tone cluster. In that case it gets associated with the mora and the unassociated tone deletes.

Examples:

\[
[L][H][k][s][\text{hla}][a][l][H][i] \\
\]

"We are not singing"

- **LHHHLL**: Mapping Convention
- **šíhlâbê:ll**
In the first example the H on the penult is the H of the suffix and similarly in the second example, the HL on the penult is the HL of the suffix.

Note that the left-most tone of a suffix with two tones associates with an OP occurring with a monosyllabic verb in the next example.

In order to preserve the distinction between high and low disyllabic verbs, the first tones of the suffixes [HL L] and [HL] may not be associated with the penultimate mora of CV+C verbal stems, but must be associated with the final syllable, and the unassociated low tone deletes.

Examples:

\[ \text{[L] } \text{[H] } \text{[L]} \] \# [sl][ka] \# [hlables+][i] \# "We have not yet sung"

\[ \text{LHLH} \] Mapping Convention
\[ \text{asikahlable:ll} \]

\[ \text{[L] } \text{[H] } \text{[L]} \] \# [ba][ka] \# [lw+a][i] \# "They have not yet fought"

\[ \text{LHLH} \] Mapping Convention
\[ \text{bÁkâ:ll} \]

\[ \text{[L] } \text{[H] } \text{[L]} \] \# [ka][ka] \# [yi][di+a][i] \# "He has not yet eaten it"

\[ \text{LHLH} \] \# [kâkâ:yfdîl] \# \text{vide Monosyllabic verb Tone Lowering, 4.1}

\[ \text{LHLH} \] Mapping Convention

\[ \text{[H] } \text{[L]} \] \# [jga] \# [hlek+a][i] \# "Don't laugh"
Mapping Convention

> HLLH
> ningâhê:kî
> / ningâhê:kî

[ L

> [gob+a][a][̣][h1] ] ≠ "Bend down!"

Mapping Convention

> LH
> gô:bê
> / gô:bê
CHAPTER 2

2.0 SURFACE TONES AND PHONETIC REALIZATION RULES

We have three objectives for this chapter:

a. To identify and describe the surface tones of Zulu,
b. To formulate the rules that account for them, and
c. To discuss the tonological processes that underlie such rules.

A discussion of the surface tones of Zulu will also afford us an opportunity of reviewing some of the literature on the 'allotones' of Zulu.

2.1 The Surface Tones of Zulu

Zulu has twelve surface tones:

1. An unlowered-level-high tone
2. A lowered-level-high tone
3. An unlowered-upgliding-high tone
4. A lowered-upgliding-high tone
5. An unraised-unlowered-level-low tone
6. A raised-level-low tone
7. A lowered-level-low tone
8. An unraised-downgliding-low tone
9. A raised-downgliding-low tone
10. A high-unraised-downgliding-low falling tone
11. A high-raised-downgliding-low falling tone
12. An upgliding-high+unraised-downgliding-low falling tone

We have chosen to use the term 'glide' to describe low-level contour tones i.e. 'rising' and 'falling' single tones while the term 'fall' is reserved for the 'compound' tone consisting of the high-low tone cluster on a bi-moric sequence.
In this analysis surface tones are represented in the two ways indicated below: either by pitch marks which reflect the relative pitch levels and contours, or by the letters (l) and (h) with superscript letters indicating their phonetic modifications.

**Level Tones**

- \( h \) = unlowered level high tone
- \( ^{1}h \) = lowered level high tone
- \( ^{1}l \) = raised level low tone
- \( l \) = unraised level low tone
- \( ^{1}l \) = lowered level low tone

**Glides**

- \( ^{u}h \) = unlowered up-gliding high tone
- \( ^{1}luh \) = lowered up-gliding high tone
- \( ^{rd}l \) = raised down-gliding low tone
- \( d_{l} \) = unraised down-gliding low tone

(The tonal stepping phenomenon caused by downdrift will be discussed at 2.5. The symbol " " used in these and other examples indicates the boundary of a tonal step)

**Examples:**

- *amaamba:ne!* ![](image1) or \( l \) \( ^{1}h \) \( ^{1}d_{l} \): I "potatoes"

- *abafa:na!* ![](image2) or \( h^{2}l'h^{2}l \) "boys"

- *ukuge:za!* ![](image3) or \( r_{l} \) \( ^{1}d_{l} \): I "washing, to wash"

- *uma etha:nda!* ![](image4) or \( h^{2}l'l' \) \( h^{2}l'l' \) "If he wants to"
The four lines representing pitch levels are left out in most surface tone representations, e.g.

amazamba:ne ! "potatoes"
[ - - - ]

abafa:na ! "boys"
[ - - ]

ukuge:za ! "washing, to wash"
[ - - - ]

uma etha:nda ! "If he wants to"
[ - - / ]

Tone Clusters

\( \hat{h}l \) = high + low falling tone
\( h^{\uparrow}l \) = high + raised falling tone
\( u_{hl} \) = upgliding high + low falling tone

2.2 Phonetic Realization Rules

Phonetic Realization Rules are low-level rules which, at the end of the phonological component, convert phonological tones into surface tones. Six tonological processes account for this conversion:

a. Intonational Final Tone Lowering
b. Upglide Formation
c. Tonal assimilation
d. Downglide Formation
e. Tone Cluster Formation
f. Tonal Downstep

These processes will be reviewed as we discuss the phonetic realization rules they underlie.

2.2.1 The Lowered Final Tone Rule

\[ T \rightarrow \frac{1}{T} / \quad \# \# \]

where \( T = 1 \) or \( h \)
This rule states that the phrase-final tone in statement intonation is realised much lower than any other like tone in that phrase. The rule accounts for all the lowering in the 'lowered' surface tones i.e. the lowered-level-high tone, the lowered up-gliding high tone, and the lowered level-low-tone. This lowered tone is the tonal manifestation of statement intonation referred to earlier as Intonational Final Tone Lowering.

Examples:

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{imbo:bo} : \text{\# \# "hole"} \\
\text{indo:da} : \text{\# \# "man"}
\end{array}\]

Investigators into Zulu tone who have made notable contributions are Cope (1959) and (1966), Lanham (1960) and Rycroft (1960) and (1963). While they did not formulate any tone rules, yet they discussed the different surface tones 'n depth. They all three describe this lowered tone fairly accurately, but the most satisfactory description is Cope's, which reads:

"the lowered high level tone on ultimate non-depressor syllables or the lowered rising high tone in ultimate depressor syllables in final cadence" and "the extra low level tone in all ultimate syllables in final cadence" (Cope 1966: 72).

2.2.2 The Upgliding-High Tone Rule

\[\begin{array}{c}
h \rightarrow u_h / V \\
\text{[+ slack]}
\end{array}\]

The onset of a high tone coarticulated with a [+ slack]
segment is lowered and the tone is realized as an up- 
gliding high tone. This rule is responsible for the 
formation of the upglide in the following surface tones: 
the un lowered upgliding-high tone, the lowered upglid-
ing-high tone, and the upgliding-high-low falling tone.

As we indicated in 1.1.3, the incompatibility of the 
feature [+ slack] and the high tone is resolved by 
tonal displacement, which moves the high tone away from 
a [+ slack] syllable. But at times this is not possible 
(see Tonal Displacement Rule, 4.11), and on such 
occa sions the high tone surfaces as an upgliding-high 
tone.

Examples:

1. |p:hu:pho | "it's a dream"
   | _ _ |

2. |nge:na | "Come in!"
   | _ |

3. |si:lo:nda | "it's the wound"
   | _ _ |

4. |si:lo:nda | "it's the wounds"
   | _ _ |

The influence of segments on tone has been widely dis-
dussed in the literature on tone. "The major fact 
that emerges from the study of tone-segment inter-
actions is that it is virtually always segments which 
influence tone; tone rarely, if ever, influences 

Most of the studies on the influence of segments on 
tones concern the influence of consonants on tone.
Our claim for Zulu is that all [+ slack] segments i.e. consonants and vowels, have a similar influence on tone, viz. they either cause tonal displacement or they condition upgliding-high tones. In examples 1 and 3 above, the [+ slack] quality in the initial syllables is the feature specified for the vowels only (hence the cedilla marking) while in examples 2 and 4, it is the feature specified for the consonants, and it spreads onto the vowels. The tone-lowering effect of some segments in Nguni languages is well attested. "In Ndebele, breathy voiced consonants pattern out with voiced obstruents in lowering the pitch on the following vowels ..." (Hombert, 1978: 90).

What are the views of previous investigators on the upgliding-high tone? Rycroft declares: "If a syllable commences with a 'low' consonant (i.e. [+ slack] JMK), then:

1) H commences with a brief rising on-glide and is realized at slightly lower pitch than is the case after a 'neutral' (i.e. [- slack] JMK) consonant." (Rycroft, 1966: 67).

We are in full agreement with Rycroft here, the only addition we make is that our [+ slack] segments include vowels.

Examples:

\[\text{ingane}! \quad \text{"it's a child"} \]

Lanham (op. cit.) interprets all upgliding-high tones as LH tone clusters. "The checking of toneme displacement (i.e. tonal displacement JMK) results in the clustering of the low toneme of the Copulative or Adverbial Prefix with the high toneme of the first syllable of the noun and"
this cluster is represented by a rising glide on a short peak-vocoid (unless, of course, terminal juncture brings extra length to the peak of the syllable) ...

a. ... / yizifuba /\_\_\_/y-izifuba/ "They are chests"
b. ... / nendaba /\_\_\_/na-indaba / "with an affair" ..." (Lanham, 1960: 110)

Tonal displacement from the first syllables is blocked in the two examples above by the feature [+ slack] in the second syllables. Contrast the following examples:

a. yisifu:ba : "It is a chest"
   [\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_]
b. ngnta:ba : "with a mountain"
   [\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_]

In these examples tonal displacement does take place from the first syllable to the second syllable, which we take to be evidence that the first syllable is [+ slack]. When the feature [+ slack] on the second syllable blocks tonal displacement from the first syllable, then the [+ slack] feature in the first syllable causes the high tone thereon to be realized as an upgliding-high tone.

Cope (op. cit.) interprets "all rising tones as allotones of the high toneme conditioned by depressors." (Cope, 1966: 69). The only exceptions which he lists are the contracted noun prefixes of classes 5, 11, 8, 10 and 2b; and the contracted copulative prefixes. These he interprets as LH tone clusters. We find this statement difficult to understand since the contracted
prefixes of classes 5, 11 and 2b have no upgliding-high tones.

Example:
\[ [H][L][HL] \]
\[ i:i thusi \]  
\[ > ii thusi \]  Consonant Deletion
\[ > ii thusu:si \]  Penultimate Mora Creation Rule
\[ > HLHHL \]  Tone Epenthesis Rule
\[ > i:thu:si \]  

The prefixes of classes 8 and 10 are [+ slack]

Example:
\[ [H][L][HL] \]
\[ i:sin]gadi \]  
\[ > izi:nudi \]  Slack Assimilation Rule
\[ > i:nudi \]  Consonant Deletion
\[ > i:nug:si \]  Penultimate Mora Creation Rule
\[ > i:nug:si \]  Slack Assimilation Rule
\[ > HLHHL \]  Tone Epenthesis Rule
\[ > i:ga:di \]  

The contracted copulative prefixes are [+ slack]

Example:
\[ [H][L] \]
\[ i:Ndlu \]  
\[ > i:ndlu \]  Penultimate Mora Creation Rule
\[ > HHL \]  Tone Epenthesis Rule
\[ > i:ndlu \]  

A final argument against Lanham's and Cope's treatment of upgliding-high as a LH sequence, is that a LH cluster is not found in Zulu as we have
discussed in 1.3.3.

2.2.3 The Low Tone Raising Rules

There are three low tone raising rules, two of them based on anticipatory assimilation and one on perseverative assimilation.

Low Tone Raising Rule 1

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Low Tone Raising Rule 1} \\
1 & \rightarrow r_1 / \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{h} \\
\text{l}_0 \\
\hline
\text{\# \# \#} \\
\text{\ [- slack]} \\
\text{\ [- slack]} \\
\text{\ [- slack]} \\
\end{array} \right. \text{h} \\
\text{\ [- slack]} \\
\text{\ [- slack]} \\
\text{\ [- slack]} \\
\end{align*} \]

Within a phrase a low tone on a [- slack] syllable partially assimilates to a high tone on a [- slack] syllable to its immediate right on condition that to its immediate left, the low tone has either a high tone, or one or more low tones on [- slack] syllables.

Examples:

- [H][L][H]
  - [uyahamb+a]
  - 
  - "He is going"

- [H][L][H]
  - [uyahamb+a]
  - [a]
  - "He is going"

- [H][L][H]
  - [uyahamb+a]
  - [a]
  - "He is going"

- [H][L][H]
  - [uyahamb+a]
  - [a]
  - "He is going"

- [H][L][H]
  - [uyahamb+a]
  - [a]
  - "He is going"

Here are two examples which illustrate that the feature [+ slack] blocks Low Tone Raising. In the first example it is specified for the first syllable while
in the second example it is specified for the second syllable.

\[
[H][L][LL]
\]
\[
[i\text{s}][\text{guli}]
\]

# # "It's the patient"

> LHLLL  vide Low Prefix Tone Shift Rule, 4.6
> isiguuli  Penultimate Mora Creation Rule
> LHLLLL  Tone Epenthesis Rule
> isigu:li
> [ - \_ \_] 

\[
[H][L][LL]
\]
\[
[i\text{z}][\text{guli}]
\]

# # "patients"

> LHLLL  vide Low Prefix Tone Shift Rule, 4.6
> iziguuli  Penultimate Mora Creation Rule
> LHLLLL  Tone Epenthesis Rule
> izigu:li
> [ - \_ \_] 

**Low Tone Raising Rule 2**

\[
1 \rightarrow F_1 . / \# # \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{h} \\
\text{l}_o \\
\text{v} \\
[\text{- slack}] \\
[\text{- slack}] \\
[\text{- slack}]
\end{array} \right\} \quad V \quad V
\]

Within a phrase, a low tone on a \([-\text{slack}]\) syllable wholly assimilates to a raised low tone to its immediate right on condition that, to its immediate left, the low tone has either a high tone, or one or more low tones on \([-\text{slack}]\) syllables.

This rule is iterative, and it can only apply after Low Tone Raising Rule I has applied, since the latter rule feeds it by providing the raised low tone.

Examples:

\[
[H][L][LLLLL]
\]
\[
a[\text{ma}][\text{qebelengwane}]
\]

# # "mealie meal cakes"
Low Tone Raising is blocked by the occurrence of the feature [+ slack] in the environment. 

Examples:

\[
[H][L][LLL]
\]

# # "They're mealie-meal cakes"

\[
[H][L][LLL]
\]

He is singing

\[
[H][L][LLL]
\]

They (cl. 10) are singing
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> HLLLLL
> LMLLLL
> LLLLLL
> ziyahlabelea
> LLLLLL
> ziyahlabe:la
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These three Low Tone Raising Rules are responsible for the low tone raising in the following surface tones: the raised-level-low tone, the raised-down-gliding-low tone, and the high + raised-low falling tone.

The phonological status of the low tones which have been raised to phonetic high tones by tonal assimilation is in dispute among scholars of Zulu tone. Our position on this matter is very clear: to us these tones are phonological low tones. Rycroft (1965) offers the same interpretation. Cope, on the other hand, interprets such tones as phonological high tones:

"Tonal Assimilation
This process causes a low toneme following a high toneme to become a high toneme, if the low toneme occurs in a nondepressor syllable, e.g. /bâbô'nilê+/(they have seen), but not if it occurs in a depressor syllable, e.g. /bâbhâ'filê+/(they have written), or often even in a syllable adjacent to a depressor syllable, e.g. /bâhâ'mbîle+/(they have gone)." (Cope, 1966: 79)

While we may not agree with all his reasons, we are nonetheless in full agreement with Cope's phonological and phonetic representation of the second and third examples. In the first example, however, we dispute both the phonetic and the phonological representations. Here is our tonological account of this example:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
H & L \\
L & L
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\begin{verbatim}
> indo:da

[ ]
\end{verbatim}

They have seen
> HHL11 Mapping Convention
> HLLH vide Shift to Disyllabic Low, 4.5
> h T1 h l Low Tone Raising Rule
> baboni:e
> baboni:e

In other words, the tonetic details of this example are that the tone on the second syllable is lower than that on the first, while the tone on the third syllable is slightly higher than that on the second syllable. Now, in our analysis, if, within a phrase, the second of two consecutive tones is higher, then it is a high tone, and the first tone is a low tone. We cannot understand how Cope arrived at the tonetic representation: high - equal high - lowered high - low, for the example above.

A second point we would like to raise is that the process that Cope describes as tonal assimilation i.e. where a low tone following a high tone becomes a high tone is generally known as tone spreading: "the tendency for the tone of a syllable to continue into the next syllable ... the extension of a single tone beyond its original domain." (Schuh, 1978: 225, 240).

In Chapter 4, we shall provide strong supporting evidence for the claim that we made in the introduction, viz. that one of the main functions of tone in Zulu is to distinguish the most important morpheme in a construction by according it tonal prominence i.e. the occurrence of a high tone. In order to accomplish this, a series of dissimilation rules apply, whose main objective is the elimination of any competing high tones. In a tone language of this nature, therefore, it is unthinkable that a process like High Tone Spreading could be tolerated. Tonal assimilation in Zulu is partial, never complete and so, assimilated low tones could not be mistaken for
sequences of high tones. The interpretation of
raised-low tones as phonological high tones has had a
consequence: how does one interpret a high tone which
is higher in pitch than the preceding high tone?
(In our analysis this problem does not arise since
the former tone would be classified a phonological
low tone).

The resolution of this problem forced both Lanham
and Cope into setting up 'tonal upsteps'. In des-
cribing one of the allotones of the high toneme,
Lanham writes:

"In a sequence of Hs each H tends to be higher in
pitch than the preceding toneme, or, alternatively,
final H in a sequence of Hs tends to be higher in
pitch than any other.

The crescendo of Hs in sequence (tonal upsteps) is
a process most evident when three or more Hs occur
in sequence, none of which coincide with a depressor."
(Lanham, 1960: 94).

Lanham then gives on page 118, the following example
for Zulu:

"Z : / jámólá / [ - - - ] 'disappear' "

The first point we would like to make is that the
verbal stem, / L L L L /, as our diagnostic frame
indicates below, is a low toned stem.

ŋkúkhó kúnámálá:là "There is no disappearing"

Another example with a low toned SP also confirms
this

nglyáŋámálá:là "I'm disappearing"
The example quoted by Lanham is in the imperative form, and the high tone in evidence is that of the imperative morpheme. As we shall explain and illustrate in 3.8.4, the imperative morpheme is a tonal suffix [HL]. As we indicated in 1.3.1, the imperative tonal suffix is mapped onto the penultimate and the final morae of all disyllabic and longer verbs excepting the CV+C stems where the suffix is restricted to the final mora.

"El *namalal+a"  
_MAPPING CONVENTION_  
>*namala:la*  
**Penultimate Mora Creation**

If at least one of the first three syllables of a low-toned verb of similar length were [+ slack], then the first two low tones would not be raised.

"El *bhambabul+:a"  
_MAPPING CONVENTION_  
>*bhambabu:la*  
**Penultimate Mora Creation**

These examples demonstrate that phonetic non-low tones in Zulu are not necessarily high tones.

Cope also sets up "tonal upsteps" to explain sequences of high tones in which 'high' tones occur before 'extra high' tones. He writes: "Tonal upsteps are marked by the low-high tonal sequence. Where a low toneme becomes by tonal assimilation a high toneme, the overt upstep as in /ábâfányânâ/ (small boys) becomes covert as in /ábâfányânâ/ . These extra high tones are not to be attributed to an extra high toneme, but to the high toneme in a subsequent intonational
segment. The covert upstep is due to the disappearance of a low toneme and therefore must be marked as phonemic in itself, which is done thus: /ábá"fánýânam/" (Cope, 1966: 59).

This example is very difficult to understand since, in our opinion, an 'overt downstep' not an 'overt upstep' occurs in /ábáfánýânam/, i.e. /ábá'fánâ/. This is supported by an example provided by Cope himself on page 79, where he illustrates tonal assimilation, i.e. /ábá'fânâ/ (boys).

In our analysis, the tone on /ba/ is a raised low tone, and therefore there is no need for any tonal upstep:

```
[HL][L][HL][ana]   # # "small boys"
> HLLL             Mapping Convention
> h zg: h ll        Low Tone Raising Rule 1
> a'a'pana
[ "small boys"
```

Other examples of 'tonal upstep' provided by Cope are either cases where downstep has been mistaken for upstep or where a raised-low tone has been classified as a high tone:

**Cope's Version**                  **Our Version**

ummuntu wá"ku'kolwomuzi                  umuntu wá'ku'kolwomuzi
"A person of that kraal"      "A person of that kraal"

léngubó í"njéngâléyô                   léngubó í'njéngâléyô
(KwaZulu dialect)         "This blanket is like that one"

léngubó í"njéngâléyô                   léngubó í'njéngâléyô
(Natal Coast dialect)
To sum up:

a. Tonal assimilation in Zulu affects low tones only.

b. It is anticipatory in all environments excepting on the tone occurring on the long penultimate syllable of a phrase-final word whose final tone is low. In this singular environment, it is perseverative.

c. It is always partial, and never complete.

d. It is blocked by the feature [+ slack].

2.2.4 Downgliding-Low Tone Rule

\[ l \rightarrow d_{l} / \quad \underline{v} \quad [+ \text{long}] \]

A low tone situated on a long vowel is realized as a downgliding-low tone. This rule causes the downglide in the following surface tones: unraised-downgliding-low tone; raised-downgliding-low tone; high+unraised-downgliding-low falling tone; high+raised-downgliding-low falling tone; upgliding-high+unraised-downgliding-low falling tone.

Examples:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[H]} \quad \text{[L]} \quad \text{[LLL]} \\
i \quad \text{[l]} \quad \text{[zambane]} \\
\end{array}
\]

# "a potato"

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{LHLLL} & & \text{vide Low Prefix Tone Shift Rule, 4.6} \\
& \text{LLLLL} & & \text{vide Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift Rule, 4.7} \\
& \text{iizambane} & & \text{Consonant Deletion} \\
& \text{iizambaane} & & \text{Penultimate Mora Creation Rule} \\
& \text{LLHLLL} & & \text{Tone Epenthesis Rule} \\
& 1:l^{\text{ib}} 1: l & & \text{Upgliding-High Tone Rule} \\
& d_{l}:^{uib} d_{l}: l & & \text{Downgliding-Low Tone Rule} \\
& d_{l}:^{uib} d_{l}: l & & \text{Final Tone Lowering Rule} \\
& i:zamba:ne \\
\end{align*}
\]
Since downglides characterize low tones only, they facilitate the perceptual categorization of L. Raised-low tones occurring on long vowels can be distinguished from high tones in the same environment through the downglides in the raised-low tones.

Examples:

U.R. \([\text{HI}][\text{H}_a][\text{i}:\text{fasite:la}][\text{H}][\text{H}][\text{H}][\text{hamb+a:yo}]\) # # "(The one) who is leaving"

S.S. \([\text{ai}][\text{hamb+a:yo}]\)
\(h\ 'h\ \underline{d_1}^1_{\text{hn}}\)

U.R. \([\text{H}][\text{L}][\text{LLLL}][\text{ili}][\text{fasite:la}]\) # # "window"

S.S. \([\text{ri}][\text{hamb+a:yo}]\)
\(\underline{r_1}^1_{\text{rd}_1}\ 'h\ \underline{r_1}^1_{\text{rd}_1}\)

U.R. \([\text{H}][\text{HL}][\text{il}][\text{pongo}]\) # # "bile, gall-bladder"

S.S. \([\text{i}][\text{pongo}]\)
\(h\ 'h\ \underline{l}_1\)

U.R. \([\text{H}][\text{LL}][\text{il}][\text{pama}]\) # # "meat, flesh"

S.S. \([\text{i}][\text{pama}]\)
\(h\ \underline{r_1}^1_{\text{rd}_1}\)

It is usually very difficult to distinguish the high+ downgliding-low falling tone from the raised-downgliding-low tone. The main difference, and this isn't much, is that the fall of the former tone starts higher than that of the latter.
Examples:

U.R. \[ \text{H[ } \text{j} \text{anka} \] \# \# "snake"

S.S. \text{jno:ka}

U.R. \[ \text{H[ } \text{LL} \text{jama} \] \# \# "meat, flesh"

S.S. \text{jma:ma}

When uncertainty arises as to which surface tone one
is dealing with, it is advisable to use the "akukho—"
test frame to distinguish them.

Examples:

\text{akukho jio:ka} \# \# "There is no snake"

\text{akukho jama} \# \# "There is no meat, flesh"

This test makes it very clear that the first tone is
high+low falling tone, while the second one is a
downgliding-low tone.

2.2.5 Downstepping Rules

a. \( l_0 h l_0 \rightarrow [+0 \text{ Downstep}] / \# \# \)

b. \( h l_0 \rightarrow [+1 \text{ Downstep}] / \# \# \). . .

\[ \rightarrow \text{ Downstep} \] . . . \# \#

Any low tones to the left and to the right of the
first high tone are grouped with the high tone into
the first tonal step. All these tones are then
assigned [+0 Downstep]. The next high tone and any
tones to its right are grouped into the second tonal
step, and each tone in this tonal step is assigned
[+0+1 Downstep]. The third high tone and any low
tones to its right are grouped into the third tonal step, and each tone in this tonal step is assigned [+0+1+1 Downstep]. This continues until the end of the phonological phrase is reached, and then we start from the beginning again. The apostrophe sign ['] is employed to mark the tonal step boundary.

Downstep, in this analysis, is a pitch signal indicating a modulation (i.e. a change in key) to a slightly lower key. Each tonal step in a phrase, therefore, is pronounced in a different key from the next one. The first tonal step is produced in the highest key; the next tonal step is in a slightly lower key, and so on until the end of the phrase. This also means that tones within one tonal step are higher than similar tones within the following tonal step i.e. a high tone in tonal step 1 is higher than a high tone in tonal step 2, a raised-low tone in tonal step 1 is higher than a raised-low tone in tonal step 2, and so on.

Examples:

1. U.R. 
   
   "They miss their train" lit. "The train is leaving them"

   S.S.  
   
   or isitimela siyabashi:ya

2. U.R. 
   
   "My dogs are digging up something"

   S.S.  
   
   i si nja zami zimba i nto
The Downstepping Rules apply after all the other Phonetic Realization Rules have applied.

The phenomenon of tonal downstep in Zulu which is embodied in the two rules discussed above, is actually a combination of "downdrift" and "downstep", as they are generally understood.

Downdrift Scheme

Schuh describes downdrift as follows "...downdrift is the phenomenon whereby a HI following a LO is lower in pitch than a HI preceding the LO ... in many, if not all, languages having downdrift, the LO tones descend in pitch much more slowly than intervening highs, if they descend at all." (Schuh 1978: 238).

Our claim for Zulu is that all tones in a tonal step, i.e. the high tone and any low tones, are produced at a relatively lower pitch than that of similar tones in the preceding tonal step. This change in key, however, is only clearly perceptible with high tones.

Downstep Scheme
"A phenomenon closely related to downdrift is downstep (DS) ... DS is a lowered HI directly following a HI" (Schuh, 1978: 239). Zulu tonal downstep combines the two tonological processes because of the occurrence of lowered highs following low tones, and lowered highs following other high tones. Example 1 and all the tonal steps excepting tonal step 3, in example 2 above illustrate what would generally be termed "downdrift". The lowered high tone occurring in tonal step 3 of example 2 is what would generally be called downstep.

Lanham was the first to suggest tonal steps for an utterance in Xhosa, a language closely related to Zulu. According to Lanham, pitch descends in tonal steps from the beginning to the end of an utterance or portion thereof. "A high toneme immediately succeeding a low toneme is nearly always lower in pitch than that of any preceding high toneme ..., and a low toneme immediately succeeding a high toneme has an allotone lower in pitch than that of any preceding low toneme, although this tonal downstep is less prominent than that involving the high tonemes ... The boundary of the tonal step, which is the unit within which pitch contrasts are rigidly maintained, always lies between the tonemes in the sequence LH. The sequence HHLLLHHLLHHHL, for example, can be broken up into the following tonal steps:

HHLL -- HLL -- HL -- HL -- HL" (Lanham, 1963: 42)

Our tonal downstep differs from Lanham's in two vital ways:

1. Our tonal step has one high tone and one high tone only with any number of low tones, whereas Lanham's tonal step may have more than one high tone. The reason is to be found in the different methods used for classifying tones into phonemic
and phonetic units. Many of the tones Lanham classifies as H are, in our analysis L. These are the mid tones or raised-low tones which are the result of tonal assimilation.

2. In Lanham's analysis, the boundary of the tonal step lies "between the tonemes in the sequence LH", while in our analysis this boundary always lies to the immediate left of the second and subsequent high tone within the phrase.

To go back to the sequence quoted by Lanham, if the tones he quotes were phonemic tones in our system, then we would break it up into the following tonal steps:

H — HLL — HLL — HL — HL — HL

From our knowledge of Lanham's system, the initial H in this sequence would be a L in our system, and therefore the sequence would consist of the following tonal steps. LHLL -- HLL -- HL -- HL -- HL. In our system a high tone can only be followed by a tone lower in pitch, either a 'downstepped' high or a low tone, but in Lanham's system a "high" tone may be followed by a low tone or by another high tone at a slightly higher pitch or by a lowered high tone. In our analysis only a lowered high tone may follow another high tone within the same phonological phrase. Our argument is that in all cases where in Lanham's analysis a high tone is followed by higher-pitched high tone, the first 'high' is actually a raised-low tone, therefore an upstep is not needed between a raised-low tone and a high tone. Once these raised-low tones are accounted for, the remaining high-pitched tones are high tones, and in a succession of such tones downstep is automatic, and therefore Lanham would also not "need the phonemic 'step juncture' he sets up:"
"Step Juncture. An unpredictable downstep in a succession of high tones occurs in Z, Nd and Sw (Zulu, Ndebele and Swazi) under approximately the same conditions as it does in Xh (Xhosa). Z provides the minimal pair /i'bekə/ [\~\_\~\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_] "mild mannered person": /ibekə/ [\~\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_] or [\~\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_] "he placing" (participial tense), to illustrate the contrast that we assign to the presence or absence of a juncture" (Lanham, 1960: 119). In our analysis, these two forms differ both in their underlying representations and in their surface structures:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Consonant Deletion} \\
\text{Low Tone Raising Rule 1} \\
\text{Downgliding-Low Tone Rule} \\
\text{Downstepping Rule}
\end{array}
\]

We are convinced that tonal upsteps and the phonemic step juncture were forced on Lanham by the analysis which represented raised-low tones as high tones. To both Rycroft and Cope, downstep marks morphotonic
boundaries. Rycroft supplies no evidence in support of his view, he only states: "My own view is that downstep within words in Ngumi languages - when the intonation allows its realisation - serves to mark morphotonemic boundaries" (Rycroft, 1963: 60). Cope believes that, "The grammatical function of the covert downstep is to mark the boundary of the tonal morpheme of the final couplet (couple of syllables) where it occurs between two high tonemes" (Cope, 1966: 58). We do not agree with either Rycroft or Cope, but we will allow this matter to rest there. A discussion of our differences with Cope would lead us into too lengthy a digression, since the major part of his thesis probes this whole question of tonal morphemes and the boundaries between them.

Let us conclude this section by presenting this diagram of tonal downstep as presented in our analysis.

**Tonal Downstep**
CHAPTER 3

3.0 THE MORPHEMES OF ZULU

In this Chapter we wish to supply the tonal matrices of the morphemes that make up the Zulu lexicon. This, however, is not an easy undertaking since a proper study of the underlying segmental matrices with which such tonal matrices co-occur has not been made. A study of the underlying tonal and segmental matrices of Zulu morphemes, which is long overdue, would be a major undertaking and a great contribution to our understanding of Zulu linguistic structure. Unfortunately, in this study, we can only concentrate on the tonal matrices.

Our underlying segmental matrices do not differ too greatly from the segmental surface structures of morphemes presented in Doke (1927). It is for this reason that we shall refer the reader to the relevant section in Doke (1927) of whatever construction we happen to be discussing.

3.1 The Noun (see Doke 1927, Chapters 3 and 4)

The noun is made up of three or four morphemes:

a. the pre-prefix, consisting of a vowel,
b. the basic noun prefix,
c. the basic noun stem (i.e. simple, non-derived), and, in some cases,
d. the noun suffix.

Let us now consider the noun under two headings:

a. the noun prefix (i.e. the pre-prefix and the basic noun prefix) and
b. the noun stem (basic or derived).
3.1.1 The Noun Prefix

Depending on the syntactic context, the underlying phonological shape of the noun prefix may be VCV (i.e. with the pre-prefix) or CV (i.e. without the pre-prefix).

Examples:

ába'fánáá ' báýá'há ... "The boys are leaving"
ba'fáná há'má:ni "Go, boys!"

Irregular Noun Prefixes

Three classes are exceptions to this VCV/CV alternation, viz. classes 1(a), 2(b) and 9. The following table indicates the shape of these classes when the other classes are either VCV or CV:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VCV</th>
<th>CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 1(a)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>u,</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 2(b)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>HL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 9</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the VCV syntactic position the Class 1(a) morpheme alternant [H] occurs with the noun stem [LH] "who? (singular)", and [u] occurs elsewhere.

Examples:

U.R. [L LH] ## "who? (singular)"
S.S. ábá:ná
U.R. [H LH] ## "father"
S.S. ábá: 'bá
In the CV syntactic position, the class 1(a) noun prefix is Ø.

Example:

U.R.  \[
\begin{array}{c}
H \\
Wq \\
Z+e \\
Hl \\
mama \end{array}
\]  # # "Come, mother!"

S.S.  \[\]

In the VOV syntactic position, class 2(b) has \[\] as a variant of the more commonly used \[\].

Examples:

U.R.  \[
\begin{array}{c}
LH \\
awoo \\
baba \end{array}
\]  \# "our fathers"

S.S.  \[\]

or

U.R.  \[
\begin{array}{c}
HL \\
co \\
baba \end{array}
\]  # # "our fathers"

S.S.  \[\]

The morpheme alternant \[\] occurs in the CV syntactic position:

Example:

U.R.  \[
\begin{array}{c}
H \\
bo \\
baba \end{array}
\]  # # "Fathers!"

S.S.  \[\]

Basic Tones of Pre-Prefix and Basic Noun Prefix

The diagnostic frame for determining basic tones obviously cannot be used to determine the tone of the pre-prefix, and we therefore require another criterion, since the pre-prefix either surfaces with a high tone or is associated with a shifted high tone (see Tone Shift Rules in Chapter 4) we assume its basic tone is High. The diagnostic frame determines that the basic noun prefix is low.
Consonant Deletion in Noun Prefixes

Consonant Deletion is obligatory with the noun prefixes of classes 5 and 11 when they occur with disyllabic or longer noun stems. With monosyllabic stems, Consonant Deletion is optional.

Examples:

**H L HL**

i l i bhasi ### "bus" (class 5)

> iibhasi Consonant Deletion

> i:'thá:si

**H L H**

[u]lu[thí] ### "stick, twig" (Class 11) or

u lu thi ### "stick, twig"

> uuthi Consonant Deletion

> ã:'thí

In class 10, Consonant Deletion to the noun prefix is optional if the noun stem is disyllabic or longer, it is not permitted if the stem is monosyllabic.

Example:

**H L HL**

i ziN gane ### "children, babies"

> iizungane Slack Assimilation Rule

> izungane Consonant Deletion

> ã:'úngá:ná
To sum up, all VCV noun prefixes have a HL tonal matrix, while CVV noun prefixes are associated with L. Exceptional noun prefixes are:

\[ H \text{u} \left\{ \begin{array}{c} L \text{u} \end{array} \right\} \text{(class 1(a)), } \left\{ \begin{array}{c} \text{L} \text{HL} \text{L} \text{H} \text{b} \end{array} \right\} \text{(class 2(b))} \]

\[ H \text{i} \text{N} \text{(class 9)}. \]

3.1.2 The Noun Stem

Segmentally there are three types of basic noun stems in Zulu, viz. monosyllabic, disyllabic and trisyllabic stems.

Monosyllabic Stems

There is a two way underlying tonal contrast with monosyllabic stems, viz. High and Low.

Examples:

U.R. \[ \left\{ \begin{array}{c} L \text{u} \end{array} \right\} \left\{ \begin{array}{c} H \text{u} \end{array} \right\} \text{L} \text{L} \text{zwe} \] # "There is no country"

S.S. \[ \# \text{kukho } \text{lizwe} \]

Disyllabic Stems

With disyllabic stems there is a four way underlying tonal contrast, viz. LL, LH, HL and HH L.

Examples:

U.R. \[ \left\{ \begin{array}{c} L \text{u} \end{array} \right\} \left\{ \begin{array}{c} H \text{u} \end{array} \right\} \text{L} \text{L} \text{zwi} \] # "There is no voice/word"

S.S. \[ \# \text{kukho lizwi} \]

With disyllabic stems there is a four way underlying tonal contrast, viz. LL, LH, HL and HH L.

Examples:

U.R. \[ \left\{ \begin{array}{c} L \text{u} \end{array} \right\} \left\{ \begin{array}{c} H \text{u} \end{array} \right\} \text{L} \text{L} \text{doda} \] # "There are no men"

S.S. \[ \# \text{kukho madoda} \]
Notice that because Zulu bars the HH sequence morpheme internally, we do not have any HH or HH noun stems. We do, however, have about a dozen disyllabic noun stems which surface as HH, phrase finally.

Examples:

- isi'vul'vu: "excessive heat"
- úk'vél'mvé: "wagtail"
- ámá'gã:gã: "large black cockroaches"
- f'ngxã:'ngxã: "green-striped frog"
- isi'gwë:gwë: "unpopularity"
- f:vë:ndwë: "cane rat"

All these noun stems, excepting /vondwë/, seem to be reduplicative, and, in a sense, their tonal behaviour suggests that they are compounds of some kind. The Lexical Tone Cluster Simplification Rule (see 4.10) does not apply to these noun stems, which supports the claim that the tone cluster that surfaces in phrase final position is not a lexical tone cluster. All these arguments suggest that we handle these noun stems as reduplicative compounds in the following manner:
Even though the stem /vondwe/ is not overtly reduplicative, if we assume that it, also, is a type of compound, because its tonal behaviour does not differ from that of the other stems which look reduplicative, then it is unnecessary to treat it as exceptional.

Trisyllabic Stems

There is a five way underlying tonal contrast with trisyllabic noun stems, viz. LLl, LlH, HLH, LHL and LHLl.

Examples:

**U.R.**
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
L & H & L \\
\# & \# & \# \\
\text{ma} & \text{zambane} & \#
\end{array}
\]
"There are no potatoes"

**S.S.**
škukho mazambâ:nè

**U.R.**
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
L & H & L \\
\# & \# & \# \\
\text{ziN} & \text{gulule} & \#
\end{array}
\]
"There are no cheetahs"

**S.S.**
škukho zinggûla:'lé

**U.R.**
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
L & H & L \\
\# & \# & \# \\
\text{ma} & \text{phoyisa} & \#
\end{array}
\]
"There are no policemen"
As a result of the constraint on the \( \hat{H} \hat{H} \hat{H} \) and \( H \hat{H} \) sequences morpheme internally, the following tonal classes do not occur: \( HHL, LHH, HH \hat{H}, LLH, LH \hat{L} \) and \( HHLH \). There are a few noun stems that surface \( HH \hat{I} \), but the etymology of all but one of them declares them derived stems:

\begin{align*}
\text{\( \text{\'ve'}\text{mv\=a:n\=e} \) "butterfly"} & < \text{H}[L][H][H][HL] \\
\text{\( \text{\=dl\=a}\text{mb\=e:dl\=a} \) "fierce, wild man"} & < \text{H L H H HL} \\
\text{\( \text{\=b\=h\=i}\text{\=ng\=d:n\=e} \) "beetle"} & < \text{H}[L][HL][HL] \\
\text{\( \text{\=de'}\text{ng\=e:zi} \) "fragment of earthenware vessel"} & < \text{H}[L][HL][HL] \\
\end{align*}

The etymology of the noun \( /\text{\=dz\=a\=v\=o\=l\=a}/ \) "night-jar or goat-sucker" is lost in history. However, it behaves tonally like other underlying derived stems.

One other tonal class that does not occur is \( HLL \). We think that Zulu does not tolerate that class because tonally it would be too close to the
disyllabic \textit{HLL} class. The etymology of one noun stem that surfaces \textit{HLL} shows that it is a derived stem:

\[ \text{dá'khénýà:nà "bridegroom" < } [H][L][H]\text{Lm}[khwenya][\text{ana}] \# \# \]

Noun Suffixes

The noun stems discussed above may combine with lexically toneless noun suffixes to form derived noun stems. Three suffixes occur with such stems:

a. [kazi] (feminine and augmentative),

b. [ana] (diminutive), and

c. [azi] (feminine suffix alternant, no longer productive)

Examples:

\[ \text{kákhò ndlývúkà:zi "There is no cow elephant" < } [\text{Kdlovu}[kazi] \# \# \]

\[ \text{kákhò ñmítwà:nà "There is no child" < } [\text{Lmúntu}[\text{ana}] \# \# \]

\[ \text{kákhò ýkò'má:zi "There is no cow" < } [\text{Lkhomd}[azi] \# \# \]

The other nominal suffixes [i], [o] and [a], will be seen later to occur with nominal stems derived from verbs.

3.2 The Absolute Pronoun (see Doke, 1927, paragraphs 235-239)

The absolute pronoun has three morpheme alternants:
There is a need with all non-nominal substantival roots occurring without a pre-prefix, to postulate a 'pre-prefixal' floating high tone, i.e. a high tone associated with a mora preceding that of the substantival root. We associate this high tone with a mora preceding the root because in the absence of a prefix it (the high tone) deletes, it does not become associated with the mora of the root.

Examples:

U.R. \( ([H][L]) + [na] \) \# "I, me"

S.S. ml:na

U.R. \( ([H][le][ba]) \# "these" \)

S.S. lēbā

The evidence for a 'floating' high tone is provided in constructions where the substantival roots occur with non-verbal prefixes. As we shall see in 3.9.0, non-verbal prefixes are underlyingly low-toned, but when occurring with substantival roots in non-negative constructions, they surface with a high tone. This high tone we represent in the underlying structure as the 'floating' high tone of the root.

Examples:

U.R. \( [L] # ([H][L]) \# "To me" \)

S.S. kf:ml
Morpheme alternant c. occurs in all possessives excluding first and second persons singular where the HL root of a. is used.

Examples:

U.R. \[\text{L} \] (# (\[\text{H}\] [\text{L}]) \[\text{L}\])
S.S. kulábá

"To these"

Morpheme alternant b. occurs whenever preceded by the prefix /ná-/, excepting in the first and second persons, singular and plural which use the HL root of a.

Examples:

U.R. \[\text{H} \] [\text{L} \] \[\text{L}\] - \[\text{L}\] [\text{L}] \# (\[\text{H}\] [\text{L}])
S.S. isíkwa ' sá:khè

"His bread" (class 1)

U.R. \[\text{H} \] [\text{L} \] \[\text{L}\] - \[\text{L}\] [\text{L}] \# (\[\text{H}\] [\text{L}])
S.S. isíkwa ' sá:mi

"My bread" (1st person, singular)

Morpheme alternant a. occurs elsewhere.

Examples:

U.R. \[\text{H} \] [\text{L} \] \# [\text{H}]
S.S. un'ya: 'yè

cf. U.R. \[\text{H} \] [\text{L} \] \# (\[\text{H}\] [\text{L}])
S.S. u'ná: 'thè

"He is with us"

(1st person, plural)

"He is coming to me"
The so-called stabilizer $H_{na}$ is optional.

3.3 Demonstratives

There are two types of demonstrative constructions viz. the demonstrative pronoun and the locative copulative demonstrative.

3.3.1 The Demonstrative Pronoun (see Doke, 1927, paragraphs 240-245)

The root of the demonstrative pronoun is derived from $[H_1][H_{1a}]$ plus the basic noun prefix of the class. The nasal syllable of the noun prefix deletes (see below). The form $[H_{1a}]$ occurs in the KwaZulu dialect, while $[H_{1a}]$ occurs in the Natal Coast dialect. The forms $[H_{1a} ~ H_{1a}]$ occur in the so-called second position, $[H_{1a} ~ H_{1a}]$ (i.e. + stress) in the first position, and $[H_{1a} ~ H_{1a}]$ in the so-called third position.

The demonstrative pronoun, like the absolute pronoun, has an initial 'floating' high tone. The second position suffixal morpheme is [o], while that for the third person is $[HLL]_yanaa$.

Examples, in the different positions:

1st (a) Non-nasal basic prefix

U.R. $[L]_{na} \# ([H][H][L]_si) \# \# "with this one"

(class 7) (Natal Coast dialect)

S.S. $H_1'f\,gal$

(b) Nasal basic prefix

U.R. $[L]_{ku} \# ([H][H][L]_mu) \# \# "to this one"

(class 1) (KwaZulu dialect)
Class 9 is exceptional in that its basic prefix is [n] and it requires a morpheme alternant [le], which clearly derives from a historical assimilation of [la] to an earlier basic prefix [ni].

3.3.2 The Locative Copulative Demonstrative (see Doke 1927, paragraphs 570-572)

The root of the locative copulative demonstrative derives from [HLL - H], plus a morpheme alternant of the basic noun prefix. In classes 1, 4 and 9, the alternant used is [H] which occurs with a low toned base.

Examples:

U.R. \( ([I] [H] [L]) \) "Here is" (class 1) (1st position)

S.S. \( \text{rē} \text{ŋ} \text{ā} \)

U.R. \( ([L]) \) "and this one" or "and these" (class 4 or 9) (1st position)
The alternant \[\text{n}_\text{n}\text{aa}\] occurs with a morpheme alternant of the basic prefix which is high toned in the 1st and 2nd position, but low toned word in the 3rd position. The suffixes for the so-called second and third positions are the same as those of the demonstrative pronoun. The locative copulative demonstrative, as can be seen in the examples above, also has an initial floating tone.

Examples:

**U.R.** \(\left[ L \right]_{\text{n}} \left[ y+a \right] \left[ L \right]_{\text{n}} \left[ H \right]_{\text{HL}} \left[ H \right]_{\text{naa}} \left[ \text{mpo} \right] \)  
"I going to those" (class 2) (2nd position)

**S.S.** ŋiyə há'ná:'mpó

**U.R.** \(\left[ H \right]_{\text{HL}} \left[ L \right]_{\text{n}} \left[ nti \right]_{\text{yanaa}} \)  
"There it is, over there" (class 5) (3rd position)

**S.S.** ná:nti'yáná:

### 3.4 The Adjective (see Doke 1927, Chapter 6)

In this study, the surface category of "adjective" is derived from a relative clause whose predicate is an adjectival root. The justification is that adjective prefixes have the same tones as relative clauses with verbal predicates. Adjectival roots differ from a semantically similar class of non-verbal relative roots, in that the former incorporate the basic noun prefix (underlined in the examples below) whereas the latter do not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Relative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>imifùlì 'é'mì'khùlù &quot;big rivers&quot;</td>
<td>imifùlì 'ébà:ní &quot;broad rivers&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>imifùlì 'éngèmì'khùlù &quot;rivers which are not big&quot;</td>
<td>imifùlì 'éngèb'ⁿí &quot;rivers which are not broad&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following morphemes make up the adjective:

a. \([\text{LH}\]_{\text{aa}}\), the relative clause morpheme,
b. the basic noun prefix,
c. the adjectival root, and in some cases
d. the augmentative, diminutive and feminine suffix.

The following list of adjectival roots is exhaustive:

- \([\text{H}]\) "evil, " [L] "long, tall"
- \([\text{H} \text{le}]\) "beautiful, good" [L] "four"
- \([\text{H} \text{aha}]\) "ne., young" [L] "some, other"
- \([\text{LH} \text{ngaki}]\) "how many?" [LH] "two"
- \([\text{HL} \text{ncane}]\) "small, little" [HL] "five"
- \([\text{HL} \text{fifica}]\) "short" [HL] "old"
- \([\text{HL} \text{khulu}]\) "big, great" [HL] "three"
- [\text{HLL} \text{ningi}] "many, much"

When we discuss the relative, we shall try to defend the fact that the relative morpheme initially functions as an i.."pendent word. The basic noun prefix has a high toned morpheme alternant which occurs in non-negative adjectival constructions.

Examples:

\[\text{U.R.} \begin{bmatrix} \text{H} \\ \text{Mj} \text{ngaki} \end{bmatrix} \neq \# \ "\text{How many are they?}"
\[\text{S.S.} \quad \text{m'ng\ddot{a}':ki} \]
In the negative the basic prefix (as well as the Subject Prefix in Copulative Constructions, as we shall see later) is low toned.

Examples:

U.R. \[ H \] [L] [L] \[ a \] [ba][ntu] ≠ \[ sa \] [ba][bili] \# "Two people"

S.S. abantù 'á:bbi:li

The \textit{HLL} relative and adjectival roots have a \textit{HL} morpheme alternant which occurs when such a root is verb of the main clause.

Examples:

\[ L \] [L] [H] \[ H \] \[ k\a \] [fana] ≠ \[ ba \] [ningi] \# "There are many boys" (literally "The boys are many")

> ñbá'fána' bá'ningi:ngí

\[ H \] [L] [L] [H] \[ u \] [z\a+\a] ≠ \[ ka \] [ningi] \# "He comes often"

> úsá kà'ningi:ngí

These \textit{HL} alternants also occur phrase medially.

3.5 The Relative (see Doke 1927, Chapter 7)

As we have already noted, the source of the relative clause is an embedded sentence. The predicate of such a sentence may be a verb or a copulative. The copulative may be identificative, associative or descriptive. Adjectives and non-verbal relatives are two examples of descriptive copulative predicates; the remaining descriptive copulative predicates are:
a. comparative adverbs
b. quantitatives
c. locatives

Here are examples of all the different types of relative clauses in Zulu:

1. Verbal Roots:
   a. ūh'fànù ' úyà'hámbà "The boy is leaving"
   b. ūh'fànù ú'yásè'bènzà "The boy is working"
   c. ūh'fànù  úsè'bènzàyò ' úyà'hámbà "The boy who works is leaving"

2. Non-Verbal Roots:
   a. ūh'fànù ' úyà'hámbà "The boy is leaving"
   b. ūh'fànù ' úqòthò "The boy is honest"
   c. ūh'fànù ' úqòthò ' úyà'hámbà "The honest boy is leaving"

3. Adjectival Roots:
   a. ūh'fànù ' úyà'hámbà "The boy is leaving"
   b. ūh'fànù ú'ncànè "The boy is small"
   c. ūh'fànù ' úh'ncànè ' úyà'hámbà "The small boy is leaving"

4. Identificative Copulative:
   a. ūh'fànù ' úyà'hámbà "The boy is leaving"
   b. ūh'fànù ú'yò'ýò: 'wè:lè "The boy is a twin"
   c. ūh'fànù ' ó'yò'ýò: 'wè:lè ' úyà'hámbà "The boy, who is a twin, is leaving"

5. Associative Copulative:
   a. ūh'fànù ' úyà'hámbà "The boy is leaving"
   b. ūh'fànù ' ú'nè'mòtò "The boy has a car"
   c. ūh'fànù ' ó'nè'mòtò ' úyà'hámbà "The boy, who has a car, is leaving"

6. Comparative Adverb:
   a. ūh'fànù ' úyà'hámbà "The boy is leaving"
   b. ūh'fànù ' d'ngà'ngàmè "The boy is as big as I am"
   c. ūh'fànù ' d'ngà'ngàmè ' úyà'hámbà "The boy, who is as big as I am, is leaving"
7. Locative:
   a. ðãh'fànà ' ðyà'hàmbà "The boy is leaving"
   b. ðãh'fànà ' ð'sèndlinì "The boy is in the house"
   c. ðãh'fànà ' ð'sèndlinì ' ðyà'hàmbà "The boy, who
      is in the house, is leaving"

8. Quantitative:
   a. ðãh'fànà ' ðyà'hàmbà "The boy is leaving"
   b. ðãh'fànà ' ð'ýèdwà "The boy is on his own"
   c. ðãh'fànà ' ð'ýèdwà ' ðyà'hàmbà "One boy is
      leaving"

The morphemes that make up the relative are the
following:
   a. [ÎH], the relative clause morpheme,
   b. all the morphemes that constitute the predicate
      of the embedded sentence,
   c. [y0], the relative suffix, which occurs in some
      environments of the relative clause with a
      verbal predicate.

When the embedded sentence has a verbal predicate,
its SP deletes after the application of tone and
segmental rules.

Examples:

```
\[H^1\]\[H,L\] [H] [aa] [H] [H,L] [L] [a] [H,yo] #
"The boy who is washing"
> HHHHHLHHH Mapping Convention
> HHHHHLHHH vide Shift to Disyllabic Low
    Morpheme, 4.5
> HHHHHLHHH Low Tone Conversion
> umfana # oo # ugeza # yo Vowel Assimilation
> umfana oogeza\# SP Deletion and Word Boundary
    Removal
> ðãh'fànà ' ð':gèzà:'yo
```
The boys who are washing

Mapping Convention
vide Shift to Disyllabic Low Morpheme, 4.5
Low Tone Conversion
Word Boundary Removal

Because of their tonal behaviour the relative morphemes [^Haa], and the relative suffix [^Hyo] are entered into the embedded sentence as separate words. Consider the following examples:

a. [^H][^L][^H] [^H][^L][^H] # [^H][^L] phil+a. ile. ### "The boy is healthy"

b. [^H][^L][^H] [^H][^L] gijim+a. a. [^H] njalo. ### "The boy always runs"

Now, let us embed sentence b. in sentence a.:

Let us now transform the embedded sentence into a relative clause:

"The boy who always runs"

Now let us delete the noun which is subject of the
relative clause:

\[
\text{[LH]} \# \text{[H][L]} \text{[u][gijim+a][a]} \# \text{[HL] njal0} \# "\text{who always runs}"
\]

We must allow our phonological tone rules to apply now i.e. before the removal of the word boundary after /as/. Example:

\[
\text{[LH]} \# \text{[H][L]} \text{[u][gijim+a][a]} \# \text{[HL] njal0} \# "\text{Who always runs}"
\]

\[
\text{> oo} \# \text{ugijima} \# \text{njal0} \# "\text{Vowel Assimilation and Vowel Deletion}"
\]

\[
\text{> LHLH} \text{LHLH} \text{LHLH} \text{LHLH} \text{LHLH} \text{LHLH} \# "\text{Word Boundary Removal}"
\]

\[
\text{> ocugijima} \# \text{njal0} \# "\text{SP Deletion}"
\]

\[
\text{> oogijima} \# \text{njaalo} \# "\text{Penultimate Mora Creation}"
\]

\[
\text{> LHLHLH} \text{LHLH} \text{LHLH} \text{LHLH} \# "\text{Tone Epenthesis}"
\]

\[
\text{> HHLHLH} \text{LHLH} \text{LHLH} \text{LHLH} \# "\text{Low Tone Conversion}"
\]

\[
\text{> ógi'jimā 'njá:lò} \# "\text{Long Vowel Realization}"
\]

or

\[
\text{> ógi'jimā 'njá:lò} \# "\text{(Optional) Vowel Shortening}"
\]

If we remove the word boundary first, and then apply the phonological tone rules, we get wrong results:

\[
\text{[LH]} \# \text{[H][L]} \text{[u][gijim+a][a]} \# \text{[HL] njal0} \# "\text{Who always runs}"
\]

\[
\text{> saugijima njalo} \# "\text{Word Boundary Removal}"
\]

\[
\text{> oocugijima njalo} \# "\text{Vowel Assimilation and Vowel Deletion}"
\]

\[
\text{> oogijima njalo} \# "\text{SP Deletion}"
\]

\[
\text{> LHLHLH} \# "\text{Mapping Convention}"
\]

\[
\text{> HHLHLH} \# "\text{Low Tone Conversion}"
\]

\[
\text{>∗ ógi'jimā njá:lò} \# "\text{Penultimate Mora Creation etc.}"
\]
When the word boundary after /aa/ deletes, then \([\text{aa}]\) and \([H_u]\) fall within the same bi-moric syllable peak. Since a high tone may not be shifted from a bi-moric syllable peak (see 1.2.1), there is no high tone for the Phrase Medial Tone Shift Rule, and this leads to wrong results. To get the correct results we must allow the Phrase Medial Tone Shift Rule to apply before boundary deletion.

Let us now substitute the relative suffix /yo/ for the adverb /njalo/.

\[
\begin{align*}
[LH] & \quad [H] \quad [L] \quad [HL] \quad [H] \quad [L] \\
[aa] & \quad [u] \quad [m] \quad [fan] & \quad [u] \quad [gijim+a] & \quad [a] & \quad [yo] \quad \#
\end{align*}
\]

"The boy who is running"

The noun which is subject of the relative clause then deletes:

\[
\begin{align*}
[LH] & \quad [H] \quad [L] \\
[aa] & \quad [u] \quad [gijim+a] & \quad [a] & \quad [yo] \quad \#
\end{align*}
\]

"who is running"

Again, we want the phonological tone rules to apply before the removal of the word boundaries:

- \(LHLLHLLH\) \(\text{Vide Phrase Medial Tone Shift, 4.9}\)
- \(co+gijims+yo\) \(\text{Vowel Assimilation and Vowel Deletion}\)
- \(ogijimayo\) \(\text{SF Deletion}\)
- \(LHLLH\) \(\text{Mapping Convention}\)
- \(ogijimayo\) \(\text{Penultimate Mora Creation}\)
- \(LHLLH\) \(\text{Tone Epenthesis}\)
- \(HHHLLH\) \(\text{Low Tone Conversion}\)
- \(HHHLLH\) \(\text{Vide Tonal Displacement, 4.11}\)
- \(\acute{d}gijim\_\^{}:\_y\_d\) \(\text{Long Vowel Realization}\)
  or
- \(\acute{d}gijim\_\^{}:\_y\_d\) \(\text{(Optional) Vowel Shortening Rule}\)

Tone Shift never applies to the high tone on the relative morpheme (cf. Tone Shift and Tonal...
Displacement rules in Chapter 4). In order to express this phenomenon, the relative morpheme is considered inherently bi-moric (see Vowel Length, 1.2.1). In most environments, however, it surfaces as a short vowel after the application of Vowel Shortening, a low-level rule that applies after all other tonal rules. However, there are environments where it obligatorily surfaces as a long vowel. These are where a short vowel would obliterate a distinction between the relative morpheme and another morpheme:

ámarañòmbázàñè ' ázògèzà #/# "The girls will wash"
ámarañòmbázàñè ' á:zògèzà #/# "The girls who will wash"

3.6 The Enumerative (see Doke 1927, Chapter 8)

Two morphemes make up the enumerative:

a. The basic noun prefix, and
b. The enumerative root.

There are four enumerative roots:

\[
\begin{align*}
[H] & \quad "what type/kind of?" \\
[Hi] & \quad "which?" \\
[L] & \quad "one" \\
[Im] & \quad "different, strange"
\end{align*}
\]

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
[H][L] [z+a] [H] [phi] & \quad "which one (person) is coming?"
& \quad kúsà mài: phi
\end{align*}
\]
The Quantitative (see Doke 1927, paragraphs 247-259)

The quantitative is made up of:

a. the quantitative prefix, inherently low toned,

b. the quantitative root, with an initial floating tone, and in some cases

c. the diminutive suffix.

The quantitative roots are:

\[
\begin{align*}
[H][L_{\eta^gka}] & \quad \text{"all"} \\
[H][L_{dwa}] & \quad \text{"alone, only"}
\end{align*}
\]

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
[L]_\text{ngi} & [h]_\text{hlal+e} \neq [L]_\text{ng}\text{e}([H][L_{dwa}]) \neq \# \# \text{"I live on my own"} \\
& > \text{ngi}\text{hlal+e}\text{ng}\text{e}\text{dwa}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
[H][L_{ba}][z] & \neq [L]_\text{bo}([H][L_{\eta^gka}][L_{\eta^\text{ana}}]) \neq \# \# \text{"They'll come to the last one of them"} \\
& > \text{b}z\text{d}z\text{a}\text{bogk}\text{a}\text{n}\text{a}
\end{align*}
\]

There are four adjectival stems which occur in the quantitative construction. These constructions translate "both", "all three", "all four" and "all five" and they are made up of the basic noun prefix plus the adjectival root.
For the quantitative prefix we posit a low tone and for the root a "pre-prefixal" floating tone because the quantitative derives from a copulative, and, tonally, it behaves like a copulative, which has a low toned non-verbal formative and a root with a "pre-prefixal" floating tone (sec 3.9.0). Whenever this "pre-prefixal" morpheme occurs, then the quantitative prefix-surfaces with a low tone e.g.

bobbá'hlá:nà "all five of them" < [H][L][HL] # #

zózímbi:'li "both of them" < [I][H][LH] # #

If, however, the "pre-prefixal" morpheme deletes, only its segmental matrix deletes, its tone remains as a floating tone.

Example:

zómbi:'li "both of them" < [I][H][LH] # #

This analysis then suggests the floating tone for the other two roots where synchronic evidence for a deleted "pre-prefixal" morpheme is lacking.

Examples:

zó:gbè "all of them" < [L] ([H][L]yke) # #

bó:dwà "they, only" < [L] ([H][L]dwà) # #
3.8 The Verb (see D·ka 1927, Chapters 10-12)

The verb consists of:

a. Either the subject prefix or the imperative morpheme. If the subject prefix occurs, then the object prefix and the long form morpheme /ya/ may also occur,
b. a verbal radical, and
c. a tense suffix.

3.8.1 The Verbal Radical

The verbal radical may be the verbal root only, or it may be the root plus one or more verbal extensions. The verbal root is sometimes referred to as the base or unextended radical, while the form occurring with extensions is termed the extended radical. These verbal extensions, which extend the meaning of the base radical, are all, as we shall see later, toneless.

As we indicated in the introduction, the verbal system differs from the noun system in that, in the former, there is no free choice of tone per syllable. A high verb is associated with one, and only one high tone. This high tone may be a single tone or it may be part of the high-low tone cluster. With disyllabic and trisyllabic verbal roots, the high tone or high-low tone cluster is associated with the penultimate mora of the root, which is the designated mora; and to indicate this we star it. With high monosyllabic verbs, the designated mora is the only mora of the stem, and this is also starred. This association of the high tone with the designated mora (which happens to be the penultimate mora in disyllabic and trisyllabic roots) explains why there is no Low-High verbal class. The lexical low tone of low verbal stems is associated with the left-most mora of the disyllabic or trisyllabic root. All other toneless morae in the verbal stem are associated with low
tones by the Toneless Low Convention.

The underlying tone classes of Zulu verbal roots illustrated in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone Class</th>
<th>High Tone</th>
<th>Low Tone</th>
<th>High-Low Tone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C+V</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC+V</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>HLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC+V</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>HLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCVC+V</td>
<td>LHL</td>
<td>LLL</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVCVC+V</td>
<td>LHL</td>
<td>LLL</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two classes of high disyllabic roots are manifested only in the participial and infinitive forms of the KwaZulu dialect, and only in the participial in the Natal Coast dialect. The contrast between /â'mâ b'bõ:nõ/ "if he sees" (HLL verb) and /â'mâ ê'hâ:mbõ/ "if he goes" (HL verb) illustrates the need for the HL class as distinct from the HLL class.

The HL class appears to be a marginal one. Not only are there few HL verbs, but it is noticeable that for many speakers these verbs will sometimes be treated as HLL verbs. This suggests the class of HL verbs may disappear in time from the language.

Let us now illustrate the different tone classes of verbs:

There is a two-way underlying contrast with monosyllabic verbal roots:

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{L}] & \# [\text{H}] [\text{L}] \\
\text{[q]} & \# [\text{ku}] [\text{kho}] \\
\text{[L]} & \# [\text{ku}] [\text{lw}+\text{a}] \\
\text{[L]} & \# \text{"There is no fighting"} \\
\end{align*}
\]

> ñkikò kòlwà
tones by the Toneless Low Convention.

The underlying tone classes of Zulu verbal roots
illustrated in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C+V</th>
<th>VC+V</th>
<th>CVC+V</th>
<th>VCVC+V</th>
<th>CVCVC+V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>LHL</td>
<td>LHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>LLL</td>
<td>LLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two classes of high disyllabic roots are manifested only in the participial and infinitive forms of the KwaZulu dialect, and only in the participial in the Natal Coast dialect. The contrast between /ǘmâ ě'ò:nà/ "if he sees" (HLL verb) and /ǘmâ ě'hàː:mà/ "if he goes" (HL verb) illustrates the need for the HL class as distinct from the HLL class.

The HL class appears to be a marginal one. Not only are there few HL verbs, but it is noticeable that for many speakers these verbs will sometimes be treated as HLL verbs. This suggests the class of HL verbs may disappear in time from the language.

Let us now illustrate the different tone classes of verbs:

There is a two-way underlying contrast with monosyllabic verbal roots:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
 L \\
 H \\
 L \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
 k u & l w + a \\
 k h o & l w \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

> ƙukhò kù:lwà
With VC+V verbal roots, there is also a two way contrast:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{[L]} \not\equiv \text{[H][L]} \not\equiv \text{[L][H]} \not\equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \\
&\text{\textit{There is no}} \\
&\text{\textit{getting off}} \\
&\rightarrow \text{\textit{\&kúkhó kwè:hlá}}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{[L]} \not\equiv \text{[H][L]} \not\equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \\
&\text{\textit{There is no}} \\
&\text{\textit{stealing}} \\
&\rightarrow \text{\textit{\&kúkhó 'kwè:ba (KwaZulu dialect)}}
\end{align*}
\]

The above pronunciation is that of the KwaZulu dialect.

In the Natal Coast dialect, Lexical Tone Cluster Simplification (see 4.8), a rule that applies phrase medially elsewhere, applies both phrase medially and phrase finally to infinitives incorporating VC+V forms in the \textit{HLL} class:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{[L]} \not\equiv \text{[H][L]} \not\equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \equiv \text{[L][L]} \\
&\text{\textit{There is no}} \\
&\text{\textit{stealing}} \\
&\rightarrow \text{\textit{\&LHHL} \quad \text{Mapping Convention}} \\
&\rightarrow \text{\textit{LHLH \quad \text{vide Lexical Tone Cluster}}}
\end{align*}
\]

The form \textit{\&kúkhó kwè:'bá} must be regarded as an alternant occurring in the Indicative Participle and Infinitive; elsewhere the alternant \textit{\&kúkhó} occurs, as the following example illustrates.
Examples:

\[ [H] [L] [\hat{H}] \] \[a] \] \[H\] \[a] \[b-a] \#

"He is stealing"

> d'yè:bà  Vowel Deletion and Mapping Convention

Here are some examples of the three-way contrast found with CVC+V verbal roots, viz. \(L, H, \hat{H}\).

\[ [L] \] \[\# [ku] [kho] \] \[\# [ku] [phuph+\hat{\alpha}] \] \#

"There is no dreaming"

> škúkhô kûphû:phâ

\[ [L] \] \[\# [ku] [kho] \] \[\# [ku] [phûz+a] \] \#

"There is no drinking"

> škúkhô kû'phû:zâ

\[ [L] \] \[\# [ku] [kho] \] \[\# [ku] [bhal+\hat{a}] \] \#

"There is no writing" (KwaZulu dialect)

> škúkhô kû'bhal:lâ

In the KwaZulu dialect the \(\hat{\alpha} \[CVC+V]\) stem is found in the participial and infinitive; in other constructions a \(\hat{\alpha} \[CVC+V]\) alternant is used. In the Natal Coast dialect, the \(\hat{\alpha} \[CVC+V]\) stem is found only in the participial, in the infinitive and elsewhere a \(\hat{\alpha} \[CVC+V]\) alternant is used.

Examples:

\[ [L] \] \[\# [ku] [kho] \] \[\# [ku] [bhal+\hat{\alpha}] \] \#

"There is no writing" (Natal Coast dialect)

> škúkhô kû'bhal:lâ
The trisyllabic roots are illustrated next.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
[H][L][H]_{ya} & \quad \text{"He is writing"} \\
[L][H][kho] & \quad \text{"There is no fright"} \\
[L][H][kho] & \quad \text{"There is no insult"} \\
[L][H][kho] & \quad \text{"There is no knocking (at the door)"} \\
[L][H][kho] & \quad \text{"There is no disappearance"}
\end{align*}
\]

As we indicated a little earlier, all verbal extensions are toneless. On suffixation, they are assigned low tones by convention: The extensions are:

- [an+a] - Reciprocal extension
- [is+a] - Causative extension
- [el+a] - Applied extension
- [isis+a] - Intensive extension
- [ek+c] ~ [akal+a] - Neuter extension
- [w+a] - Passive extension
Examples:

\[ \text{ly} \{ \text{hlel+k+a} \} \{ \text{is+a} \} \{ \text{a} \} \] 

"You are amusing" (lit. you cause (people) to laugh).

> üyàhlèki:sà

\[ \{ \text{ba} \} \{ \text{so} \} \{ \text{zond+a} \} \{ \text{an+a} \} \] 

"They'll hate each other/one another"

> HLLL Mapping Convention

> HLLHL vide Shift to Disyllabic Low, 4.5

> báw'ndá:nà

The passive extension \([w+a]\) has an alternant \([iw+a]\), found with \((V)C+V\) verbal roots which arises through i-epenthesis. In the Indicative, principal, present, negative, the passive extension occurs with the negative suffixal alternant \(\text{HLL} \ a\).

Examples:

\[ \{ \text{hi} \} \{ \text{ya} \} \{ \text{hlabelel+a} \} \{ \text{w+a} \} \{ \text{a} \} \] 

"It is sung"

> liyàhlatshelelwa Palatalization and Vowel Deletion

> HLLLL Mapping Convention

> LLLL vide Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift, 4.7

> liyàhlatshe'lè:lwa

\[ \{ \text{H} \} \{ \text{li} \} \{ \text{hlabelel+a} \} \{ \text{w+a} \} \{ \text{a} \} \] 

"It is not sung"

> alihlatshe'lè:lwa Palatalization and Word Boundary Removal

> HLLL Mapping Convention

> alihlatshe'lè:lwa

3.8.2 Verbal Prefixes

In this study only four morphemes are treated as underlying verbal prefixes, viz. the subject prefix,
the object prefix, the phrase-final-position-marker /ya/, and the 'hortative' prefix /(m)ə/. All other surface verbal prefixes are treated as underlying deficient verbs as will be discussed below.

The Subject Prefix

Concordially derived and non-cordial subject prefixes have three morpheme alternants, namely [+ slack], SP [H] and [H].

The morpheme alternant [+ slack] occurs in the Indicative, principal, positive, with first and second persons, singular and plural.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{L} & \text{[L]} \text{[L]} \# [H] \text{jabul+aj} \# # "You'll be happy" \\
> & \text{LLLHL} \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> & \text{hj:}:\text{jabu:la} \\
\end{align*}
\]

cf. \[
\begin{align*}
\text{HL} & \text{[uma]} \# [H] \text{ni zol} \# [H] \text{jabul+aj} \# # "If you'll be happy" \\
> & \text{HHLHLHL} \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> & \text{um: } \text{niz:j:ba:la} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The alternant \( [H] \) occurs with monosyllabic high verbs in the indicative, participial, positive.

Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{HL} & \text{[uma]} \# [H] \text{m+aj} \# # "If he should stop" \\
> & \text{HLH} \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> & \text{HLH} \quad \text{vide Monosyllabic Verb Tone Dissimilation, 4.3} \\
> & \text{um: } \text{a:ma} \\
\end{align*}
\]
The alternant \([H]\) occurs elsewhere.

Example:

\[
[H][L] \# [H \underline{\text{bab}}]_{\text{zol}} \# [H \underline{\text{jabul+a}}] _{\text{p}} \# \# \text{"They'll be happy"}
\]

\[
> \text{HLIHL Mapping Convention}
\]

\[
> \text{bázojá'budlà}
\]

**The Object Prefix**

The object prefix has two morpheme alternants, viz. \([\text{HL}]\) and \([H]\). The first alternant occurs with high monosyllabic verb stems in the Indicative, participial and in the Infinitive.

Example:

\[
[\text{HL}][\text{uma}] \# [H][\text{Ha}]_y_{\text{dl+u}}[a] \# \# \text{"If he eats it"}
\]

\[
> \text{HLIHLHIL vide Monosyllabic Verb Tone Dissimilation, 4.3}
\]

\[
> \text{jmà 'é'yfdlà}
\]

The alternant \([H]\) occurs elsewhere:

Example:

\[
[H][\underline{\text{Lgà}}] \# [H][L\underline{\text{dabul+a}}][\text{Ha}] \# \# \text{"Don't tear it"}
\]

\[
> \text{úgà'yfdà'budlì}
\]

**The Prefix /ya/.

This prefix is underlyingly low toned.

Examples:

\[
[L][y\underline{\text{a}}][\text{sèbenz+a}][a] \# \# \text{"We are working"}
\]

\[
> \text{sìyàsèbè:nlà}
\]
"They are getting up"

The only case where [ya] surfaces with a high tone, is when it has acquired this tone from the SP to its left and has a low tone to its right.

Example:

> b électrique

Mapping Convention

The Prefix [(m)gke]

Underlyingly, the 'hortative' prefix [(m)gk] is the initial syllable of the conjunction [(m)ke], which governs a present subjunctive complement, as in the following example:

> (m)gke sihlabel+a e "Let us sing"

Mapping Convention

But sometimes the [ke] deletes, resulting in [(m)g], as in the following example:

> (m)g sihlabel+a e "Let us sing"

Mapping Convention

In addition to the conventional deficient verbs of Zulu, such as [(be) past present", and [(se) 'exclusive', etc, we shall discuss certain morphemes under this heading that are not normally regarded as
deficient verbs. If forms such as [(k)§] 'negative', [nya] 'negative', [sã] 'progressive', [uyã - ygãe] 'conditional', [a] 'past subjunctive' positive, [HL] 'remote past', [uyãe] 'negative past subjunctive', [ka] 'negative exclusive', and [boi] 'exhortative subjunctive' are categorized as verbs, it greatly facilitates and clarifies the description of SP Dissimilation (see 4.1) and Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift (see 4.7). Moreover it is necessary to regard the future formative [zaH - yH] as a deficient verb since it is the locus of the negative high tone, which is otherwise found at the ends of verbs and copulatives. We are aware that the decision to treat these formatives as deficient verbs leaves certain questions unanswered, in particular the obvious fact that in certain respects they do not behave like conventional deficient verbs because they have become fully cliticized. However, it is beyond the scope of this study to explore the extremely interesting question of compounding and cliticization in Zulu, and we will simply use the evidence to be presented below as justification for the above assumption:

The two negative prefixes [(k)§] and [nya], we consider to be underlying deficient verbs, and we speculate that they could have arisen in the same way as the present day negative marker [mysã], which can be shown to derive from an earlier deficient verb. In the speech of very old speakers of the KwaZulu dialect, [mysã] still occurs as a deficient verb:

Example:

\[ \text{U.R.} \quad [L \ (k)§ \ # \ ka [mysã] a \ # \ ku [ngi \ hluph+a] \ # ] H[HL][HL] \]

"He shouldn't bother me"

\[ \text{S.S.} \quad 'kám"yôsà a'kúngi'hlú:phá" \]
In modern Zulu, however, \( [^\text{\text{H}}} \text{L} \) does not occur with prefixes nor with negative \([k]^\text{\text{L}} \text{g}\).

Example:
\( m^\text{\text{H}}ysa \text{ u'kdygi'hluipha} \)  "Don't bother me"

For the formatives \([k]^\text{\text{L}} \text{g}\) and \([\text{ng}^\text{\text{L}} \text{g}\) we posit low tones since they always surface with low tones.

\[ [L] [(k)a] \# [H] [L] [hlabeledl+a] [i] \#"They don't sing"
> 'babahlaba'leli

\[ [H] [L] [a] [\text{ng}a] \# [L] [hlabeledl+a] [i] \#"He shouldn't sing"
> 'angahlaba'le:li

All bi-moric deficient verbs are considered HL, while all other non-negative deficient verbs, excepting \([z^\text{\text{L}} \text{o} \text{ y}^\text{\text{L}} \text{o}\) are high toned:

\[ [H] \text{s} \text{a} \] "progressive"

\[ [H] \text{b} \text{e} \] "continuous"

\[ [H] \text{s} \text{e} \] "exclusive"

\[ [H] \text{HL} \text{ng}a \text{ - ng} \text{g} \text{e} \] "conditional"

\[ [H] \text{HL} \text{aa} \] "remote past"

\[ [H] \text{HL} \text{bo} \text{o} \] "exhortative"

\[ [H] \text{HL} \text{ng} \text{g} \text{a} \] "past subjunctive"

\[ [L] [L] \text{zo} \text{ - } \text{yo} \] "future positive"
Notice that by postulating underlying high tones for these formatives, the lowering of the subject prefix before any of them then becomes the general process of dissimilation of the SP high tone to the verbal root high tone.

Examples:

\[ [H][L][H] \text{ sa } [L][g]e[z+a][a] \] \#\# "He is still washing"

\[ HHLL \] Mapping Convention
\[ LHLL \] vide SP Dissimilation, 4.2
\[ ûsâgê:zâ \]

\[ [H][H][H]\text{ be } [L][g]e[z+a][a] \] \#\# "He was washing"

\[ IHLLL \] Mapping Convention
\[ LHLLL \] vide SP Dissimilation, 4.2
\[ LHLLH \] vide Shift to Disyllabic Low, 4.5
\[ LLLHL \] vide Deficient Verb Lowering.
\[ ûbê:gê:zâ \]

\[ [H][H][H]\text{ ne } [e][g]e[z+w][a] \] \#\# "He is already washing"

\[ HHLLL \] Mapping Convention
\[ LHLLL \] vide SP Dissimilation Rule, 4.2
\[ LHLLL \] vide Shift to Disyllabic Low, 4.5
\[ ûsâ:gdê:zâ \]
Mapping Convention vide SP Dissimilation, 4.2

Contractions usually apply to this construction resulting in the following alternate surface forms:

The majority of those deficient verbs that occur in the Indicative, participial sub-mood, surface with a low tone in this sub-mood. The tone rule lowering the high tone in this sub-mood has to be ordered to apply after the SP Dissimilation Rule.
Deficient Verb Tone Lowering

\[ H \rightarrow L \] / \((_______(L) + [\text{verbal complement}])\)

Indicative, participial

Conditions:
1. Does not apply to 'progressive' [s\(\hat{H}\)]
2. Applies to 'continuous' [b\(\hat{e}\)], in both the principal and participial sub-mood.

The rule states that of all those high toned deficient verbs that become cliticized, those that occur in the Indicative, Participial sub-mood, excepting [s\(\hat{H}\)], become low toned. The deficient verb [b\(\hat{e}\)], however, becomes low toned in both the Principal and the Participial sub-moods of the Indicative.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[HL] : [H][H]} & \quad \text{[HL] : [H][H]} \\
\text{úmá} & \quad \text{[a][se]} \\
\text{[H]} & \quad \text{[e][hamb+a][a]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

"If he's already leaving" (Participial)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H} & \quad \text{LLHHHL} \\
\text{H} & \quad \text{LLLHHL} \\
\text{H} & \quad \text{LLLHHL} \\
\text{H} & \quad \text{úmá èsē:'há:mbá}
\end{align*}
\]

cf.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[HL]} & \quad \text{[H][H]} \\
\text{[a] : [se]} \\
\text{[H]} & \quad \text{[e][hamb+a][a]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

"He is already leaving" (Principal)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H} & \quad \text{HHHHHL} \\
\text{H} & \quad \text{LHHHL} \\
\text{H} & \quad \text{úsē:'há:mbá}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[HL]} & \quad \text{[H][H]} \\
\text{[nɔma]} & \quad \text{[a][se]} \\
\text{[H]} & \quad \text{[jumalal+a][a]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

"Although he disappeared" (Participial)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H} & \quad \text{HLHLLLHHL} \\
\text{H} & \quad \text{HLHLLLHHL} \\
\text{H} & \quad \text{HLHLLLHHL} \\
\text{H} & \quad \text{nɔmá àjumamá'ilâ:là}
\end{align*}
\]

Vowel Deletion
He disappeared

He was working

Although he was working

If he still thinks

The remaining high toned formatives do not occur in
the Indicative, Participial sub-mood.

Lowering of [ŋgã]

There is an unexpected case of a lowering of the high tone of /ŋga/ in certain non-participial constructions. We merely note these for the record but can offer no explanation at this stage.

Examples:

\[[H][L] # [H] [ŋgã] # [Hُ][vük+a][a] # "As soon as he gets up"
> ñúthi ñgã'vúkã

\[[H][L] # [H] [ŋgã] # [Hُ][vük+a][a] # "He says he can get up"
> ñúthi ñgã'vúkã

\[[L] [kã] # [H][L] # [H] [ŋgã] # [Lُ][sh+d][a] # "He doesn't usually say"
> ñkáñ ñgã:shò

Negative Exclusive [kã]

The negative 'exclusive' formative /kã/ occurs either immediately after an SF, or after negative [ŋgã], when the intervening word boundary has been removed. In the former case it surfaces as low toned, but in the latter it is high toned. Since the alternation L→H does not occur in Zulu tonology, we have to posit an underlying high tone for this formative.

Example:

\[[HL] [ŋgã] # [H][L] # [H] [kã] # [Hُ][hãmb+a][i] # "Although he has not yet left"
> HLHΛHΛHΛ Mapping Convention
> ñgã'kã'hã:shò
This formative surfaces with a low tone as a result of the application of Monosyllabic Verb Tone Dissimilation (see 4.1 for an illustration of the application of this rule to [kə]).

The Future Morphemes

The future morphemes are actually deficient verbs in so far as they take a complement in the same way as traditional deficient verbs.

The positive morphemes are [zo], [yo] and [o0].

The [zo] 'immediate future' [yo] 'remote future' distinction is made in our speech. The formative [o0] has a 'remote future' significance.

Examples:

- 
  [[[H][L][u][zo] # [H * hamb+a] # # "He'll leave" (immediate)]
  > HLLH Mapping Convention
  > úzò'há:mbà

- 
  [[[H][L][ba][yo] # [H * hamb+a] # # "They'll leave" (remote)]
  > HLLH Mapping Convention
  > báyò'há:mbà

- 
  [[[H][LL][si][cc] # [bohl+a] # [LLLL L] # "It (the stomach) will shrink, Manyosi!" (remote)]
  > HLLLLLLLL Mapping Convention
  > só:bòhlà mà'nyò:si

The negative future morphemes are 

- 
  \[ ([zo][H]) - ([zù][H]) \]
  'immediate' and 

- 
  \[ ([yo][H]) - ([yù][H]) \]
  'remote'. We posit an underlying low tone for these formatives because they do not condition SP Dissimilation. The 'floating' high tones are negative tones. When the
complement is a full infinitive then the vowel /u/ and the tones associated with it delete.

Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\&[L] \(k\)\# \quad [H]\(L\)\(u\)\(H\)\# \quad [u]\(ku\)\(bol+a\)\# \quad "It will not go bad" \quad \text{(immediate)} \\
&\text{LHHHL} & \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
&\text{LPHHL} & \quad \text{vide Low Prefix Tone Shift, 4.6} \\
&\text{q}lizhal'kub:la & \quad \text{Deletion of Negative Suffix}
\end{align*}
\]

The morphemes \([\text{zuu}][\text{HH}]\) and \([\text{yuu}][\text{HH}]\) occur with an infinitive suffix which is minus the noun prefix:

Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\&[L] \(k\)\# \quad \text{ba}\(\text{zuu}\)\(H\)\# \quad [L]\(\text{hlal}+a\)\# \quad "They won't stay" \quad \text{(immediate)} \\
&\text{LHHHL} & \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
&\text{q}b\'e'zu:hl:la
\end{align*}
\]

3.8.3 Verbal Tense Suffixes

There are eight tense suffixes that occur with the verb:

1. \([-a - \text{HH}]-\text{a}\) - the positive Indicative and Conditional present tense suffix.
2. \([-\dot{e}]-\text{HH}]-\text{a}\) - present principal, present conditional and past subjunctive negative suffixes.
3. \([-\text{HH}]-\text{HH}\] - \([\text{y}g\] negative suffix, present principal 'exclusive' and 'passive' negative suffix.
4. \([-\dot{e} - \text{HH}]-\text{HH}\] - positive present subjunctive tense suffix.
5. \([-\text{a}\] - remote past tense suffix.
6. \([-\text{y}g\] - negative past tense suffix.
complement is a full infinitive then the vowel /u/ and the tones associated with it delete.

Example:
\[ [L] \langle (k) \rangle \# [H][L][u][H] \# [u][k][H][L][b\text{-}a] \# ]"It will not go bad" (immediate)
\]

The morphemes \([zuu][HH]\) and \([yu\tilde{u}][HH]\) occur with an infinitive suffix which is minus the noun prefix:

Example:
\[ [L] \langle (k) \rangle \# [ba][zuu][H][H] \# [H][l][a][H][l][a] \# ]"They won' stay" (immediate)
\]

3.8.3 Verbal Tense Suffixes

There are eight tense suffixes that occur with the verb:

1. \([ -a - \text{a} ]\) - the positive Indicative and Conditional present tense suffix.
2. \([ -l ]\), \([ -e ]\) and \([ -\text{a} ]\) - present principal, present conditional and past subjunctive negative suffixes.
3. \([ -l - \text{a} ]\) - \([y\text{a}]\) negative suffix, present principal 'exclusive' and 'passive' negative suffix.
4. \([ -e - H - \text{a} ]\) - positive present subjunctive tense suffix.
5. \([ -\text{a} ]\) - remote past tense suffix.
6. \([ -\text{a} ]\) - negative past tense suffix.
7. \([-\dotted{\text{HL}}] \) - past/stative phrase medial tense suffix.
8. \([-\dotted{\text{HL}}] \text{HL} \text{LL} \text{LL} \text{L} \text{HL} \text{IL} \text{L} \text{IL} \) - past/stative phrase final suffix.

The morpheme alternant \([-\dotted{\text{HL}}] \) occurs in the Indicative, participial, positive which incorporates the progressive \([\text{HL}] \) formative, and the alternant \([-\dotted{\text{HL}}] \) (i.e. toneless) occurs in the positive of the Indicative present principal, present participial (without \([\text{HL}] \)) and present Conditional.

Examples:

\[[\text{HL}] \text{uma} \# [\text{H}] \text{H} \# [\text{HL} \text{LL} \text{LL} \text{H}] \text{qhubek+a} \text{sa} \] "If he's still continuing" (Indicative Present Participial + \([\text{H}] \) )

> \text{HLLLHLLL} Mapping Convention

> \text{HLLLHLLL} vide SP Dissimilation, 4.1

> \text{uma} \# \text{e} \text{sa} \text{qhubek+a} \# "If he continues" (Indicative Present Participial - \([\text{H}] \) )

> \text{HLLLHLLL} Mapping Convention

> \text{HLLLHLLL} vide Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift, 4.7

> \text{uma} \# \text{e} \text{qhubek+a} \# "He sees" (Indicative, Present, Principal)

> \text{HLLLHLLL} Mapping Convention

> \text{uma} \# \text{e} \text{qhubek+sa} \# "He may appear" (Conditional, Present)

> \text{HLLLHLLL} Mapping Convention

> \text{LLL}HLLLHLLL vide SP Dissimilation, 4.2
The negative suffixes [i], [a] and [a] occur in
the Indicative, principal, present (minus 'exclusive'
[k] and 'passive' [w+a]), Conditional, present and
subjunctive, past respectively.

Examples:

\[ L \land [H] [L] [HL] \]
\[ (k)g \land [ka] [ges+a] [i] \# "He doesn't wash"
(Indicative principal, present - 'exclusive' and
'passive')
> LHHL Mapping Convention
> ká'gě:zi

\[ H \land [HL] \]
\[ ba [ngee] \# [nasal+a] [e] \# "They can't
disappear" (Conditional, present)
> HLLLHL Mapping Convention
> LLLLHL vide SP Dissimulation, 4.2
> bangě:nam'lä:lä

\[ L \land [H] [H] \land [HL] \land [gijim+a] [a] \land [HL] \# "they did not run" (Past Subjunctive)
> LHLLLHL Mapping Convention
> LLLHL vide SP Dissimulation, 4.2
> LLLLHL Mapping Convention
> sá'ágá:jl:jí:ma.

The negative suffix [a] - [a] occurs with any
present tense co-occurring with negative formative
[ágá], and also with the Indicative, principal,
present incorporating exclusive [k] or passive
[w+a] in the negative.

Examples:

\[ L \land [L] [NGA] \land [HL] \land [HL] \land [HL] \# "Not to think"
(Negative incorporating [ágá])
They have not yet sung" (Indicative, principal, present + 'exclusive' [kά])

There is no sleeping" (Indicative, principal, present + passive [w+a]).

The present subjunctive morpheme alternant [i] occurs with (V)C+V, and also with [C'V'V+V] verb stems:

Examples:

"I want him to eat"

"He sometimes smokes"
The morpheme alternant [e] co-occurs with the object prefix in the subjunctive. To our knowledge, this is the only case where a suffix's tone is sensitive to the presence of an object prefix.

Example 1:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[H][L] \\
[\text{e}]
\end{array}
\] #

"I want him to roast (it) for them"

> HLHL Mapping Convention

> ñi'ë'å:khè

The alternant [e] occurs elsewhere in the present subjunctive:

Examples 2:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[H][L] \\
[\text{e}]
\end{array}
\] #

"He says they should go"

> HLHLH vide Root Tone Dissimilation, 4.4

> ñíëìi ' bâhà:'mbè
The suffix [a] occurs in the Indicative, remote past, principal and participial.

Examples:

```
[HL] [H] [L] [a] # # "Do greet them"
> HLLLHLL Mapping Convention
> d'bábingé'lé:lé

[H] [L] [a] # # "Greet them"
> HLLLHLL Mapping Convention
> bábingé'lé:lé
```

The negative past tense suffix [anga] occurs in both the principal and participial sub-moods of the Indicative.

Examples:

```
[HL] [H] [L] [a] # # "He became angry" (principal)
> HLLLHLL vide SP Dissimilation, 4.2
> HLLLHLL Mapping Convention
> wá:thukh'thé:lé

[H] [H] [L] [a] # # "even though he ran away" (participial)
> HLLLHLL vide SP Dissimilation, 4.2
> HLLLHLL Deficient Verb Tone Lowering
> HLLLHLL vide Root Tone Dissimilation, 4.4
> HLLLHLL Mapping Convention
> n'ágam à:bá'lé:ká
```

The negative past tense suffix [anga] occurs in both the principal and participial sub-moods of the Indicative.

Examples:

```
[L] [H] [L] [a] # # "They didn't fight" (principal)
> LHHL Mapping Convention
> d'bá'lwá:ngá
The tense suffix \( \text{[H]} \) which is stressed, occurs in all phrase medial positions of the past tense, and as the phrase medial allomorph of \([ile]\).

Examples:

\[
\text{[H]}[\text{L}] [\text{H}][\text{L}] \# [\text{L}][\text{H}][\text{L}] \# "\text{He fought with a leopard}"
\]

The past/stative morpheme alternants \([ile ~ e...e ~ e ~ i]\) occur in the Indicative, principal, positive:

Examples:

\[
\text{[H]}[\text{L}] [\text{L}][\text{H}][\text{L}] \# [\text{L}][\text{H}] \# "\text{They are very hungry}"
\]

\[
\text{[H]}[\text{L}][\text{an-a}][\text{H}][\text{L}] \# "\text{They saw each other}"
\]

Affixation and Vowel Deletion
The morpheme alternants \[-il\ e \ -i\ e \ -\ e \ -\ e\] occur elsewhere. Here are two examples in the Indicative, participial, positive:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
HLL \ H \ [H] \ [H] \\
\text{uma} \ # \ [e] \ [\text{phumul}+a] \ [e] \\
\text{HLH} \ H \ H \ll
\end{array}
\]

> HLHLLLH vide SP Dissimilation, 4.2
> HLHLLLH vide Root Tone Dissimilation, 4.4
> umâ ephû'mâ:lê

\[
\begin{array}{c}
H \ [e] \ [\text{esûth}+a] \ [i] \\
\text{nogma} \ # \ [i] \ [\text{u}] \ HLLH
\end{array}
\]

> HLLLHLH vide SP Dissimilation, 4.2
> HLLLHLH vide Root Tone Dissimilation, 4.4
> HLLLHLH Mapping Convention
> nâ yë'sû:thl

The negative conjugation of all stative tenses, i.e. verbal and copulative, occurs with a suffixal negative 'floating' tone.

Examples:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
L \ (k)a \ \ [L] \ [H] \ [L] \ H \ll
\end{array}
\]

> LHLHLH Mapping Convention
> \(kâlâ'mbi:'lé

\[
\begin{array}{c}
L \ (k)a \ \ [L] \ [\text{wanzi}] \ H \\
\end{array}
\]

> LLLLH Mapping Convention
> \(wâbâ:nsi

3.8.4 The Imperative

The imperative morpheme, [HL], is a suffixal tonal morpheme. It is one of the few examples of segmentless morphemes in Zulu. Another we have seen is negative [H].
Consonant-commencing disyllabic and longer verbal radicals are converted into the imperative by the suffixation of this morpheme only.

Examples:

\[
L \left[ \text{gijim+a} \right] [\text{HL}] \quad \text{"run!"}
\]

> LHL Mapping Convention
> gijif:ma

\[
H \left[ \text{phuz+a} \right] [\text{HL}] \quad \text{"drink!"}
\]

> LHL vide Root Tone Dissimilation, 4.4
> HL Mapping Convention
> phü:za

However, vowel-commencing disyllabic and longer verbal radicals are converted into the imperative by prefixing \([y^L]\) and suffixing the imperative morpheme.

Example:

\[
L \left[ \text{enab+al} \right] [\text{HL}] \quad \text{"Stretch out your legs"}
\]

> LHL Mapping Convention
> y'ñá:ba

The association of the high tone of the imperative morpheme with the penultimate mora of low disyllabic verbs is blocked, since it would obliterate the distinction between low and high disyllabic verbs. The imperative H therefore associates with the suffix mora and because L is unassociated, it deletes:

Example:

\[
L \left[ \text{hlek+a} \right] [\text{HL}] \quad \text{"laugh!"}
\]

> LH Mapping Convention
> hlè:ka
There is a handful of CVC+V radicals with two imperative surface structures, one in which the association of the high tone with the penultimate mora is blocked, the other in which it isn't.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[L]} & \text{[hlal+aj][HL]} \quad \text{"Sit down!"} \\
> & \text{LH} \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> & \text{hlâ:la}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\text{CT}
\]

\[
\text{[L]} & \text{[suk+a][HL]} \quad \text{"Move away!"} \\
> & \text{LH} \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> & \text{sû:ka}
\]

\[
\text{CT}
\]

The imperative prefix \([y^\text{f}_+]\) also occurs with all (V)C+V verbal stems. Here, too, the high tone of the imperative morpheme associates with the final mora and the unassociated L deletes.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[L]} & \text{[y^\text{f}_+mb+a][HL]} \quad \text{"Dig!"} \\
> & \text{LH} \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> & \text{y^\text{f}_+mba}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[L]} & \text{[y^\text{f}_+eq+a][HL]} \quad \text{"Jump!"} \\
> & \text{LH} \\
> & \text{y^\text{f}_+qâ}
\end{align*}
\]
As a variant to [y]\textsuperscript{H}, the prefix [w]\textsuperscript{H} occurs with the monosyllabic verbs [th+\textsuperscript{L}] and [z+a]. In this case the high tone of the imperative morpheme does associate with the penultimate mora.

Examples:

\begin{verbatim}
[H][L][z+a][HL]  #  "Come!"
>  [HL]            Mapping Convention
>  [w'\textsuperscript{Q}:z\textsuperscript{a}]

[H][L][th+i][HL]  #  "Say ..."
>  [HL]            Mapping Convention
>  [w'\textsuperscript{Q}:thi]
\end{verbatim}

The toneless suffixal stabilizer [na - no] occurs with some monosyllabic verbs as an alternative to the prefixal [y]\textsuperscript{H} or [w]. This stabilizer effectively provides a mora with which the second tone of the imperative morpheme associates.

Examples:

\begin{verbatim}
[H][m+\textsuperscript{G}][na][HL]  #  "Stop! Stand up!"
>  [HL]            Mapping Convention
>  [m'\textsuperscript{G}:na]

[L][sh+\textsuperscript{Q}][no][HL]  #  "Say so!"
>  [sh\textsuperscript{Q}:no]
\end{verbatim}

The pluralizing suffix in the imperative is [ni], toneless.

Examples:

\begin{verbatim}
[H][L][ni][HL]  #  "Come! (plural)"
>  [HL]            Mapping Convention
>  [w'\textsuperscript{Q}:ni]
\end{verbatim}
The negative imperative comprises the following morphemes:

```
[HL] (ni) [HL] # [u] [ku] [verb stem] #
```

Examples:

```
[HL] [HL] # [u] [ku] [m+] # # "Don't stop! Don't stand up!"
> HLHHLH Mapping Convention
> a'ysan "dka:'ma
```

```
[FL] (ni) [HL] # [u] [ku] [m+hamb+] # # "Don't go! (plural)"
> LLHLHLH vide Root Tone Dissimilation, 4.4
> LLHLHLH Mapping Convention
> a'ysan "dka'hida:ba
```

### 3.9 Non-Verbal Formatives

The traditional non-verbal prefixes to be discussed in this section form a natural syntactic class: they are the formatives that occur between the subject prefix and the copulative base which is a substantive (i.e. noun or pronoun). We shall refer to these as "non-verbal formatives". For reasons which will be clear below, these formatives must appear in derivations with a following word boundary which is removed later. In the following examples each type of formative is illustrated by one example:

**Comparative Adverb**

```
[HL] [HL] # [u] [mi] # #
```

```
H'NJN'UQA: "He is like me" <
```

```
[HL] [HL] # [u] [njënga] # [u] [mi] # #
```
Associative Copulative
ú'n'g'm'ôtò "He has a car" <
\[ \text{H} ][\text{L} ] \ # \ [\text{i}][\text{ngò} ] \ # \ \\
\text{Instrumental Adverb}
ú'ngò'fò: "It is at four o'clock" <
\[ \text{H} ][\text{L} ] \ # \ [\text{u}][\text{yga} ] \ # \ \\
\text{Comparative Adverb}
lísàm'm:ntù "It is like a person" <
\[ \text{H} ][\text{L} ] \ # \ [\text{u}][\text{foo} ] \ # \ \\
\text{Identificative Copulative}
ú'ngù'thi:'shá "He's a teacher" <
\[ \text{H} ][\text{L} ] \ # \ [\text{u}][\text{thisha} ] \ # \ \\
\text{Locative}
bá'sè'khà:yà "They are at home" <
\[ \text{H} ][\text{L} ] \ # \ [\text{H}][\text{LLL} ] \ # \ \\
\text{Possessive}
ú'ngò'wà:khò "She's yours" <
\[ \text{H} ][\text{L} ] \ # \ [\text{u}][\text{ngù} ] \ # \ [\text{u}][\text{a} ] \ # \ [\text{H}][\text{khò} ] \ # \ \\
\text{Justification for a Word Boundary}
We require a word boundary following a non-verbal prefix because a word level tonal rule must still apply to the following word before it is joined to the formative.
\text{Examples:}
\[ \text{H} ][\text{L} ] \ # \ [\text{i}][\text{si}][\text{hlupe}][\text{ki} ] \ # \ # \ "He is a straggler"
Here is an example that illustrates the wrong results obtained when a morpheme boundary instead of a word boundary is placed after a non-verbal formative.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[H][L]} & \quad \text{[LLL]} \\
\text{u} & \quad \text{sa} & \quad \text{ngulube} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[H^1 + \text{sa} + \text{ngulube} \]
\[\text{# # "He is like a pig"}
\]

The correct results are obtained when a word boundary occurs after the non-verbal formative:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[H][L]} & \quad \text{[LLL]} \\
\text{u} & \quad \text{sa} & \quad \text{ngulube} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{dsà} + \text{ngulubè} \]

Justification forPositing a Low Tone

Here is evidence that non-verbal formatives are underlingly low toned. The non-verbal formative surfaces with a low tone when it co-occurs with the noun prefix alternant \[\text{[u]}\] of class 1 (a) (see 3.1.3).
Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
 & \left[ L \right] \left[ H \right] [ L H ] \# \# "with whom?" \\
 & n'g\text{bâ:ni} \\
 & \text{cf.} \left[ L \right] \left[ H \right] [ z u k a ] \# \# "with a sixpence" \\
 & n'\text{dzù:'kà}
\end{align*}
\]

In negative constructions and in complements to axiomatic negatives, where neither the pre-prefix nor the 'floating' high tone occurs, the non-verbal formative surfaces with a low tone.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
 & \left[ L \right] \left[ H \right] [ y e ] \# \# "t him" \\
 & \text{cf.} \left[ L \right] [ y e ] \# \# "t him" \\
 & \text{cf.} \left[ L \right] [ y e ] \# \# "t him"
\end{align*}
\]

(Notice the negative 'floating' tone first mentioned in 3.8.3).

\[
\begin{align*}
 & \left[ L \right] \left[ H \right] [ L ] \# \# "It's him" \\
 & \text{cf.} \left[ H \right] [ L ] \# \# "It's him" \\
 & \text{cf.} \left[ H \right] [ L ] \# \# "He doesn't have a car" \\
 & \text{cf.} \left[ H \right] [ L ] \# \# "He has a car"
\end{align*}
\]
The non-verbal suffix [sa] always surfaces with a low tone, because the noun following it occurs with the pre-prefix.

Example:

\[
[1] \text{H} [s] [u] [s] [a] [s] [i] [s] [l] [w] [a] [n] [e] \#
\]

"He is like a wild animal"

> isèsslwà:nè

The 'Pre-Prefixal' Floating High Tone

It is worth noting that in non-negative constructions, the complements to the non-verbal formatives manifest a floating high tone that is normally deleted in negative constructions. In the case of nouns, this tone may be associated with the vowel of the pre-prefix or it may float if the pre-prefix is deleted. The following table illustrates the structure of these complements in non-negative constructions:

Non-Verbal Formative \# [((V))[(CV)] - (noun)

Non-Verbal Formative \# [H][CV]na] - (absolute pronoun)

Non-Verbal Formative \# [H][CV(V)(CV)(CV)] - (demonstrative pronoun)
Non-Verbal Formative \# [H][CV(V)(CV)(CV)] - (locative copulative demonstrative)

The segmental pre-prefix (but not its tone) deletes before 'possessive' [ka] and before the Locative formative. Let us illustrate the floating tone in all the complements above using the Locative formative [ku].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kux} \neq \text{HLma} & \quad \# \quad \text{"To mother"} \quad \text{(noun)} \\
> \quad \text{HHL} & \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> \quad \text{kux}:\text{mà} & \\
\text{kux} \neq \text{Lye} & \quad \# \quad \text{"To her"} \quad \text{(absolute pronoun)} \\
> \quad \text{HL} & \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> \quad \text{kux}:\text{yè} & \\
\text{kux} \neq \text{Lng} & \quad \# \quad \text{"To this one"} \quad \text{(demonstrative pronoun)} \\
> \quad \text{HH} & \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> \quad \text{kux}:\text{gù} & \quad \text{(KwaZulu dialect)} \\
\text{kux} \neq \text{Lngu} & \quad \# \quad \text{"To this one"} \\
> \quad \text{HHL} & \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> \quad \text{kux}:\text{ngù} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Other roots in Zulu with a similar floating high tone are the quantitative roots we saw in 3.7.0, and relative stems in demonstrative construction.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H} & \quad \text{Lye} \quad \text{L} & \quad \# \quad \text{"He is on his own"} \\
> \quad \text{HHL} & \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> \quad \text{uy}:\text{dà} & \\
\end{align*}
\]
Verbal Morphemes in Copulative Construction

Some verbal morphemes occur also in the copulative construction. Sometimes different morpheme alternants occur in this construction:

**Subject Prefix**

The morpheme alternant $[L]$ occurs in all negative copulative constructions excepting with $[\text{nà}]$ 'have' and $[\text{kho}]$ 'there', where the verbal morpheme alternant $[H]$ occurs.

( Remember that the negative suffixal floating tone introduced in 3.8.3 occurs in all stative tenses including stative tenses of copulatives).

**Examples:**

$[L][H][\text{ngaka}]$ 
(L) § J $[\text{ka}][\text{na}][\text{la}][\text{ne}][\text{lye}][\text{li}][\text{nina}]$ 
"He is not with his mother"

$[L][H][\text{la}][\text{b}][\text{a}][\text{qotho}][\text{H}]$ 
"They are not honest"

**Mapping Convention**

Here examples with $[\text{nà}]$ 'have' and $[\text{kho}]$ 'there', with the alternant $[H]$:
He doesn't have a mother

Mapping Convention

There is no one

Lowering, 4.9

The morpheme alternant $[(c)^{HV}]$ occurs in the stative participial in the copulative construction:

Example:

"If they are at our home"

Mapping Convention

The 'Progressive' Morpheme

The verbal progressive $[sa]$ has a morpheme alternant $[see]$ in the copulative construction:

Example:

"I still have it"

Mapping Convention

Now let us list all the non-verbal formatives:

3.9.1 Adverbial Formatives (See Doke, 1927, paragraphs 607 - 619)
However, there is an adverb of manner prefix [ka], occurring with adjectival and relative stems, e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[L]} & \left[ H \right] \\
\text{ka[hle]} & \#\# \text{"well"} \\
> & \text{ka:hle}
\end{align*}
\]

3.9.2 Identificative Copulative Formatives (see Doke 1927, paragraphs 537-564)

Excluding the [+ slack] initial vowels of most non-verbal constructions, which occur in copulative construction, the formatives [yj - ng - wy] also occur. Many illustrations of copulatives have already been supplied in this study.

3.9.3 The Possessive Formatives (see Doke 1927, Chapter 9)

The possessive morpheme is made up of a low toned prefix segmentally identical to the subject prefix. This prefix is followed by a formative [ka] in the case of a class 1(a) possessor; elsewhere it is followed by [a].

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\left[ H \right] & \left[ L \right] \left[ H \right] \\
\text{zi[tha]} & \#\# \text{"My enemies"} \\
> & \text{HLHHL} \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> & \text{fzi'tha-'ad:mi}
\end{align*}
\]
The independent possessive morpheme is [i, H, H], with a variant [AA, ee, HH] which occurs with possessives derived from absolute pronouns.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
[H][L][L] & \quad ([H][L]) \\
[si][ka] & \quad (# # "mine" (class 5))
\end{align*}
\]

\[HHLH \quad \text{Mapping Convention}\]

is necessary to explain the boundary symbol "__" used in some of the above derivations. These possessive constructions behave tonally as compounds, just like noun compounds of the form dNkòsìbòmù, ÒMándìènkò:sì, etc. and a word boundary (#) at these points marked with "__" would lead to incorrect results, by allowing Phrase Medial Final Tone Lowering (see 4.10) to occur, whereas it does not.

3.9.4 Locative Formatives (see Doke 1927, paragraphs 577-592)

The Locative formatives are [se - so - ku - ki]. The locative pre-prefix [ugá] 'near' may occur before the locative formative. The locative suffix [eni - ini], toneless, occurs with most nouns.
Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
[ & L & ] [ & L & ] [ & H & ] [ & L & ] [ & l & i & n & i & ] \\
> & \text{LHLL} & \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> & \text{ngasendli:ni}
\end{align*}
\]

The locative formative \([kwä]\), derives from the locative formative \([kw]\) and the possessive formative \([â]\).

\[
\begin{align*}
[ & L & ] [ & L & ] [ & H & ] [ & L & ] [ & m & i & ] \\
> & \text{HL} & \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> & \text{kwä:mi}
\end{align*}
\]

3.10 **The Conjunction, Interjection and Ideophone** (see Doke 1927, Chapters 15 - 17)

Conjunctions and interjections surface with their inherent tones.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
[ & H & L & ] [ & k & o & d & w & a & ] \\
> & \text{kôdwa}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
[ & H & L & ] [ & y & g & b & o & ] \\
> & \text{y̱g̱:ḇo}
\end{align*}
\]

The tone of the ideophone is complicated and it requires a special study which falls outside the scope of this analysis.
CHAPTER 4

4.0 PHONOLOGICAL TONE RULES

In Chapter 2 we discussed the Phonetic Realization Rules of Zulu. Such rules, which result in the surface tones of Zulu, apply after the phonological tone rules have applied.

In the introduction (see 0.5), we indicated that the tonal rules of Zulu (i.e. the phonological tone rules) are rules that regulate tonal prominence in order to

1. maintain the dominance hierarchy,
2. preserve penultimate syllable prominence,
3. supply information regarding the tonal class of a following root, and
4. avoid the creation of homophonous forms.

These functions will be discussed in detail as we discuss each phonological tone rule. Before presenting and discussing the phonological tone rules of Zulu, we would like to record our indebtedness to the following investigators for their pioneering work on some of the rules appearing in this Chapter:

1. D.M. Beach, for his contribution to our understanding of the rule we call Low Prefix Tone Shift, 4.6.
2. D.K. Rycroft, whose work on Zulu nouns first suggested to us the rule we call Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift, 4.7, and for some illuminating comments he makes on the process underlying what we term Low Prefix Tone Shift, 4.6.
3. A.T. Cope, who, we believe, was the first to suggest the rule Tonal Displacement, 4.11.
The phonological tone rules are here presented in the order of their application. A general principle that governs rule order in Zulu is that word rules i.e. rules not sensitive to phrase boundaries apply before phrase rules i.e. rules sensitive to phrase boundaries. The word rules apply from left to right following the hierarchical ordering of Zulu morphemes (see Dominance Hierarchy, 0.4) while the phrase rules applying phrase medially apply before those applying phrase finally.

NOTE: In this chapter derivations are fully specified with both tonal and segmental material in order to facilitate exposition and avoid confusion.

4.1 Monosyllabic Verb Tone Dissimilation

\[
\begin{align*}
H & \rightarrow L \\
\{ \text{SF} \} & \text{verb} \\
\{ \text{OP} \} & \text{root}
\end{align*}
\]

Condition:
The verbal root must contain only one mora.

This rule states that the high tone on a monosyllabic verb stem dissimulates from the high tone of the subject prefix or object prefix to its immediate left.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{L}][\text{m}] & \not\# \,[H][\text{ba}][\text{sh}^+][\text{e}] \not\# \not\# \text{"Let them burn"} \\
> & \text{L} + \text{H} + \text{sh} + \text{a} + \text{e} & \text{Monosyllabic Verb Tone Dissimilation} \\
> & \text{m} + \text{b} + \text{sh} + \text{a} + \text{e} & \text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
> & \text{m} + \text{b} + \text{sh} + \text{e} & \text{Penultimate Mora Creation etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
[H][\text{L}][\text{mu}][\text{ph}^+][\text{a}] & \not\# \not\# \text{"They do give him"}
\end{align*}
\]
The following example illustrates that the rule applies even when the prefix has a HL tone. 

\[HL\] \# [H] [H] [H] \#\# "If he should die"

The following examples illustrate the application of this rule in negative constructions (in the first example it applies vacuously):

\[(k)\] \# [H] [H] [H] \#\# "He doesn't eat"

\[L\] \# [H] [H] [H] \#\# "He doesn't eat it"
Note, in the above example, that the high tone on the suffix [i] is mapped onto the penultimate mora of the word viz. the /i/ of the object prefix [yi], while the low tone becomes associated with this suffixal mora /i/. In the previous example, however, both the high tone and the low tone on the suffix [i] became associated with the suffixal mora /i/. It was pointed out earlier (see 1.3.1) that the left most tone of a vowel suffix gets associated with the penultimate mora on condition that mora is part of the verbal stem or of the object prefix. In the previous example the penultimate mora is part of the subject prefix.

The Mapping Convention in this and many other examples, is in two steps: the first step associates tones in a construction with specific morae. This association takes place after the application of boundary removal and segmental rules - rules which fall outside the scope of the present study, and which are, therefore, not specified. The second step regulates a one to one association of tones and morae (see 1.3.1).

In the following example, the H̃L tone of [i] also gets associated with the penultimate mora which happens to be the object prefix.

![Diagram]

He shouldn't eat it

Monosyllabic Verb Tone Dissimilation
Mapping Convention etc.
Penultimate Mora Creation etc.

To get back to Monosyllabic Verb Tone Lowering, this rule applies to only one of the underlying deficient verbs which have become cliticized, viz. the exclusive
negative formative \([\hat{\text{H}}]k\bar{a}\) (see 3.8.3).

Example:
\[
\left[ \begin{array}{c}
L \\
(k)\hat{g}
\end{array} \right] \not= \left[ \begin{array}{c}
H \\
(\hat{\text{H}})\bar{ka}
\end{array} \right] \not= \left[ \begin{array}{c}
L \\
\text{fik+i}\end{array} \right] \not= \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\hat{H} \hat{L}
\end{array} \right]
\]

"They have not yet arrived"

\[
\begin{align*}
&> \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c}
L \\
(\hat{\text{H}})\bar{ka} \not= \text{ba} \not= \text{fik+i} \not= \text{a} + \frac{\hat{H} \hat{L}}{L} \\
\end{array} \right] \quad \text{Monosyllabic Verb Tone Dissimilation} \\
&> \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c}
L \\
\text{ba} + \frac{\text{ka} + \hat{L} \hat{L}}{\text{fik} + \hat{L}} \\
\end{array} \right] \quad \text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
&> \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\hat{L} + \frac{\text{ka} + \hat{L} \hat{L}}{\text{fik} + \hat{L}} \\
\end{array} \right] \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
&> \quad \& \hat{b}\hat{a}\hat{k}\bar{a}\text{fi':}\hat{k}\bar{i} \\
&> \quad \text{Penultimate Mora Creation etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

In the above example the left-most tone of the vowel suffix i.e. \([\hat{\text{H}}]\bar{L}\), is blocked from associating with the penultimate mora of the word, since such association would create homophonous forms and obliterate the distinction between high toned and low toned disyllabic verbs (see 0.5 and 1.3.1).

The examples above illustrate the application of Monosyllabic Verb Tone Dissimilation. In discussing the first phonological tone rule, we deemed it necessary to deviate and ascertain that the application of the Mapping Convention is well understood. We can now go back and end with a general comment on Monosyllabic Verb Tone Dissimilation.

This rule demonstrates the exceptional nature of one-mora high toned verbs. According to the dominance hierarchy (see 0.4), the high tone on the SP or OP should dissimilate from the high tone on these verbal stems since the latter are one higher in the dominance hierarchy. On the contrary, the high tone on the verbal stem dissimilates from that on the SP or OP. In phrase medial position, the lowering of the high tone on the verbal stem could have been handled
through the principle of penultimate syllable prominence (see 0.3.1). But this would fail to explain the lowering of the tone on the verbal stem in phrase final position. As we shall see when we study Subject Prefix Dissimilation (see 4.2) and Object Prefix Dissimilation (see 4.3), if a lexically monosyllabic verbal stem is extended to have more than one mora, then the high tone on the prefix dissimulates from the high tone on the verbal stem. This leads us to one conclusion, that the dissimilation of the high tone on a one-mora verb from that on a SP or OP demonstrates the exceptional nature of one-mora verbs. This rule applies before all other phonological tone rules since it violates the general functional motivation of the other rules.

4.2 Subject Prefix Dissimilation

\[
H \rightarrow L \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{SP} \\
\text{verb}
\end{array} \begin{array}{c}
\text{root}
\end{array}
\]

Condition:
The rule does not apply to verbal constructions with either of the suffixes [ile] or [e], or to the conditional verb [nga ~ ngga] in the participial.

The rule states that the high tone of a subject prefix dissimulates from the high tone on an adjacent verbal root.

Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{HL} \quad \text{uma} & \quad \text{H} \quad \text{jabul+a} \quad \text{a} \\
\text{H} \quad \text{L} & \quad \text{uma} \quad \text{H} & \quad \text{SP Dissimilation} \\
\text{H} \quad \text{L} & \quad \text{uma} \quad \text{H} & \quad \text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
\text{H} \quad \text{L} & \quad \text{uma} \quad \text{H} & \quad \text{Penultimate Mora Creation etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

"If he's happy"
The following example illustrates that Subject Prefix Dissimilation applies to monosyllabic verb roots which have gained an extra mora or morae through suffixation.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\{L(k)\} \neq \left[ \begin{array}{c}
H \\
\text{HL}
\end{array} \right] \neq \left[ \begin{array}{c}
ku \\
\text{HL}
\end{array} \right] \neq \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{ek+a} \\
\text{HL}
\end{array} \right] \neq \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{ek+a} \\
\text{HL}
\end{array} \right] \\
\end{array}
\]

"It is not edible"

\[
\begin{array}{c}
L \\
\text{HL}
\end{array}
\]

SP Dissimilation

\[
\begin{array}{c}
L \\
\text{HL}
\end{array}
\]

vide Root Tone Dissimilation, 4.4

\[
\begin{array}{c}
L \\
\text{HL}
\end{array}
\]

Mapping Convention

\[
\begin{array}{c}
L \\
\text{HL}
\end{array}
\]

Penultimate Mora Creation etc.

This rule also accounts for the lowering of the high tone on the subject prefix morpheme when it is adjacent to the high toned deficient verbs \[sa\], \[se\], \[be\], \[bû\], etc. (see 3.8.2).

Example:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
H \\
\text{HL}
\end{array}
\]

"They are still washing"

\[
\begin{array}{c}
L \\
\text{HL}
\end{array}
\]

SP Dissimilation
SP Dissimilation applies to the conditional deficient verb [ŋa ~ ŋgee] in the principal sub-mood, but not in the participial.

Examples:

```
> bā + sa + ña + a Mapping Convention etc.
> bāsāgē:sa Penultimate Mora Creation etc.
```

```
> L I f
   I M U
   ggsJ
   #=# "He can jump" (principal)
> L H "L> a + gga # gxum + a + a
> L H L> a + gga + gxum + a
> aggagxum:
> SP Dissimilation

> bāgag:we:le "They can't cross" (principal)
> bā + ŋgee ≠ we:le + e SP Dissimilation
> bā + ŋgee + we:le + e Mapping Convention etc.
> bā + ŋgee + we:le + e Mapping Convention
> bāgē:'we:le: Penultimate Mora Creation etc.

> uñma ≠ e + ŋa + gxum + a Mapping Convention etc.
> umā ' é'ngāg:ła:mā Penultimate Mora Creation etc.

> [HL] [H] [H] [L]
   [ums] ≠ e [ŋa] ≠ [gxm+a] [a] ≠ "If he can jump" (participial)
> HL [H] [H] [L]
   [gma] ≠ be [ŋgee] ≠ [we+l+a] [e] ≠ "Even though they can't cross" (participial)
```
The past/stative principal with the suffix [ile], toneless, and the subjunctive with the suffix [e], are distinguished from the past/stative participial with the suffix [H L] and the past with the suffix [H L] respectively, by the failure of SP Dissimilation to apply to the former pair of constructions.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[H][H]} & \neq \text{[H][H][H][H][L][L]} \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
\text{[H][L]} & \neq \text{[H][H][L]} \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
\text{n'\text{mà} \ 'bè'\text{gge}:'\text{wé:lè} } & \text{Penultimate Mora Creation etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[H][L][L][m+a][ile]} & \neq \text{"It stopped" (past principal)} \\
\text{\text{[H][L][L][m+a][ile]} \neq \text{\text{"If it has stopped" (past participial)}} \\
\text{\text{[H][L][L][m+a][ile] vide Root Tone Dissimilation, 4.4} \\
\text{[H][L][L][m+a][ile]} & \neq \text{Penultimate Mora Creation etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[L][a][H]} & \neq \text{[H][a][H]} \quad \text{"I want it to see" (subjunctive)} \\
\text{\text{[L][a][H]} \neq \text{\text{\text{"one Dissimilation, 4.4} \\
\text{\text{[L][a][H]} \neq \text{Root Tone Dissimilation, 4.4}}
\end{align*}
\]
Functionally, SP Dissimilation adjusts tonal prominence on adjacent SP and verbal root morphemes in favour of the verbal root - the morpheme higher in the dominance hierarchy.

### 4.3 Object Prefix Dissimilation

The rule states that the high tone on the object prefix dissimilates to the high tone on an adjacent verbal root, if a high tone or [ku] or [ya] appears to the left of the object prefix. Notice that this rule is the same as SP Dissimilation except for the condition of the terms to the left.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[(k)\text{g}]} & \neq \text{[si[ba[\text{hand}+a][i}}} & \neq \neq \text{"We don't like them"}
\end{align*}
\]
If a low toned morpheme other than \[\text{[ku]}\] or \[\text{[ya]}\] appears to the immediate left of the object prefix, then OP Dissimilation does not apply.

Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[H][L][H][a] & \neq [H][H][\text{phuz+a}][\text{n}] \\
\text{bà+yà+bù+phuz+a+a} & \text{OP Dissimilation} \\
\text{bà+yà+bù+phuz+a} & \text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
\text{bà+yà+bù+phuz+a} & \text{vide Low Prefix Tone Shift, 4.6} \\
\text{bà+yà+bù+phuz+a} & \text{vide Root Tone} \\
\text{Hà+ngà+bu+phuz+a+1} & \text{He mustn't drink it}
\end{align*}
\]
OP Dissimilation also differs from SP Dissimilation in not having the same exceptions as the latter: OP Dissimilation will apply to the past/stative principal with [ile]. In the case of the subjunctive with OP, the suffix is not [e], but ['e'], and OP Dissimilation takes place.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{He has eaten it} & : \ H + \text{d'l} + \text{a} + \text{ile} \\
\text{I want them to see it} & : \ H + \text{d'l} + \text{a} + \text{ile}
\end{align*}
\]

Compare the example above with the derivation of /d'lifí:lè/ "he has eaten" supplied in 4.2

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{I want them to see it} & : \ L + \text{fú} + \text{a} + \text{a} + \text{ba} + \text{ile} + \text{bon} + \text{a} + \text{e} \\
\text{vide Root Tone Dissimilation, 4.4}
\end{align*}
\]
Compare the example above with the derivation of
/ugifunâ'libò:'né/ "I want it to see" supplied in
4.2.

As the rule of OP Dissimilation is formulated above,
the high tone on the root from which the OP dissimi-
lates, is the underlying high tone. However, most
dialects of Zulu have re-interpreted low toned verbs
that acquire a penultimate high tone through suffixa-
tion of [HLL] or [HL] suffixes such as [111] (subjunctive
alternant) and [i] (principal, present, negative)
(see Mapping Convention, 1.3.1) as if they contained
an underlying root high tone and so OP Dissimilation
applies. Nevertheless, a minority dialect of Zulu
spoken mostly by older people sticks to the rule as
formulated above:

Examples:

\[ L (k)g \] \# \# ka \[ h \] \[ h \] \[ L \] \[ HL \] \# "He doesn't laugh
at them"

\[ L g + k \# + h \# + h \# h \# + L \]  Mapping Convention etc.

\[ L g + k \# + b \# + h \# h \# + L \]  Mapping Convention

\[ k \# k \# 'bá'hlé:ki \]

Compare the derivation in the other dialect:

\[ L (k)g \] \# \# ka \[ h \] \[ L \] \[ HL \] \# "He doesn't laugh
at them"

\[ L g + k \# + b \# + h \# h \# + L \]  Mapping Convention etc.

\[ L g + k \# + b \# + h \# h \# + L \]  Mapping Convention

\[ L g + k \# + L \# + h \# h \# + L \]  OP Dissimilation

\[ k \# k \# 'bá'hlé:ki \]  Penultimate Mora
Creation etc.
Functionally, OP Dissimilation adjusts tonal prominence on adjacent OP and verbal root morphemes in favour of the verbal root - the morpheme higher in the dominance hierarchy.

### 4.4 Root Tone Dissimilation

\[
\begin{array}{c}
H \rightarrow L / [ \_ \_ \_ ] [ H ] \\
\text{verb} \quad \text{suffix} \\
\text{root}
\end{array}
\]

This rule states that the high tone on the verbal root dissimilates from the high tone on the adjacent suffix.

Example:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[L] \\
(k)\# [H] [H] [H] [H] [HL] \# \# "We didn't see them"
\end{array}
\]

> \[L + H + L + H + H + a + H + L + a \] OP Dissimilation

> \[L + H + L + H + L + H + L + a \] Root Tone Dissimilation

> \[\# \# \# \# \] SP Dissimilation

With high-toned stems occurring with one-mora suffixes associated with two tones Root Tone Dissimilation sometimes has no overt effect in the surface structure.

Example:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[L] \\
(k)\# [H] [H] [H] [H] [HL] \# \# "He doesn't see"
\end{array}
\]

> \[L + k + H + b + o + n + a + H + L + a \] SP Dissimilation

> \[L + k + L + b + o + a + H + L + a \] Root Tone Dissimilation

> \[L + k + L + H + L + a + b + o + n + a + H + L + a \] Mapping Convention etc.

> \[L + k + L + H + L + a + b + o + n + a + H + L + a \] Mapping Convention etc.

> \[\# \# \# \# \] Penultimate Mora Creation etc.
Functionally, Root Tone Dissimilation adjusts tonal prominence on an adjacent verbal root and suffix in favour of the suffix – the morpheme higher in the dominance hierarchy.

4.5 Shift to Disyllabic Low

This rule applies in two domains and we shall present them separately at first:

1st Domain: High Shift from Prefix to Stem

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{Verb} & \text{Prefix} & \text{Stem} & \text{Verb} \\
\hline
1 & 2 & 3 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[\Rightarrow \emptyset \quad 1 \ 3\]

2nd Domain: High Shift from Stem to Suffix

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{Verb} & \text{Stem} & \text{Suffix} & \text{Verb} \\
\hline
1 & 2 & 3 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[\Rightarrow \emptyset \quad 1 \ 3\]

Condition: The stem is disyllabic or shorter.

The rules apply to the high tone on disyllabic or monosyllabic verbal stems or to the high tone on a prefix, and shift them to the first mora of a low-toned disyllabic suffix or to the first mora of a low-toned disyllabic verb, respectively. In effect these rules shift an ante-penultimate high tone to penultimate position. Viewed differently, these rules shift a high tone one place higher in the dominance hierarchy. Since the same process is involved in both domains, we should attempt to collapse the above rules. The concept of dominance hierarchy facilitates this restatement:
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\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
[ H ] & [ L L ] \\
\hline 
\text{Verb} & \text{Verb} \\
\hline
1 & 2 \ 3 \\
\rightarrow & \emptyset \ \ 1 \ 3 \\
\end{array}
\]

Conditions: (i) Term 1 is lower in the dominance hierarchy than term 2.

(ii) The stem or prefix with which term 1 is associated is not longer than disyllabic.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
[ H ] & \quad [ L ] \\
\hline
\text{uma} & \quad \text{hleka+a} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
> & \quad [ H ] \\
\hline
\text{uma} & \quad [ H ] \\
\end{align*}
\]

If he's laughing

Mapping Convention etc.

Shift to Disyllabic Low

Penultimate Mora

Creation etc.

\[
\begin{align*}
[ H ] & \quad [ H ] \\
\hline
\text{ba} & \quad \text{hamb+a} \\
\end{align*}
\]

They've left

Mapping Convention etc.

Shift to Disyllabic Low

A high tone on a morpheme not one lower in the dominance hierarchy does not shift.

Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
[ L ] & \quad [ H ] \\
\hline
\text{sa} & \quad \text{gez+a} \\
\end{align*}
\]

You are still washing

Mapping Convention etc.

If the verbal stem is trisyllabic, then the high tone does not shift onto the low disyllabic suffix. In this instance, the rule fails to apply because Zulu
has the following constraint on the position of the high tone on quadrisyllabic or longer verbal stems that would result from suffixation: the stem high tone may occur on the ante-penultimate syllable only (see Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift, 4.7).

Example:
\[
\begin{array}{c}
[H][H] \\
u \quad \text{jabul+a} \quad [\text{ile}] \\
\end{array}
\] 
\# # "He was happy"
\[
> \ H + \ L.H + \ L.L \\
> \ \text{újà'búlì:lé} \\
\]

This rule also fails to apply to the handful of \( L V C+V \) verbal stems which were exceptional in the imperative in having two alternate surface forms (see 3.8.4).

Example:
\[
\begin{array}{c}
[HL] \\
\text{ume} \quad \# \ 
\end{array}
\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
[H][L] \\
\text{be} + \text{hlal+a} \quad [\text{a}] \\
\end{array}
\] 
\# "If they sit"
\[
> \ H.L \quad \# \ 
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ume} \quad \# \ 
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{be} + \text{hlal} + \ L \\
\text{úmà, béhlà:lá} \\
\end{array}
\]

Functionally, Shift to Disyllabic Low regulates tonal prominence by shifting it to the morpheme higher in the dominance hierarchy.

4.6 Low Prefix Tone Shift

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[H] + \{ \text{Y} \} + [L ....] \\
\begin{array}{c}
1 \\
\text{∅} \\
2 \\
3 \\
\text{∅} \\
1 \\
3
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

Condition:
If term 2 is \(+ \text{slack}\), then the rule does not apply if term 3 is a high-toned trisyllabic or longer stem.
The rule states that a high tone on the morpheme to the immediate left shifts to [ya] or to the low-toned basic noun prefix, if the second morpheme is followed by a low tone.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
[H][L][\text{ntu}] & \quad \text{"people"} \\
> & \quad [\text{ba} + \text{ntu}] \\
> & \quad \text{"district"} \\
> & \quad [\text{si} + \text{godi}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

The second morpheme is followed by a low tone.

\[
\begin{align*}
> & \quad \text{Low Prefix Tone Shift etc.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
> & \quad \text{Penultimate Mora Creation etc.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
[H][L][LH] & \quad \text{"He is fighting"} \\
> & \quad [\text{u} + \text{ya} + \text{l} + \text{a}] \\
> & \quad \text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
> & \quad \text{Low Prefix Tone Shift etc.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
> & \quad \text{Penultimate Mora Creation etc.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
[H][L][Lw+a] & \quad \text{"They are talking nonsense"} \\
> & \quad [\text{ba} + \text{ya} + \text{bhed} + \text{a}] \\
> & \quad \text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
> & \quad \text{Low Prefix Tone Shift etc.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Trisyllabic or longer stems require special discussion.

Firstly, with low-toned stems, Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift applies after Low Prefix Tone Shift, shifting the already shifted high tone further to the right, to the ante-penultimate syllable (see 4.7).
Examples:

\[ [H][L][LL] \]
\[ a \text{ma} \text{qebeleggwane} \] # "mealie meal cakes"

\[ > \text{L} + \text{H} + \text{q} \text{ebeleggwane} \]
Low Prefix Tone Shift etc.

\[ > \text{L} \text{L} \text{L} \text{L} \text{H} \text{L} \text{L} \text{a} \text{ma} \text{qebeleggwane} \]
vide Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift, 4.7

\[ > \text{àmaqèbèlèn} \text{gwà:nè} \]
Penultimate Mora Creation etc.

\[ [H][L][L] \]
\[ bà \text{hlabelel} \] # "They are singing"

\[ > \text{L} + \text{H} + \text{hlabelel} + \text{a} \]
Mapping Convention etc.

\[ > \text{L} \text{H} + \text{hlabelel} + \text{L} \text{a} \]
Low Prefix Tone Rule

\[ > \text{bà} + \text{yà} + \text{hlabelel} + \text{L} \text{a} \]
vide Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift, 4.7

\[ > \text{bà} \text{yàhlabelel}:\text{là} \]
Penultimate Mora Creation etc.

Secondly, with high-toned stems, Low Prefix Tone Shift applies if the second morpheme is [- slack].

Examples:

\[ [H][L][L] \]
\[ i \text{si} \text{phambano} \] # "cross"

\[ > \text{L} + \text{H} + \text{i} \text{si} + \text{phambano} \]
Low Prefix Tone Shift

\[ > \text{i} \text{si} + \text{phambano} \]
Penultimate Mora Creation

\[ [H][L][H][\text{ya}][\text{sebènz} + \text{a}] \]
# "He is working"

\[ > \text{H} + \text{L} + \text{ya} + \text{sebènz} + \text{a} \]
Mapping Convention etc.

\[ > \text{L} + \text{H} + \text{ya} + \text{sebènz} + \text{L} \]
Low Prefix Tone Rule

\[ > \text{ýyàsè'bè:nzà} \]
Penultimate Mora Creation

If, however, the second morpheme is [+ slack], then Low Prefix Tone Shift is blocked.
Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
&[\text{i}][\text{zi}][\text{phambano}] \\
&\mapsto [\text{H}][\text{L}] + [\text{LHL}] \\
&\text{Mapping Convention}
\end{align*}
\]

Low Prefix Tone Shift is blocked in the example above so as to block Tonal Displacement (see 4.11), which would shift a prefix high tone into a high-toned stem.

An apparent exception to the blocking of Low Prefix Tone Shift is in forms like /izígò'jánà/, where the high tone of the pre-prefix has shifted. However, at an earlier stage in the derivation of this form we, in fact, have a disyllabic stem [gödi] "districts", which does not block the rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
&[\text{i}][\text{zi}][\text{gödi}] + [\text{ana}] \\
&\mapsto [\text{L}] + [\text{LH}] + [\text{ana}] \\
&\text{Low Prefix Tone Shift}
\end{align*}
\]

The derivation illustrates that some type of boundary occurs between the root and diminutive suffix which excludes the suffix from the scope of the first application of the rule. We will not explore the implication of this further.

The function of Low Prefix Tone Rule is to give information about the tonal class of the stem. And it does give accurate information about the most important stem in Zulu tonology, viz. the disyllabic verb stem. A low-tone /ya/ indicates a high stem while a high-
toned /ya/ indicates a low stem. With non-verbal disyllabic stems and all trisyllabic or longer stems, the rule tells us only that the stem-initial syllable is low-toned. The derived low tone of the OP also triggers the shift.

Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift

\[
\begin{align*}
& H \ (L_5) \ L \ L \ L \ # \\
& 1 \ (2) \ # + 5 \\
& \rightarrow \ y \ (2) \ 1 \ 4 \ 5
\end{align*}
\]

Conditions:
1. This rule will apply if term 5 is a high tone, so long as it is a suffixal high tone.
2. The last three tones must be part of the stem.
3. In copulative constructions, the rule applies before the removal of the internal word boundary.

The rule states that if the last three syllables of a stem are low-toned, the first high tone to the left will shift onto the ante-penultimate syllable.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{HL}] & \ne [\text{H}] [\text{L}] \text{uma} \ # \text{le} [\text{gijim+a}] [\text{a}] \ # \# "\text{If he runs}"
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& H \ L \ # \text{e} + \text{gijim} + \text{a} \\
& H \ L \ L \text{uma} \ # \text{e} + \text{gijim} + \text{a} \\
& \text{uma} \ # \text{e} + \text{gijim} + \text{a} \\
& \text{uma} \ # \text{e} \ ' \text{gijim}\text{a} \\
& \text{umä} \ ' \text{gijim} + \text{a}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{HL}] [\text{i}] [\text{L} \text{LLL} \text{LL}] [\text{i}] [\text{si}] [\text{phukuphuku}] \ # \# "\text{fool}"
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& L \ L \ L \ L \ L \ L \ L \ L \\
& \text{si} + \text{phukuphuku} \\
& \text{i} + \text{si} + \text{phukuphuku} \\
& \text{i} + \text{si} + \text{phukuphuku} \\
& \text{i} + \text{si} + \text{phukuphuku}
\end{align*}
\]

Mapping Convention etc.
Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift
Low Prefix Tone Shift
Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift
This rule applies if the final tone is a suffixal high tone

\[
L \hspace{1cm} H \hspace{1cm} \text{fun} + \underline{a} \hspace{1cm} \# \hspace{1cm} \text{ba} \hspace{1cm} \underline{gijim} + e \hspace{1cm} H \]

# # "I want them to run"

> \underline{v} \underline{g} i \underline{j} \underline{i} \underline{m} + \underline{f} \underline{h} \underline{n} + \underline{a} \underline{h} + \underline{g} j \underline{i} \underline{m} + e Mapping Convention

L H L L H L H Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift

> \underline{v} \underline{g} i \underline{j} \underline{a} n \underline{a} b a \underline{g} i \underline{j} : m \underline{e}

Root Tone Dissimilation feeds Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift, as the follow! example illustrates:

\[
\begin{align*}
L & \hspace{1cm} H \hspace{1cm} \underline{m} \underline{g} + \underline{h} \hspace{1cm} \underline{a} \hspace{1cm} \text{sebenz} + a + H \\
& \hspace{1cm} \# \hspace{1cm} \text{ka} \hspace{1cm} \text{sebenz} + a \hspace{1cm} e \hspace{1cm} \# \# \ "Let him work"
\end{align*}
\]

L H L L H L H Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift

> \underline{m} \underline{g} \underline{y} \underline{k} \underline{a} \underline{s} \underline{e} \underline{b} \underline{b} \underline{e} : 'n\underline{z}e

The following example illustrates that a stem-final high tone as opposed to a suffixal high tone, blocks the application of this rule

\[
H \hspace{1cm} \underline{i} \underline{N} \hspace{1cm} \underline{L} \underline{L} \underline{H} \hspace{1cm} \text{jemane} \hspace{1cm} \# \# \ "palm-wine"
\]

> \underline{I} \underline{n} \underline{j} \underline{e} \underline{m} \underline{a} : 'n\underline{e}

In verbal constructions, Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift applies after the removal of internal word boundaries.
Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Example:} \\
\text{[H][H]} [L \text{gijim} + a] [\text{sa}] \# \# \text{"He is still running"} \\
> L u + sa # gijim + a + a \quad \text{SP Dissimilation} \\
> L H L L L \text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
> u + sa + gijim + a \quad \text{Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift} \\
> \text{úsàgijí: mà} \\
\end{align*}
\]

With copulative constructions, however, Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift applies before the removal of any internal word boundaries. In the following example, for instance, Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift does not apply because it cannot apply after the removal of the word boundary:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[H][L]} [L \text{sa}][\text{L} \text{phukuphuku}] \# \# \text{"He is like a fool"} \\
> H L L L L \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> \text{úsàsíphúkóphú: kù} \\
\end{align*}
\]

In the following examples Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift applies before the removal of the internal word boundary:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[H][L]} [L \text{yì}][\text{L} \text{phukuphuku}] \# \# \text{"He is a fool"} \\
> H L L L L \text{Low Prefix Tone .ule} \\
> H L L L L \text{Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift} \\
> H L L L L \text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
> \text{úyìsíphúkóphú: kù} \\
\end{align*}
\]
They are in the train

> ha + se £ + si + timel + eni Mapping Convention etc.

> ba + se #^ + si + timel + eni Low Prefix Tone Shift

> ba + se #^ + si + timel + eni Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift

> ba + se + si + timel + eni Mapping Convention etc.

> bäséliti'mélè:ni

Note that stem high tones are affected by the Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift Rule.

Example:

\\[H\] [H][H]

> u + ba + jabul + a + is + a + ile OP Dissimilation

> u + ba + jabul + H + is + H + ile Mapping Convention etc.

> u + ba + jabul + H + is + H + ile Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift

> ṽabajabul'ilsil'le

Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift asserts the dominance of the low-toned trisyllabic stem over any preceding morpheme by shifting tonal prominence from that morpheme to the ante-penultimate syllable of the stem. This dominance of the low-toned trisyllabic stem over any preceding morpheme departs from the dominance hierarchy in that the latter applies to verbs only, while the former applies to verbs and non-verbs alike.

4.8 Lexical Tone Cluster Simplification

H L L #

L 2 3

→∅ 2 1
Condition: The cluster must not be associated with the penultimate syllable of a phrase final word.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{[H][L][\#L]}(\text{zhuzi}) - [L][a] \#(H)[L] \# \# "my goats" \\
&> H^L L^H + zim + bhuzi - z + a + H + mi \quad \text{Lexical Tone Cluster Simplification} \\
&> H^L L^H + bhuzi - z + a + H + mi \quad \text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
&> \text{iszimb}u'zi \ 'zal:mi \quad \text{Penultimate Mora Creation etc.} \\
&\text{[HL]} [a] [H][L][\#L](\text{bon+a}) \# [H][L][a] \# [a][b] [ntu] \# \# "when he sees people" \\
&> H^L L^H + e + bon + a + a \# a + b + ntu \quad \text{SP Dissimilation} \\
&> H^L L^H + bon + a \# a + b + ntu \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
&> H^L L^H + e + bon + a \# a + b + ntu \quad \text{Low Prefix Tone Shift} \\
&> H^L L^H + e + b + a \# a + b + ntu \quad \text{Lexical Tone Cluster Simplification} \\
&> H^L L^H + e + b + a \# a + b + ntu \quad \text{vide Phrase Medial Final Tone Lowering 4.10} \\
&> um\^{a} ebon\^{a} a'b:a:ntu \quad \text{Penultimate Mora Creation etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

If these lexical tone clusters were associated with the penultimate syllable of a phrase final word, they would surface because Penultimate Mora Creation would create the bi-moric sequences necessary for their realization.
The function of rule 4.8 is to avoid homophony between morphemes containing HL and ĤL tone sequences on the last two morae. If the lexical tone cluster were mapped in the usual manner according to the Mapping convention i.e. if $\text{HL} \rightarrow \text{H}$, then not all HL sequences occurring phrase finally would become homophonous with FL sequences in the same environment. With disyllabic verbs a very clear tonal class distinction is thus maintained between the two high classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phrase finally</th>
<th>L class</th>
<th>H class</th>
<th>ĤL class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>ĤL L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>L H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With nouns it is both the tones of the stems and those of the noun prefixes that help to maintain the distinction; the stems are bracketted for clarity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phrase finally</th>
<th>Phrase medially</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-Low stems</td>
<td>$L + H + (LL)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-High stems</td>
<td>$L + H + (LH)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Low stems</td>
<td>$H + L + (HL)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall-Low stems</td>
<td>$H + L + (ĤL L)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.9 Phrase Medial Tone Shift

\[ \text{H}_n \] \# \[ \text{H}_1 \text{L}_1 \text{H}_2 \] \# \[ \text{H}_1 \text{L}_2 \text{H}_3 \] \# \[ \text{L}_3 \]

Verb  \[ \text{H}_1 \text{L}_1 \text{H}_2 \]  Verb
Principal, present, positive
Subjunctive, past, positive

\[ \begin{array}{c c c}
1 & 2 & 3 \\
\rightarrow \emptyset & \text{H} & \text{H} \\
\end{array} \]

Conditions:
1. \( \text{H}_n \) is any string of tones containing one or more high tones.
2. The penultimate syllable, i.e. term 2, must be the only prominent syllable.

The rule states that in the present tense, positive of the principal sub-mood (i.e. indicative and conditional) and in the past tense, positive, of the subjunctive, all high tones to the left of the penultimate syllable are projected on that syllable, and simplify to \( \text{H} \).

Examples:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H}_1 \text{H}_2 \text{H}_3 \\
\emptyset \text{H}\text{L}_1 \text{a} \\
\text{L}_2 \text{z}i \text{dabul} + \text{a} \\
\text{L}_3 \text{ke} \end{array}
\]

"He can tear them all"

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{L}_1 + \text{uga} \neq \text{z}i + \text{dabul} + \text{a} + \text{a} \neq \text{z}o + \text{H} + \text{ke} \\
\text{SP Dissimilation} \\
\text{L}_1 + \text{uga} + \text{z}i + \text{dabul} + \text{L}_2 + \text{H} + \text{ke} \\
\text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
\text{L}_1 + \text{uga} + \text{z}i + \text{dabul} + \text{L}_2 + \text{H} + \text{L}_3 + \text{ke} \\
\text{Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift} \\
\text{L}_1 + \text{uga} + \text{z}i + \text{dabul} + \text{L}_2 + \text{H} + \text{L}_3 + \text{ke} \\
\text{Phrase Medial Tone Shift} \\
\text{anga}z\text{dabul} + \text{'z}o + \text{ke} \\
\text{Penultimate Mora Creation etc.} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H}_1 \text{H}_2 \text{H}_3 \text{L}_1 \text{H}_4 \\
\emptyset \text{H}\text{L}_1 \text{a} \\
\text{H}_2 \text{L}_1 \text{a} + \text{sh}e + \text{a} \\
\text{L}_3 \text{tshwala} \end{array}
\]

"He still sells beer"
A difference distinguishes a verb in phrase medial position from that in phrase final position in the indicative principal present positive. This difference is both morphological and tonological. The morphological difference is in the form of the prefix [ya], that marks the phrase final position, while tonologically, the penultimate syllable asserts positional prominence through the application of Phrase Medial Tone Shift. These two positions are illustrated in the following examples:

```
[HL] [L ya [L hlabelel+a] [a] ] # # "He is singing"
> [H L] [L ya [L hlabelel+a] [L a] ] Mapping Convention etc.
> [L H] [L ya [L hlabelel+a] [L a] ] Low Prefix Tone Shift
> [L H] [L ya [L hlabelel+a] [L a] ] Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift
> [L H] [L ya [L hlabelel+a] [L a] ] Penultimate Mora Creation etc.
```

```
[HL] [L hlabelel+a] [a] ] # [L [H hle] ] # "He sings well"
> [H L] [L hlabelel+a] [L a] ] [L [H hle] ] Mapping Convention etc.
> [L H] [L hlabelel+a] [L a] ] [L [H hle] ] Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift
```
This tonological difference persists even in the absence of any morphological difference, as illustrated in the following examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H}\left[\begin{array}{c}
\text{L} \\
\text{H}
\end{array}\right] \# \left[\begin{array}{c}
\text{L} \\
\text{gijim+ar}
\end{array}\right] \#\# "...and he ran" \text{ (past subjunctive)}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{L} + \text{L} \# \text{gijim} + \text{a} + \text{a} & \text{ SP Dissimilation} \\
\text{L} + \text{L} \# \text{gijim} + \text{a} & \text{ Ante-Penultimate Tone Shift etc.} \\
\text{L} + \text{gijim} + \text{a} & \text{ Penultimate Mora Creation etc.} \\
\text{L} + \text{gijim} + \text{a} & \text{ SP Dissimilation} \\
\text{L} + \text{gijim} + \text{a} \# \text{ka} + \text{khulu} & \text{ Phrase Medial Tone Shift etc.} \\
\text{L} + \text{gijim} + \text{a} \# \text{ka} + \text{khulu} & \text{ Phrase Medial Tone Shift etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

The fact that Phrase Medial Tone Shift applies also to the present conditional and the past subjunctive, suggests that the complements to conditional [ nga] and the so-called past subjunctive [a] may be in the present principal.

Functionally, Phrase Medial Tone Shift asserts the
penultimate syllable as the prominent syllable within the word by regulating tonal prominence in its favour.

4.10 Phrase Medial Final Tone Lowering

\[ H \rightarrow L / ... (C) V C V \ # \]

Condition:
The penultimate syllable must have [\(+\) prominence].

The rule states that the high tone associated with the final syllable in a phrase medial word is converted to a low tone if the penultimate syllable contains the feature [\(+\) prominence].

As we stated in 0.3.1, penultimate syllable prominence resides in the penultimate syllable of a word if no other syllable has [\(+\) stress], and if the final syllable contains only one mora.

So, if all the syllables within a word have [\(-\) stress], and if the penultimate and final syllables of the word are both one-mora, then any high tone associated with the final syllable is converted into a low tone.

Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{"Dogs love bones"} & \rightarrow \text{i + ziN + ja #zi + thanda + a #a + ma + thambo} \\
\text{SP Dissimilation} & \rightarrow \text{i + ziN + ja #zi + thanda + a #a + ma + thambo} \\
\text{Mapping Convention etc.} & \rightarrow \text{i + ziN + ja #zi thanda + a #a + ma + thambo} \\
\text{Phrase Medial Tone Lowering} & \rightarrow \text{Isinj"a zi\'th"ând"a ' ámá\'thâ:mbò Penultimate Mora Creation etc.}
\end{align*}
\]
If the final syllable is bi-moric, however, then penultimate syllable prominence does not reside in the penultimate syllable, and consequently, the high tone in the final syllable does not get converted into a low tone.

Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
&[H][L]_{\text{gez-}\text{kà}}[H]_{\text{hlè}} \# \# "\text{He washed well}"
> & H + L_{\text{gez} + \text{hlè}} \# kà + hlè \quad \text{Mapping Convention etc.}
> & \text{úgè'zà kà:hlé}
\end{align*}
\]

If one syllable within the word has [\text{+ stress}], then Phrase Medial Final Tone Lowering does not apply.

Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
&[L]_{\text{nà}}\left([H][H_{\text{lo}}]\right)_{\text{fana}} \# \# "\text{and this boy}"
> & nà + L_{\text{lo}} \# l_{\text{m} + \text{fana}} \quad \text{Mapping Convention etc.}
> & l_{\text{nà} + \text{HH} \# l_{\text{m} + \text{fana}}} \quad \text{vide Tonal Displacement, 4.11}
> & nà + L_{\text{lo} \# l_{\text{m} + \text{fana}}} \quad \text{Mapping Convention}
> & nà + l_{\text{lo} \# l_{\text{m} + \text{fana}}} \quad \text{Mapping Convention}
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that a high tone in the final syllable does not create any imbalance in prominence and consequently does not get lowered if the penultimate syllable i.e. the prominent syllable is bi-moric.

Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
&[L][H]_{\text{thànd-}\text{a}}[H_{\text{i} + \text{ja}}] \quad \text{# # "You love dogs"}
> & L_{\text{y} + \text{thànd} + \text{a} \# i + \text{i} + \text{ja}} \quad \text{Mapping Convention etc.}
> & \text{úthàndà'izì:njá}
\end{align*}
\]
The function of Phrase Medial Final Tone Lowering is to adjust tonal prominence in terms of penultimate syllable prominence. If a prominent penultimate syllable and the final syllable are both one-mora syllables, then any imbalance in prominence caused by the occurrence of tonal prominence in the non-prominent final syllable is adjusted by having such prominence removed by this rule. If, however, the prominent syllable is bi-mora, then no imbalance in prominence is caused by having tonal prominence in the final syllable, and consequently, no adjustment of tonal prominence is required.

Finally, note that if the final high tone is word medial, i.e. part of a compound word, then no imbalance is created between the H and the syllable to its left, because no penultimate syllable prominence resides in the penultimate syllable of an inner element of a word.

Example:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[H][L][zìN][ja]} - \text{[L][L][}# \text{([H][L][mì])} \\
> \text{H} + \text{zìN} + \text{H} - \text{za + mì}
\end{array}
\]

4.11 Tonal Displacement

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\# & \ldots & H & T & \ldots & \# \\
1 & 2 & \rightarrow & \emptyset & H
\end{array}
\]

\[T = \text{any tone}\]

Conditions: 1. Term 1 must be associated with a syllable containing the features

[+ slack
- stress
- prominence].

2. Term 2 must be associated with a syllable containing the feature

[- slack].
The rule states that within a word, a high tone associated with a [+ slack], on-<mora> syllable, shifts to the mora to its immediate right, if the latter is in a [- slack] syllable.

Tonal Displacement is ordered to apply after Tone Epenthesis.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
[H][L][LL] & \quad \text{"suma"} \\
\quad & > [L + zi + balo] \\
\quad & > [L + zi + LLL] \\
\quad & > [L + zi + balo] \\
\quad & > [L + zi + balo] \\
\quad & > [L + LHL + L] \\
\quad & > [L + LHL + L] \\
\quad & > [L + zi + balo] \\
\quad & > [L + zi + LLL] \\
\quad & > [L + zi + balo] \\
\quad & > [L + zi + LLL] \\
\end{align*}
\]

The following example illustrates that Tonal Displacement does not take place to another [+ slack] syllable.

\[
\begin{align*}
[H][L][LL] & \quad \text{"paths"} \\
\quad & > [L + ziN + diela] \\
\quad & > [L + ziN + diela] \\
\quad & > [L + ziN + diela] \\
\quad & > [L + ziN + diela] \\
\quad & > [L + ziN + diela] \\
\quad & > [L + ziN + diela] \\
\quad & > [L + ziN + diela] \\
\quad & > [L + ziN + diela] \\
\end{align*}
\]

Cope (1966:59) states that in the Natal Coast dialect Tonal Displacement onto demonstratives is not permitted. The fac' of the matter is that Tonal Displacement...
cannot apply to demonstratives in the Natal Coast dialect because the initial syllables of such constructions are [+ slack]. Compare these two examples:

\[[\text{nâ}]\ngoat((\text{H})[\text{Ia}][\text{ba}])[\text{o}]\]  "and those" (Natal Coast dialect)

> \text{nâ} + \text{Ia} + \text{ba} + \text{L}  Mapping Convention etc.

> \text{nâ} \text{Ia} : \text{ba}  Penultimate Mora Creation etc.

\[[\text{nâ}]\ngoat((\text{H})[\text{Ia}][\text{ba}])[\text{o}]\]  "and those" (KwaZulu dialect)

> \text{nâ} + \text{Ia} + \text{ba} + \text{L}  Mapping Convention etc.

> \text{nâ} + \text{Ia} + \text{ba} + \text{L}  Penultimate Mora Creation

> \text{nâ} + \text{Ia} + \text{ba} + \text{L}  Tone Epenthesis

> \text{nâ} + \text{Ia} + \text{ba} + \text{L}  Mapping Convention

> \text{nâ} + \text{Ia} + \text{ba} + \text{L}  Long Vowel Realization etc.

Tonal Displacement does not take place from a syllable of penultimate syllable prominence as this would create an imbalance in prominence by shifting tonal prominence from a prominent penultimate syllable to a non-prominent final syllable. In the following example, Tonal Displacement does not apply to the penultimate syllable of the first word because the syllable has penultimate syllable prominence while the final syllable is non-prominent, and both are one-mora syllables.

\[iN]gane\]  "The child will come"

> \text{Ia} + \text{Ia} + \text{Ia}  Mapping Convention etc.

> \text{Ia}  Penultimate Mora Creation etc.
In 4.10 it was pointed out that a high tone in the final syllable does not create an imbalance in prominence if the penultimate syllable i.e. the prominent syllable, is bi-moric. In the following example, therefore, it is the bi-moric syllable that blocks the high tone from being displaced from the penultimate syllable onto the final syllable.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Penultimate Mora Creation} & \quad \text{Tone Epenthesis} \\
\text{Long Vowel Realization etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

Tonal Displacement takes place from the penultimate syllable of a word, if such tone shift does not create any imbalance in prominence i.e. if the penultimate syllable is non-prominent.

Examples:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Mapping Convention} & \quad \text{Tonal Displacement} \\
\text{Mapping Convention etc.} & \quad \text{Long Vowel Realization etc.}
\end{align*}
\]
Tonal Displacement does not apply to a high tone associated with a stressed syllable. In the following example Tonal Displacement is blocked from applying to the first syllable of the second word by the feature [+ stress].

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{hill} & \quad \text{gilikidi} \quad \text{"To fall down"} \\
\text{low suffix tone} & \quad \text{gilikidi} \quad \text{low prefix tone shift} \\
\text{ukuthi} & \quad \text{gilikidi}
\end{align*}
\]

Tonal displacement does not take place from a bi-moric syllable.

Example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ng} & \quad \text{lit} \quad \text{saka} \quad \text{"and a sack"} \\
\text{low suffix tone rule} & \quad \text{low prefix tone rule} \\
\text{consonant deletion} & \quad \text{mapping convention etc.} \\
\text{low tone conversion} & \quad \text{penultimate mora creation etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

It is worth noting that the low level rule, Vowel Shortening, applies after Tonal Displacement. In the example above, for instance, it may optionally apply, resulting in /n^5gsa:kâ/. However, it may not apply before Tonal Displacement because then it would lead to the following wrong results */n^5gsa:kâ/.

The function of Tonal Displacement is to resolve the incompatibility of a high tone and a [+ slack] mora by blocking their co-articulation. If the high tone
cannot be shifted away from a [+ slack] mora, then, as we saw in 2.2.2 it is realized as an upgliding-high tone.

Schuh (1978) contends that Tonal Displacement, explained by Cope (1970) is not a sufficiently explanatory account of the tonal alternations conditioned by consonantal types in Zulu. He quotes the following examples of Tonal Displacement supplied by Cope:

izihlåló → izihlåló or izihlåló "chairs"

nhényóni → nhényóni or nhényóni "with a bird"

He then suggests a Hi Spreading Rule and a Depressor Lowering Rule to account for tonal alternations in the examples above, and in all other cases of Tonal Displacement. The problem with this solution is that the evidence at our disposal indicates that the tonal rules of Zulu regulate tonal prominence in one of two ways: either they shift a high tone from one mora to another or they delete it. The Hi Spreading Rule, on the other hand, suggests that some tonal rules in Zulu create tonal prominence. Schuh is lead to this conclusion by the incorrect data supplied by Cope on 'tonal assimilation'. Cope supplies these two examples, the first of which is meant to illustrate 'tonal assimilation':

ábáyíbóni → ábáýí'bóni "they do not see it"

ábážíbóni → ábážíbóni "they do not see them"

Tonal assimilation in Cope's data is what Schuh describes as Hi Spreading, i.e. the extension of the domain of a high tone. Our interpretation of the first of Cope's examples above differs radically from his. To us this example illustrates 'low tone raising', and in the second example low tone raising is blocked.
by the feature [+ slack]. This is how we would represent the surface representations of these examples:

\[ \text{gbayibo:ni} \quad \#\# "they do not see it" \]

\[ \text{gbazibo:ni} \quad \#\# "they do not see them" \]

In other words, the phonological tones occurring in both are the same:

\[ \text{gbayi'boni} \]

\[ \text{gbazi'boni} \]

Let us conclude this section by supplying two derivations which illustrate the results of Tonal Displacement in phrase medial and phrase final positions.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[L]} \& \left[ \text{H} \right] \left[ \text{LL} \right] \rightarrow \left[ L \right] \left[ L \right] \left[ H \right] \left[ L \right] \rightarrow \"\text{and my bird}\" \\
> \text{ŋe + joni - ya + mi} & \quad \text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
> \text{ŋe + joni - yaa + mi} & \quad \text{Penultimate Mora Creation} \\
> \text{ŋe + joni - yaa + mi} & \quad \text{Tone Epenthesis} \\
> \text{ŋe + joni - yaa + mi} & \quad \text{Tonal Displacement} \\
> \text{ŋe + joni - yaa + mi} & \quad \text{Mapping Convention} \\
> \text{ŋe + joni - yaa + mi} & \quad \text{Long Vowel Realization etc.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[L]} \& \left[ \text{H} \right] \left[ \text{LL} \right] \rightarrow \left[ L \right] \left[ L \right] \left[ H \right] \rightarrow \"\text{and a bird}\" \\
> \text{ŋe + joni} & \quad \text{Mapping Convention etc.} \\
> \text{ŋe + joni} & \quad \text{Penultimate Mora Creation} \\
> \text{ŋe + joni} & \quad \text{Tone Epenthesis} \\
> \text{ŋe + joni} & \quad \text{Tone Displacement} \\
\end{align*}
\]
Mapping Convention

Long Vowel Realization, etc.

4.12 Conclusion

This Chapter has discussed the eleven tonological rules of Zulu. In concluding this section and the whole study, it is worth emphasizing three points of major importance that have emerged. The first is that in our formulation many tonal rules require segmental information. This would not be worth mentioning were it not for the fact that we have adopted an autosegmental approach to the representation of tone and this interaction between tiers suggests that the tones and segments have become associated with one another. We have not explored the important question of the ordering of tone association (mapping) relative to the application of tonal rules and have simply allowed association to take place randomly. This is clearly unsatisfactory and the whole question requires further careful study. We have taken the view that this would go well beyond the scope of this essentially descriptive study that is only informally based on some assumptions of Autosegmental Phonology.

The second point is that the application of the tonal rules is frequently conditioned by grammatical facts. At this stage we can do no better than record the particular details for each case. It is possible, however, that future studies may detect deeper regularities which could lead to a more general statement of sub-regularities.

The third point is that a number of functional criteria interact in Zulu derivations to preserve categorical information and regulate the distribution of prominence in surface structures. These criteria may be satisfied by the application of a rule in some cases or indeed
by a rule being blocked in others. It is not surprising therefore that many rules are subject to complex conditions making it difficult to provide simple formulations. Some of these conditions appear to be global rules in the familiar sense of that term, and, it is clear that the description of Zulu tone cannot dispense with this powerful extension to phonological theory. We have not explored the question of alternative analyses that may be able to dispense with global conditions on tonal derivations but, according to our present understanding, the facts of Zulu demand them. This cannot be a surprising conclusion given the functional basis of many rules and the well-known difficulty of stating such rules in phonological theories.
Here are the underlying representations of some of the roots that are in common usage in Zulu.

**NOUNS**

1. **Low**

   [a][ba][ntu]  "people"

   [IN][dlu]   "house"

   [i][li][zwe]  "country"

   [u][mu][nwe]  "finger"

   [a][ma][ndla]  "strength"

   [u][mu][zi]   "village, homestead"

   [i][si][tsa]   "dish, vessel"

   [a][ma][fu]  "clouds"

   [i][si][bkwa]  "bread"

2. **High**

   [IN][ja]   "dog"

   [i][li][zwi]  "voice, word"

   [IN][tho]   "thing"

   [IN][vu]   "sheep"
3. **Low-Low**

- **[u][mu][thi]** "tree, medicine"
- **[i][si][tha]** "enemy"
- **[iIN][phi]** "battle, war, army"
- **[i][si][tho]** "limb"
- **[i][mu][sa]** "kindness"
- **[u][bu][so]** "face"

4. **Low-High**

- **[iN][cwadi]** "book, letter"
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[H][L] [H][baba]  "father"

[H][L] [H][komo]  "beast"

[H][L] [H][si][khathi]  "time"

[H][L] [H][thombi]  "girl"

[H][L] [H][zi][gazi]  "blood"

[H][L] [H][li][bhodwe]  "pot"

[H][L] [H][mali]  "money"

[H][L] [H][thisha]  "teacher"

[H][L] [H][bhobo]  "hole"

5. Fall-Low

[H][L] [H][L][L] [H][li][khaya]  "home"

[H][L] [H][L][L] [H][bu][lungu]  "pain, sorrow"

[H][L] [H][L][L] [H][vula]  "rain"

[H][L] [H][L][L] [H][si][khwama]  "bag"

[H][L] [H][L][L] [H][li][bisi]  "milk"

[H][L] [H][L][L] [H][li][khanda]  "head"

[H][L] [H][L][L] [H][zi][khuni]  "firewood"

[H][L] [H][L][L] [H][ma][khaza]  "cold"

[H][L] [H][L][L] [H][ni][dwo]  "place"
6. **High-Low**

- [i][li][kati] "cat"
- [i][li][kati] "boy"
- [i][li][gene] "child, baby"
- [a][ba][Tana] "boys"
- [i][li][jazi] "coat"
- [i][li][si][tofu] "stove"

7. **Low-Low-Low**

- [a][ma][zambane] "potatoes"
- [i][li][thikithi] "ticket"
- [i][li][phalishi] "porridge"
- [i][si][timela] "train"
- [i][li][bhodlela] "bottle"
8. **High-Low-High**

- HLLH [IN][khonjane] "swallow"
- HLLH [I][li][phoyisa] "policeman"
- HLLH [IN][qhadulu] "hornless beast"
- HLLH [IN][kedama] "orphan"
- HLLH [i][li][bululu] "puff adder"

9. **Low-High-Low**

- HLHL [IN][hliziyo] "heart"
- HLHL [i][si][sebengu] "criminal"
- HLHL [i][li][godoyi] "mongrel"
- HLHL [i][li][gobongoso] "a wide-mouthed calabash"
- HLHL [i][si][fociya] "fibre belt worn by women"

10. **Low-Low-High**

- HLHL [IN][jemane] "palm wine"
- HLHL [IN][gulule] "cheetah"
- HLHL [IN][bhabala] "bush-buck"
- HLHL [IN][jomane] "horse"
- HLHL [IN][dikimba] "subject"
11. Low-Fall-Low

\[ ul \] [malume] "maternal uncle"
\[ ul \] [mu] [phongolo] "barrel"
\[ ih \] [thondolo] "wether"
\[ ih \] [khojane] "calf"
\[ ih \] [si] [hlabathi] "sand"

RELATIVES

1. High
\[ ze \] "empty, naked"
\[ no \] "speckled red and white"

2. Low-Low
\[ qotho \] "honest"
\[ nzima \] "heavy"
\[ banzi \] "wide"
\[ nsundu \] "brown"

3. High-Low
\[ ngcono \] "better"
\[ thile \] "certain"
\[ dumu \] "tasteless"
4. **Low-High**

   **LH**
   
   [bomvu]  "red"
   
   [njani]  "how"

5. **Fall-Low**

   **HLL**
   
   [lula]  "light"

**VERBS**

1. **Low**

   ![Diagram of Low-Low verbs]

   **L**
   
   [hlw+a]  "become dark"  [sh+o]  "say so, mean"
   
   [b+a]  "be, become"  [ny+a]  "excrete"
   
   [lw+a]  "fight"  [w+a]  "fall"
   
   [n+a]  "rain"  [y+a]  "go (to)"
   
   [mb+a]  "dig"  [z+a]  "come (to)"
   
   [th+i]  "say"  [s+a]  "take (to)"

2. **High**

   ![Diagram of High-High verbs]

   **H**
   
   [dl+a]  "eat"  [f+a]  "die"
   
   [kh+i]  "draw, pick"  [ph+a]  "give"
   
   [s+a]  "dawn"  [sh+a]  "burn"
   
   [m+a]  "stand, stop"  [sw+a]  "hear, feel"
3. High-Low (VC+V)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Consonant</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[akh+a]</td>
<td>&quot;build&quot;</td>
<td>[om+a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[al+a]</td>
<td>&quot;refuse&quot;</td>
<td>[on+a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ang+a]</td>
<td>&quot;kiss&quot;</td>
<td>[oth+a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[az+a]</td>
<td>&quot;know&quot;</td>
<td>[ond+a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[eb+a]</td>
<td>&quot;steal&quot;</td>
<td>[ey+a]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Low (VC+V)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Consonant</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[æb+a]</td>
<td>&quot;apportion&quot;</td>
<td>[eq+a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ænd+a]</td>
<td>&quot;increase&quot;</td>
<td>[oph+a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[æhl+a]</td>
<td>&quot;alight&quot;</td>
<td>[ondl+a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ænd+a]</td>
<td>&quot;get married&quot;</td>
<td>[og+g+a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[enz+a]</td>
<td>&quot;make&quot;</td>
<td>[os+a]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. High-Low (CVC+V)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Consonant</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[bhal+a]</td>
<td>&quot;write&quot;</td>
<td>[fun+a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[bon+a]</td>
<td>&quot;see&quot;</td>
<td>[qāl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dial+a]</td>
<td>&quot;play&quot;</td>
<td>[sind+a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[khal+a]</td>
<td>&quot;cry&quot;</td>
<td>[thand+a]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. High (CVC+V)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Consonant</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[buz+a]</td>
<td>&quot;ask&quot;</td>
<td>[phuz+a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Pattern</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;read&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;enter&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;go&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;sleep&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;escape, recover&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;catch, hold&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;smoke&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;wash&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;sit, live&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;get up&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;laugh&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;cook&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;apply cow-dung on the floor&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;close&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;overcome&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;lean against&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;spread out&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;cure&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;plait, knit&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;wear&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;work&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;cover&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;get a fright&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{L})</td>
<td>&quot;be drowsy&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;be happy&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{H}^*)</td>
<td>&quot;become tired&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (CVC+V)</td>
<td>High (VC+V)</td>
<td>High (VCVC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[fund+a]</strong> &quot;read&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[hamb+a]</strong> &quot;go&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[lal+a]</strong> &quot;sleep&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[hamb+a]</strong> &quot;catch, hold&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[bhem+a]</strong> &quot;smoke&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[ethuk+a]</strong> &quot;get a fright&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[hamb+a]</strong> &quot;catch, hold&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[bhem+a]</strong> &quot;smoke&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[ethuk+a]</strong> &quot;get a fright&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[bamb+a]</strong> &quot;catch, hold&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[bhem+a]</strong> &quot;smoke&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[ethuk+a]</strong> &quot;get a fright&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[bamb+a]</strong> &quot;catch, hold&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[bhem+a]</strong> &quot;smoke&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[ethuk+a]</strong> &quot;get a fright&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[hamb+a]</strong> &quot;catch, hold&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[bhem+a]</strong> &quot;smoke&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[ethuk+a]</strong> &quot;get a fright&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[hamb+a]</strong> &quot;catch, hold&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[bhem+a]</strong> &quot;smoke&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[ethuk+a]</strong> &quot;get a fright&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>[hamb+a]</strong> &quot;catch, hold&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[bhem+a]</strong> &quot;smoke&quot;</td>
<td><strong>[ethuk+a]</strong> &quot;get a fright&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Low (CVCVC+V)

\[ \text{[bul} \text{al+a] "kill"} \quad \text{[dubul+a] "shoot"} \]

\[ \text{[gijim+a] "run"} \quad \text{[dabul+a] "tear"} \]

\[ \text{[cabang+a] "think"} \quad \text{[vilaph+a] "be lazy"} \]

\[ \text{[ugabaz+a] "doubt"} \quad \text{[goduk+a] "go home"} \]
APPENDIX B

The following schema for Zulu tenses constitutes a modified version of that set up by P D Beuchat and D F Gowlett for lecture notes in the Department of African Languages, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. (The verbal radical [dl+ā] means "eat".)

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pr.</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pa.</td>
<td>Past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re.</td>
<td>Remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fu.</td>
<td>Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.</td>
<td>Stative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Verbal Radical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP^P</td>
<td>Subject prefix, participial sub-mood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP^S</td>
<td>Subject prefix, subjunctive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP^C</td>
<td>Subject prefix, conditional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TENSES OF THE VERB

1. The Indicative Mood

A. The Principal Sub-Mood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Present</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Present</td>
<td>SP-R-a / SP-ya-R-a</td>
<td>g+SP-R-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. ūdlā</td>
<td>dyā:dlā</td>
<td>kā:dlī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pa. Pr.:</td>
<td>SP-be+SP^P-R-a</td>
<td>SP-be+SP^P-nga-R-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. ūbē:dlā</td>
<td></td>
<td>ūbēŋa:dlī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Re.Pa.Pr.:</td>
<td>SP-a:-be+SP^P-R-a</td>
<td>SP-a:+be+SP^P-nga-R-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. wā:yē:dlā</td>
<td></td>
<td>wāyēŋa:dlī</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. Future
1. Future: SP-zo-(ku)-R-a
   e.g. úzd:dlá
2. Pa.Fu.: SP-be+SP^P-zo-(ku)-R-a
   e.g. übészökli:dlá
3. Re.Pa.Fu.: SP-a:-be+SP^P-zo-(ku)-R-a
   e.g. wá:yészökli:dlá

c. Stative
1. Stative: SP-R-e: / SP-R-ile
   e.g. ñdli:le
2. Pa.St.: SP-be+SP^P-R-ile
   e.g. übédlí:le
3. Re.Pa.St.: SP-a:-be+SP^P-R-ile
   e.g. wá:yédelfí:le

d. Past
1. Past: SP-R-e: / SP-R-ile
   e.g. ñdlí:le
2. Pa.Pa.: SP-be+SP^P-R-ile
   e.g. übédlí:le
3. Re.Pa.Pa.: SP-a:-be+SP^P-R-ile
   e.g. wá:yédelfí:le

e. Remote Past
1. Re.Pa.: SP-a:-R-a
   e.g. wá:dlá

B. The Participial Sub-Mood

a. Present
1. Present: SP^P-R-a
   e.g. ñ:dlá

   Present

   Negative

   Present

   Negativa

   Present

   Negativa

   Present

   Negativa
2. Pa.Pr.: \(SP^P\text{-be}+SP^P\text{-R-a}\)  \(SP^P\text{-be}+SP^P\text{-nga-R-i}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{èbè:dlà} \]  \(\text{èbengà:dlì} \)

3. Re.Pa.Pr.: \(SP^P\text{-a:}-\text{be}+SP^P\text{-R-a}\)  \(SP^P\text{-a:}-\text{be}+SP^P\text{-nga-R-i}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{à:yèdlà} \]  \(\text{à:yèngà:dlì} \)

b. Future

1. Future: \(SP^P\text{-zo-(ku)-R-a}\)  \(SP^P\text{-nga-zu-(ku)-R-a}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{èsbò:dlà} \]  \(\text{èngèzòkù:dlà} \)

2. Pa.Fu.: \(SP^P\text{-be+SP^P\text{-zo-(ku)}}\)  \(SP^P\text{-be+SP^P\text{-nga-zu-(ku)}}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{èbòzò:dlà} \]  \(\text{èbengèzòkù:dlà} \)

3. Re.Pa.Fu.: \(SP^P\text{-a:}-\text{be}+SP^P\text{-zo-(ku)-R-a}\)  \(SP^P\text{-a:}-\text{be}+SP^P\text{-nga-zu-(ku)-R-a}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{à:yèzòkù:dlà} \]  \(\text{à:yèngèzòkù:dlà} \)

c. Stative

1. Stative: \(SP^P\text{-R-e}/SP^P\text{-R-ile}\)  \(SP^P\text{-nga-R-ile}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{èdlé: /èdlì:le} \]  \(\text{èngàdlì:lé} \)

2. Pa.St.: \(SP^P\text{-be+SP^P\text{-R-ile}}\)  \(SP^P\text{-be+SP^P\text{-nga-R-ile}}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{èbèdlì:le} \]  \(\text{èbengàdlì:lé} \)

3. Re.Pa.St.: \(SP^P\text{-a:}-\text{be}+SP^P\text{-R-ile}\)  \(SP^P\text{-R-a:}-\text{be}+SP^P\text{-nga-R-ile}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{à:yèdlì:le} \]  \(\text{à:yèngàdlì:lé} \)

d. Past

1. Past: \(SP^P\text{-R-e}/SP^P\text{-R-ile}\)  \(SP^P\text{-nga-R-anga}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{èdlé: /èdlì:le} \]  \(\text{èngàdlì:ngà} \)

2. Pa.Pa.: \(SP^P\text{-be+SP^P\text{-R-ile}}\)  \(SP^P\text{-be+SP^P\text{-nga-R-anga}}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{èbdìlfì:le} \]  \(\text{èbengàdlì:ngà} \)

3. Re.Pa.Pa.: \(SP^P\text{-a:}-\text{be}+SP^P\text{-R-ile}\)  \(SP^P\text{-a:}-\text{be}+SP^P\text{-nga-R-anga}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{à:yèdlì:le} \]  \(\text{à:yèngàdlì:ngà} \)

e. Remote Past

1. Re.Pa.: \(SP^P\text{-a:}-\text{R-a}\)  
\[\text{e.g. } \text{à:dlà} \]
2. **The Conditional Mood**

A. **The Principal Sub-Mood**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive</strong></td>
<td><strong>Negative</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Present</strong></td>
<td><strong>Present</strong></td>
<td><strong>Negative</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Present:</td>
<td>$SP^C$-nga-R-a</td>
<td>$SPC$-nge:-R-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>ångå:dlá</td>
<td>ångå:dlé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pa.Pr.:</td>
<td>$SP$-be+$SP^P$-nga-R-a</td>
<td>$SP$-be+$SP^P$-nge:-R-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>åbéngå:dlá</td>
<td>åbéngå:dlé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Re.Pa.Pr.:</td>
<td>$SP$-a:-be+$SP^P$-nga-R-a</td>
<td>$SP$-a:-be+$SP^P$-nge:-R-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>wâ:yéngå:dlá</td>
<td>wâ:yéngå:dlé</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. **The Participial Sub-Mood**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive</strong></td>
<td><strong>Negative</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Present</strong></td>
<td><strong>Present</strong></td>
<td><strong>Negative</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Present:</td>
<td>$SP^P$-nga-R-a</td>
<td>$SP^P$-nge:-R-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>ångå:dlá</td>
<td>ångå:dlé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pa.Pr.:</td>
<td>$SP^P$-be+$SP^P$-nga-R-a</td>
<td>$SP^P$-be+$SP^P$-nge:-R-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>åbéngå:dlá</td>
<td>åbéngå:dlé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Re.Pa.Pr.:</td>
<td>$SP^P$-a:-be+$SP^P$-nga-R-a</td>
<td>$SP^P$-a:-be+$SP^P$-nge:-R-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>å:yéngå:dlá</td>
<td>å:yéngå:dlé</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **Subjunctive Mood**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Present</strong></td>
<td><strong>Present</strong></td>
<td><strong>Negative</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Present:</td>
<td>$SP^S$-R-e</td>
<td>$SP^S$-nga-R-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>ś:dlé</td>
<td>ångå:dlí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Exhortative:</td>
<td>$SP^S$-bo:-(ku)-R-a</td>
<td>$SP^S$-nga-bo:-(ku)-R-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>åbó:kú:dlá</td>
<td>ångåbó:kú:dlá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Past (Narrative):</td>
<td>$SP$-a-R-a</td>
<td>$SP$-nga:-R-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>wâ:dlá</td>
<td>åkângå:dlá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TENSES OF THE COPULATIVE

1. The Indicative Mood

A. The Principal Sub-Mood

a. Present

1. Pr-present: SP-ba+Stem
e.g.  úbâ qô:thô
2. Pa.Pr.: SP-be+SP^P-ba+Stem
e.g.  ûbébâ qô:thô
3. Re.Pa.Pr.: SP-a:be+SP^P-ba+Stem
e.g.  wâ:yébâ qô:thô

b. Future

1. Future: SP-zo-(ku)-ba+Stem
e.g.  úzôbâ qô:thô
2. Pa.Fu.: SP-be+SP^P-zo-(ku)-ba+Stem
e.g.  ûbézôbâ qô:thô
3. Re.Pa.Fu.: SP-a:be+SP^P-zo-(ku)-ba+Stem
e.g.  wâ:yézôbâ qô:thô

c. Stative

1. Stative: SP-Stem
e.g.  úqô:thô
2. Pa.St.: SP-be+SP^P-Stem
e.g.  ûbé:iqô:thô
3. Re.Pa.St.: SP-a:be+SP^P-Stem
e.g.  wâ:yé:iqô:thô

d. Past

1. Past: SP-be:+Stem
e.g.  úbô: qô:thô

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP-ba+Stem</td>
<td>q-SP-bi+Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>úbâ qô:thô</td>
<td>﬈kâbî qô:thô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-be+SP^P-ba+Stem</td>
<td>SP-be+SP^P-nga-bi+Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ûbébâ qô:thô</td>
<td>ûbéngâbî qô:thô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-a:be+SP^P-ba+Stem</td>
<td>SP-a:be+SP^P-nga-bi+Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâ:yébâ qô:thô</td>
<td>wâ:yéngâbî qô:thô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Future</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP-zo-(ku)-ba+Stem</td>
<td>q-SP-zu-(ku)-ba+Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>úzôbâ qô:thô</td>
<td>﬈kâzûkâbâ qô:thô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-be+SP^P-zo-(ku)-ba+Stem</td>
<td>SP-be+SP^P-nga-zu-(ku)-ba+Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ûbézôbâ qô:thô</td>
<td>ûbéngâzûkâbâ qô:thô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-a:be+SP^P-zo-(ku)-ba+Stem</td>
<td>SP-a:be+SP^P-nga-zu-(ku)-ba+Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâ:yézôbâ qô:thô</td>
<td>wâ:yéngâzûkâbâ qô:thô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stative</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP-Stem</td>
<td>q-SP-Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>úqô:thô</td>
<td>﬈kâqô:thô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-be+SP^P-Stem</td>
<td>SP-be+SP^P-nga-Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ûbé:iqô:thô</td>
<td>ûbéngêqô:thô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-a:be+SP^P-Stem</td>
<td>SP-a:be+SP^P-nga-Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wâ:yé:iqô:thô</td>
<td>wâ:yéngêqô:thô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Past</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SP-be:+Stem</td>
<td>q-SP-b-nga+Stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>úbô: qô:thô</td>
<td>﬈kâbîngâ qô:thô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Pa.Pa.: \( SP-be+SP^P-be:+Stem \)
   e.g. \( \ddot{u}\ddot{b}\ddot{e}\ddot{b}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)
   \( \ddot{u}\ddot{b}\ddot{e}\ddot{g}\ddot{a}:\ddot{b}\ddot{a}:\ddot{g}\ddot{a}:\ddot{g}:Stem \)

3. Re.Pa.Pa.: \( SP-a:be+SP^P-be:+Stem \)
   e.g. \( \ddot{v}\ddot{a}:y\ddot{b}\ddot{e}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)
   \( \ddot{v}\ddot{a}:y\ddot{e}\ddot{g}\ddot{a}:\ddot{b}\ddot{a}:\ddot{g}\ddot{a}:\ddot{g}:Stem \)

c. Remote

1. Re.Pa.: \( SP-a:ba+Stem \)
   e.g. \( \ddot{w}\ddot{a}:\ddot{b}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)

F. Participial Sub-Mood

a. Present

1. Present: \( SP^P-ba+Stem \)
   e.g. \( \ddot{e}\ddot{b}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)
   \( \ddot{e}\ddot{m}\ddot{a}\ddot{b}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)

2. Pa.Pr.: \( SP^P-be+SP^P-ba+Stem \)
   e.g. \( \ddot{e}\ddot{b}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)
   \( \ddot{e}\ddot{b}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)

3. Re.Pa.Pr.: \( SP^P-a:be+SP^P-ba+Stem \)
   e.g. \( \ddot{a}:y\ddot{e}\ddot{b}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)
   \( \ddot{a}:y\ddot{e}\ddot{g}\ddot{a}:\ddot{b}:\ddot{a}:\ddot{g}:\ddot{a}:\ddot{g}:Stem \)

b. Future

1. Future: \( SP^P-zo-(ku)-ba+Stem \)
   e.g. \( \ddot{e}\ddot{z}\ddot{o}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)
   \( \ddot{e}\ddot{g}\ddot{e}\ddot{z}\ddot{u}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)

2. Pa.Fu.: \( SP^P-be+SP^P-zo-(ku)-ba+Stem \)
   e.g. \( \ddot{e}\ddot{b}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)
   \( \ddot{e}\ddot{g}\ddot{e}\ddot{z}\ddot{u}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)

3. Re.Pa.Fu.: \( SP^P-a:be+SP^P-zo-(ku)-ba+Stem \)
   e.g. \( \ddot{a}:y\ddot{e}\ddot{z}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)
   \( \ddot{a}:y\ddot{e}\ddot{g}\ddot{e}\ddot{z}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)

c. Stative

1. Stative: \( SP^P:Stem \)
   e.g. \( \ddot{a}:\emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)
   \( \ddot{a}: \emptyset:th\ddot{h} \)
2. Pa.St.: \( SP^b-be+SP^p-Stem \)  
   e.g. \( \text{èbè:qò:thò} \) \( \text{èbèngèqò:thò} \)  
3. Re.Pa.St.: \( SP^p-a:be+SP^p-Stem \)  
   e.g. \( \text{à:yè:qò:thò} \) \( \text{à:yèngèqò:thò} \)  

d. Past  
1. Past: \( SP^p-be:+Stem \)  
   e.g. \( \text{èbè: qò:thò} \) \( \text{èngàbá:qò:thò} \)  
2. Pa.Pa.: \( SP^p-be+SP^p-be:+Stem \)  
   e.g. \( \text{èbèbè: qò:thò} \) \( \text{èbèngàbángà qò:thò} \)  
3. Re.Pa.Pa.: \( SP^p-a:-be+SP^p-Stem \)  
   e.g. \( \text{à:yèbè: qò:thò} \) \( \text{à:yèngàbàngà qò:thò} \)  
e. Remote Past  
1. Re.Pa.: \( SP^p-a:-ba+Stem \)  
   e.g. \( \text{à:ba qò:thò} \)
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